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Overview 

 
The telecommunications business has a high level of dynamism, therefore, 

companies in the sector need constantly to make new inroads in order to 
maintain a competitive and attractive offer for customers. In this sense, it is a 

primary task for an operator the investment and constant maintenance of its 
offer. While the business of virtual mobile operation started several years ago 
in the world market especially in Europe and North America, in markets such 

as South America, it has just begun to develop, becoming a great business 
opportunity. 
 

ETAPA EP, a public company attached to the municipality of a city in Ecuador, 
has a responsibility to innovate its offer and increase mobility to its spectrum of 

telecommunications services. In this sense, this paper introduces a business 
plan for implementation of Mobile Network Virtual Operator for ETAPA EP, 
whose operations are focused on starting in the city of Cuenca. 

 
Before focusing on the business plan, a study of the characteristics of the 

business and its different models is done. Then, analysis of the geographical 
context in which the project will be implemented is also performed. Here trends 
and projections of mobility and virtual mobile operation in Latin America and 

specifically in Ecuador are studied. 
 

To prepare the business plan, aspects such as market, industry, competitors, 
strategies, among others, are analysed. Finally, a financial plan supported in 
five years is outlined, which the analysis of the results is performed. 

 
The analysis is focused in Full MVNO and MVNO Service Provider. These two 

models produce profitability under certain conditions, this is useful to take the 
final decision to choose one. However, it is shown that there is a great 
business opportunity that in case of following certain guidelines could get 

interesting benefits. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Telecommunications business has a high level of dynamism, therefore, it is 

necessary that constantly make new inroads in order to maintain a competitive 
and attractive offer for customers. In this sense, it is primary task for an operator 

that investment and constant maintenance of its offer.  
 
While the business of virtual mobile network operation has several years in the 

world market especially in Europe and North America, in markets such as South 
America this has not a great development yet, and it could become a huge 

business opportunity. 
 
ETAPA EP is a public company from the municipality of a city in Ecuador and it 

has a responsibility to innovate its offering and increase mobility to its spectrum 
of telecommunications services, therefore, this study analyses the different 

aspects involved in business to present a plan suits the reality of that company. 
 
So it is a journey through the different aspects related to the market, industry, 

competition to finally propose certain strategies that allow positioning in the 
medium and long term within the virtual mobility landscape. 

 
The business model designed focuses on the incorporation of the provision of 
mobile telecommunication services (voice, short message and data) at ETAPA 

EP, it is in the shape of Mobile Virtual Network Operator, which will operate in 
Ecuador, at the beginning focusing operations in the city of Cuenca. 

 
The first Chapter talks about the general features, the main concepts related to 
the Virtual Mobile Operation and its functionality in the market of the 

Telecommunications.  
  

The second Chapter is about the different variables that make up the 
geographical context of the project. Therefore, trends and projections of mobility 
and virtual mobile operation in Latin America and specifically in Ecuador are 

explained. The structure of the telecommunications sector in Ecuador and the 
legal regulations for Operation Mobile Virtual are also discussed. 

 
In the third Chapter there is the analyses of the economic structure under which 
are based Mobile Virtual Network Operators. For this analysis, costs involved in 

the business as well as income scheme are introduced.  
 

The guidelines to follow for the implementation of business are presented in the 
last Chapter. Thus, the product characteristics, target market, positioning, etc. 
are introduced. Then the characteristics of marketing, the possible structure of 

the company and some operational considerations are also explained. Then, 
the analysis of results of the implementation of a financial plan supported for 

five years is detailing. The analysis will be focused in Full MVNO and MVNO 
Enhanced Service Provider.  
 

Finally, some conclusions are written. 
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CHAPTER1. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 

 
In order to develop a business model is necessary to study the specific 

characteristics of the business idea proposal and the implementation 
possibilities. 
 

In this chapter, the general and specific objectives of the project, the main 
concepts related to Mobile Virtual Operation and its functionality in the 

telecommunications market are introduced. 
 
Later the different models of mobile virtual network operators are analysed 

according to its integration with the established network operator. Then, 
different actors in the virtual mobility and the types of MVNOs as their market 

strategies are shown.  

1.1. Objectives 

 

In general terms, the main purpose of this project is the development of a 
business model of a Mobile Virtual Network Operator for the company ETAPA 

EP, which is a telecommunications operator that provides services in Cuenca, a 
city locates in the South of Ecuador with approximately 600000 inhabitants, 
being the only city in Ecuador where the State telecommunications operator is 

different than for the rest of the country. 
 

ETAPA EP is a company of public structure attached to the municipality of the 
city. Currently it has within its offer of telecommunication services: fixed 
telephony, broadband internet, TV satellite, public telephone and data 

transmission; however, it does not have an offer of mobile telephony, therefore, 
it has the need to evaluate strategic options to add this service to its offer.  

 
The business of virtual mobile operation in Latin America is still under initial 
development, Ecuador is not far from this reality, therefore, it envisions a great 
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business opportunity that provides large benefits both to the customer and to 
the company that assumes the risk.  

1.1.1. Specific Objectives 

 

This section describes some of the specific objectives of this project. 
 

 To introduce the different aspects related to virtual mobile operation, 

technical options and market strategies. 

 To study the variables of the geographical context where project will be 

developed. 

 To analyse briefly the cost structure of the virtual mobile operation. 

 To perform an analysis of the potential demand and market of the 
project. 

 To design the business plan. 

 To evaluate the project in different scenarios. 

1.2. Telecommunications and mobile market 

 
The telecommunications sector is extremely dynamic presenting several 

changes in recent years around the world. These changes have taken place in: 
technological evolution, the entry on the market of new agents competing to 

capture the largest possible market share, as well as the adaptation of existing 
companies to expand its range of services focused on the total convergence. 
  

As it can be inferred from statistical data of different countries, especially 
developed ones, the telecommunications services that present a greater 

demand from the population in recent years are those relating to mobile 
communications (mobile telephony and mobile broadband). This situation has 
caused operators equipped with radio spectrum must deploy new networks with 

higher capacity according to the demand for services by users as well as the 
expansion of their radio access. 

  
The telecommunications services in the majority of countries have historically 
been provided by public companies in monopoly or oligopolies schemes. That 

made any impossible competition.  This is not exception for mobile 
communications service and, therefore, despite the liberation of the 

telecommunications market, the established mobile operators are conditioned to 
hold a right of use of the radio spectrum frequencies. By the way, many times, 
those have determined certain entry barriers to new competitors, such as 

pricing of interconnection or the restriction to specific markets, among others. In 
front this situation, regulators in the telecommunications sector have intervened 

to define radio spectrum as a limited resource and in consideration of the 
demand for this good as a scarce resource, and, therefore, this has allowed 
entry of new operators that do not have radio spectrum.  

  
These new operators are known as mobile virtual network operators MVNO, 

whose operation is closely linked to the legal framework of each country. While 
in markets as European or American, these carry several years running and it 
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could be said that they have reached their maturity, in markets such as the Latin 
American, these are still in their initial phase of development, which is 
presented as a business opportunity.  

  
It is important to bear in mind that an operator who intends to access the current 

mobile communications market must be analysed in all features: regulatory, 
economic and technique on the market.  

1.2.1. Mobile Virtual Network Operator MVNO 

 

There are a lot of definitions for a mobile virtual network operator MVNO, the 
International Telecommunications Union ITU [001] establishes that a MVNO is 
“an operator that offers mobile services but does not own its own radio 

frequency.  Usually, this operator has its own network code and in many cases 
issues its own SIM card. The mobile VNO can be a mobile service provider or a 

value-added service provider. It is to be noted that there are differing views on 
how to define a mobile VNO”, other approaches indicate that, a mobile virtual 
network operator MVNO is a mobile phone company, that does not have a grant 

of frequency spectrum, and therefore, it does not have an own radio network, 
and, in order to provide service, it must rent to a mobile operator's network 

(MNO) coverage with which an agreement must be signed.  
  
A definition from a more economic perspective could be that virtual operators 

are not fully integrated actors lacking a part of the assets of the network. 
Particularly in the case of mobiles, that they are not owners of the radio access 

but however they supplied to the market a complete mobile service with a 
customer base that is partially or completely own. 
  

In principle to the provision of the service, they rent at least the radio access to 
their hosting operator. But nothing prevents that MVNO rents more elements of 

the service provided to the end user (billing, contact centre, etc.), even, they can 
also to complete the radio access by their own assets, like a transport network 
or some switching infrastructure. 

  
Scarcity of radio spectrum has allowed only 3 to 5 mobile operators with a full 

infrastructure per country via a licensing process. However, this number has 
been quickly inadequate to guarantee a fully efficient and competitive market. 
 

In this regard, national regulatory authorities around the world have seen the 
MVNO's as a quick remedy, at least to access mobile telephony market.  

MVNO’s are an effective means to break the vertical integration of MNO that is 
considered by some authors as one of the root cause for a player not innovate 
any more. Other authors consider on the contrary that vertical integration allows 

economies of scale and scope that amortizes more easily investment. It is an 
incentive to take more commercial and financial risk.  

  
According to GSMA Intelligence [002], to June 2014, there were 943 OMV and 
255 sub-brands of MNOs worldwide. This data is updated to 2016 as superior to 

the 1200 MVNOs hosted by approximately 530 MNOs (some companies 
operate multiple virtual mobile operators in the same country). Another 
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important fact is that in 2014 approximately 120 MVNO's offered mobile 
broadband services. 
  

Since the existence of the MVNOs is linked to more commercial factor than 
technological, they can operate in any of the existing wireless technologies 

(GSM, GPRS, UMTS, CDMA 2000, and LTE). 
  
The relationship between a MVNO and the mobile network operator MNO 

(network owner) varies according to the commercial situation of the market, 
business model, and the legal regulation of the country where they operate. 

Thus, there are different classifications of the MVNOs according to their 
commercial approach, market strategies, and level of integration with the MNO, 
among others. These will be discussed in Section 1.3.  

1.2.2. MVNO in mobile market 

 
The entry of a Mobile Virtual Network Operator to the mobile market is subject 
to a number of aspects to keep in mind. On the one hand, by it not having 

access network and, therefore, it does not need an assignment of radio 
spectrum. MVNO has a relative advantage of market entry in terms of the 

investment required versus a Mobile Network Operator Established. On the 
other hand, for MNO the entry of a new operator to generate the saleability of 
capacity wholesale, this represents an attractive for business if it considers that 

the deployment of the network lacks significant value when an operator has 
achieved competitive coverage. In this way, MNOs can ensure the efficient use 

of resources and the recovery of their investments. 
 
Moreover, an MNO can ensure access to new competitors of kind MVNO, if it 

has sufficient resources radio spectrum to ensure quality of service for both 
customers, own and for those of new MVNO. In this sense, it becomes an 

opportunity to request further spectrum allocation by the State, with which it can 
improve its service offering. 
 

This interest by the MNO in the entry of new competitors is present as long as 
they do not represent a significant threat to their business development, hence, 

it is important that an MVNO work independently of their hosts both in its tariff 
structure as in its market segmentation, it should leverage in own values as 
brand, distribution channels, value-added services, etc. 

 
For all these considerations, it is important that an MVNO analyse the different 

network operators established to assess the particular capabilities that allow 
ensure the best conditions of service to its customers.  

1.3. Mobile Virtual Network Operators tendencies and 
models 

 

There are several characteristics that determine the MVNOs and their business 
models, thus it varies its position throughout the value chain, its projection and 

the level of integration of each operator, all this leads to we can find from pure 
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operators resellers until virtual operators that manage their own networks, these 
only lack the radio spectrum. 
 

This section describes the different existing MVNO schemes, based on their 
business models and different levels of integration with established operators. It 

also analyses the MVNO from the point of view of market strategies. 

1.3.1. MVNO classification for business model and level 

integration to MNO 

 
Depending on the degree of responsibility to assume a new entrant in the value 

chain of mobile phone services they can be classified as: 
 

 Services reseller: whose responsibilities are exclusively focused on 

managing and distributing the sale of mobile phone service. 
 Services Provider: In addition to the responsibilities assumed by the 

reseller, service provider assumes both billing processes, such as 
customer support and management of own SIMs, if further it assumes 

the management of service platforms it would be considered as an 
enhanced services provider. 

 Full MVNO: in addition to the responsibilities assumed by the advanced 

services provider, the full OMV assumes both the management of an 
own network switching and the responsibility of having a range of own 

numbers. 
 

 
 

Source: Computaris an R Systems business 
Figure 1.1: MVNO operational and business models (see [003]) 

1.3.1.1. Services reseller 

 
It is the simplest version of Mobile Virtual Network Operator. It is often used by 

most companies that are engaged in this business model without being 
traditional part of the telecommunications industry. These function as final sale 
operators and distribution of telephone services to third parties, using the 

formula of buying packages of minutes wholesale prices to network operators to 
turn re-sold on the retail market. The company dedicated to the establishment 

of such services has the main asset in the value of its trademark and through 
this value is to achieve a space in the mobile telecommunications market. 
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It is the model that lower rate of investment required, the company puts its 
brand, usually easily recognized for public service provision and its main action 
are the activities of marketing. 

 
Investment in infrastructure is virtually non-existent although they are 

responsible for ensuring customer for hired service. On the other hand, the 
profit margin is also lower, it depends on the agreement they have reached with 
the incumbent. Since the revenue is typically shared, these companies have no 

room for manoeuvre in pricing, client belongs to the operator with network, 
which obtains benefits outgoing traffic of its customers and depending on the 

agreement with the incoming traffic. 
 
As for the infrastructure required this is practically null, since the MNO host wi th 

which the agreement is reached assumes all operations for provisioning 
customer service as seen in Figure 1.2 for a mobile service 2.5G considering 

that the higher percentage of users are served with this technology in Ecuador. 
 

BTSBTS

PSTN

BSC

MSC

IP

SGSN

SCP EIR HLRAuC VLR SoftSwitch

Billing

CRM

MNO  
 
Source: Own elaboration based on [004] 

Figure 1.2: Infrastructure associated with a MVNO reseller   

1.3.1.2. Service provider 

 
This is a more advanced model of MVNO in which the company establishes an 

own billing system, available to the customer service and the main novelty it has 
its own SIMs. The factor of having their own cards allows the possibility of that 
MVNO can reach agreements with more than one network operator or via a 

MVNE (detailed below). Within this scheme a service provider must implement 
a CRM (Customer Relationship Management). In this case the products are 

sold under their own name, they have a sales department and bill them directly 
with the customer in addition they can route calls. 
 

This type of MVNO lacks of own application and service platform which is 
leased to the operator network, this also lacks its own numbers, which limits the 

performance of the MVNO to services offered by the operator network which 
have reached agreement. They cannot provide differentiated services and 
operate with a margin of little benefits. 

 
Most companies that has an OMV service provider have had a prior relationship 

with the world of telecommunications as well as manufacturers or way to 
complete a service that so far did not have. These companies unlike reseller 
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minutes have some independence from the network operator established to 
manage clients directly. 
 

The infrastructure of this model, in addition to the above scheme, must be 
included a billing system and CRM. 

BTSBTS

PSTN

BSC

MSC

IP

SGSN

SCP EIR HLRAuC VLR SoftSwitch

Billing

CRM

MNO MVNO  
 
Source: Own elaboration based on [004] 

Figure 1.3: Infrastructure associated with a MVNO service provider 

1.3.1.3. Enhanced service provider 

 
The main difference from the previous type of MVNO is that the provider of 

enhanced services is capable of managing their own service platform. Which 
gives them greater independence in providing products and to set tariffs, this is 

“regardless which are setting for network operator under which the MVNO acts”. 
Both service and enhanced services providers do not have the IMSI 
(identification code mobile phone SIM card in GSM-UMTS), which belongs at 

the network operator. 
 

Generally, companies operating as enhanced MVNO have been related to the 
telecommunications industry, these MVNO can increase their profit margin in 
order that they have own accounting and billing, but most important is not 

dependent on pricing network operator. 
 

This type of MVNO carries a greater increase in mobile infrastructure required, 
which basically represents the implementation of a service platform which could 
even give access to application platforms and / or content. 

 

BTSBTS

PSTN

BSC

MSC

IP

SGSN

SCP EIR HLRAuC VLR SoftSwitch

Billing

CRM

MNO MVNO

Prepaid

Service 

platforms

 
 

Source: Own elaboration based on [004] 
Figure 1.4: Infrastructure associated with a MVNO enhanced service provider 
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1.3.1.4. Full MVNO 

 

It differs from the previous model which adds to their infrastructure the capacity 
to provide switching itself and its ability to route calls. But above all, what makes 

it different is that they have their own numbers (MVNO owns IMSI). In this case, 
the MVNO negotiates with the network operator the rental price of the network 
per minute, both incoming and outgoing calls. In function that MVNO only use 

the operator access network radio, other necessary infrastructure is provided by 
the MVNO itself. Therefore, the investment is much higher than in other 

categories because this model need to add the cost of transport and call 
routing. Full MVNO provide mobile phone services in the retail market without 
owning rights to use radio spectrum, the MVNO should use the elements of 

radio access network operator owned which have a spectrum license. 
 

The fact of not having rights to use the spectrum does not mean that they do 
not have their own network infrastructure. Even a MVNO has the capacity to 
interconnect with other operators as if it were an operator network to offer 

termination service voice calls its customers and handling capacity of its own 
tariffs, regardless of the operator with whom it has been agreed to use its 

network. On interconnection and roaming they are capable to reach their own 
agreements with other operators. They even have the ability to offer their 
services to other MVNO through a sublease network by purchasing packages of 

minutes. 
 

With regard to the necessary infrastructure for such MVNO full considering that 
require complete network both switching and transport, besides the equipment 
needed for call processing; a complete MVNO for the case of integration 2.5G 

must have in its network switching nodes, both voice (MSC, GMSC) and data 
(SGSN, GGSN), its own location register (HLR) or its own centres for sending 

and receiving short messages (SMSC). In addition to reach a significant degree 
of independence from the MNO, this should establish the additional 
infrastructure to enable MVNO to offer its customers value-added services such 

as location services, alerts, M-commerce, advertising, entertainment, for which 
is necessary to have additional platforms such as: IN, USSD, SMLC, GMLC or 

WAP. 

BTSBTS

PSTN

BSC

MSC

IP

SGSN

SCP EIR HLRAuC VLR SoftSwitch

Billing

CRM

MNO

MSC

SGSN

HLR

GMSC

GGSN

IN USSD SMSC GMLC MMSC UMS WAP SMLC

Prepaid

MVNO

 
Source: Own elaboration based on [004] 

Figure 1.5: Infrastructure associated with a Full MVNO  
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Their profit margin and growth in number of customers is much higher in this 
mode although their investment far exceeds the others. In most cases this type 

of MVNO are usually given in telecommunications companies that provide voice 
and fixed internet and they wish to complement their offering incorporating 

mobile voice and data. Due to the high costs of network investment or the 
possible existence of an already fragmented market for entry of an operator wi th 
its own network, many companies decide to choose this modality. This is the 

case of the Colombian company ETB or Yoigo in Spain (subsidiary Swedish 
Telia Sonera). 

1.3.2. Other possible players in the virtual mobile market 

 

There are other possible actors within the virtual mobile market that have 
appeared in developed markets as enablers or aggregators, these allow the 

integration of several MVNOs or support interconnection with MNOs. 

1.3.2.1. Mobile Virtual Network Aggregator (MVNA) 

 
The mobile virtual network aggregator (MVNA) arises from the need of an 

organization to collaborate with MVNOs to make an attractive negotiation with 
the MNO, due to the usual lack of capacity and experience of incoming MVNOs. 

The MVNAs can be groups of MVNOs in order to increase their bargaining 
when establishing relations with the MNOs (see [005]). In addition, a MVNAs 
can provide technical capabilities that initially the MVNO does not own in order 

to establish it in the market. 

1.3.2.2. Mobile Virtual Network Enabler (MVNE) 

 
The mobile virtual network enablers (MVNE) are entities that act as an 

intermediary between the network operator (which manages the network) and 
the virtual operator (which manages the customer relationship and brand). The 

"enabler" brings operational capabilities, it is sharing infrastructure service 
platforms and information systems for synergies. (see [006]). 
 

In this sense the MVNE's are companies that provide services to MVNOs, such 
as billing, network element provisioning, management, support BSS/OSS to 

allow the provision of mobile network. 
 
A MVNE has no direct relationship with the end customer. By contrast, a MVNE 

provides infrastructure and services to MVNO. Thus MVNO can focus on 
important points such as marketing, trade relations, dealing with the customer, 

etc., and leave the back-end administration of their service in the hands of the 
MVNE. This means that totally unrelated to telecommunications services 
companies can participate as MVNOs. 

 
The MVNEs can integrate several MVNOs offering its infrastructure to interface 

with one or more MNOs, this becomes an advantage for the MVNO that reduce 
risks in technological investment and benefit from better deals with MNOs. 
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The relationship between MVNE and MNO should be transparent to customers 
both technically and commercially. So as to minimize the efforts of MVNO with 
MNO, benefiting from the agreements reached in the MVNE. 

 
The MVNE can even perform the functions of MVNA with several MVNOs and 

MNOs. The MVNE often is used at the start of operations of MVNO and then 
disappears, according to contract specifications. 

1.3.2.3. Advantages and disadvantages of other actors in virtual 

mobility 

 

The main advantages of implementing MVNEs or MVNAs in the market of 
virtual mobility can be highlighted the following: 
 

 Possibility of incursion of companies outside the telecommunications 
sector, building on its strengths and brand positioning, these players 

provide the necessary technical support and improve the actions with the 
MNO. 

 Facilitates implementation of MVNO by traditional operators to access 

untapped markets or increase their offer if they do not have mobile 
services. 

 Expedite launch new MVNO market. 

 Reduced capital expenditure (CAPEX) based on economies of scale. 

 Reduce the amount of management and administration activities both 
interfaces and agreements between MVNOs and MNOs. 

 
In the same way there are some disadvantages to be taken into consideration: 
 

 The implementation of these actors are justified in mature markets as the 
recurrent costs of a MVNE can negatively impact margins in the long 

term. 

 It requires standardization of offer, reducing dynamic MVNO focused on 
very specific segments. 

 The development of applications depends on the MVNE, thus reducing 
the MVNO independence. 

 
However, despite these advantages and disadvantages, the integration of these 

actors can be considered such as transnational corporations operating in Latin 
America, according to the development phase existent, a MVNE would serve as 
a facilitator for the implementation of MVNOs in the region, even as it will be 

seen later the region is dominated by four large companies. In this sense, it 
could have MVNE obtain agreements with these large companies to integrate 

different MVNOs in each country of the region. 

1.3.3. MVNOs types according to their market strategies 

 
Market strategies and business models of mobile virtual network operators that 

have been developed to date are multiple and varied each other. However, it 
can identify a feature common to all operations: it is a customer-focused 
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business, in which the brand, personalization and especially the ability to adapt 
to customer needs, are becoming more importance. Therefore, the capabilities 
of customer relationship are the basis and foundation on which MVNOs are 

leveraged to provide services. 
 

Next table presents different strategies implemented by MVNOs to enter the 
market of mobile services are analysed. 
 

Table 1.1 MVNOs types according to their market strategies 

 
MVNO Type Focus and Features Examples 

Discount 

MVNOs 

Prepaid customers through competitive prices. 

 traditional voice and short messaging 
(SMS), plus offers cheaper handsets 

 Almost a quarter of existing MVNOs 
belong to this group  

 Model is quite inflexible 

 Non long-term sustainability 

Virgin Mobile US 

Lifestyle/niche 
MVNOs 

These are focused on specific market niches, 
and these have special interest on the needs of 
each segment and their lifestyles 

 Plans terminals and prices are 
adjusted at the needs of the target 
segment  

 Offer services relevant to the chosen 
niche 

Youth-oriented – Tuenti: 
mobile social networks, 
prepaid, attractive 

advertising. 
Family-oriented – Disney 
Mobile: Disney content 

and games, parental 
control. 
Elderly-oriented – 

GreatCall: easy to use 
terminals, operator 
assistance 24 hours and 

simple pricing plans, nurse 
live, tips daily health. 

Media and 
publicity 

MVNOs 

These MVNOs offer free or subsidized services 
to mobile subscribers willing to see a number 

of targeted ads  

 Support model based on advertising 
mobile content 

 Using viral marketing 

Italian Passaparola: 
although not a MVNO, 

demonstrates the power of 
viral advertising 

Ethnic MVNOs These MVNOs aim different ethnic groups in 
specific regions  

 Package international calls  

 Specific content of the ethnic 

community. 

Yidiz, It operates in 
Germany with the Turkish 
community 

Business-
centric MVNOs 

These are focused on high-use and corporate 
subscribers 

 Advanced services 

 Group management 

 Flexibility and efficiency 

Abica, UK, focused on 
small and medium 
enterprises 

Brand MVNOs These MVNOs leverage a strong existing 
brand consumption, and often a network of 
distribution outlets. 

 Leverage brand value 

 Broad customer base 

 Distribution channels developed  

Numerous supermarkets 
MVNOs are good 
examples. 

Tesco Mobile 
Carrefour 
 

Data MVNOs These focus on providing data services, 
games, videos and other attractive applications 

to their subscribers.  

Amazon Kindle’s 
Whispernet 
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 Generally content providers 

M2M/Telemetry 
MVNOs 

This type of MVNO focus on providing services 
M2M (machine to machine) and/or telemetry 

services  

 New ways of managing and monitoring 
their businesses 

 Measurement and control of health-
related factors 

 Remote control security 

Jasper Wireless, allows 
manage devices 

worldwide 

Quad play 
MVNOs 

These are seeking to provide services in the 
four main areas of communication together, 

these are broadband, television, telephony 
mobile and fixed. 

 Subscribers tend to prefer this type of 

integrated packages that are often 
more attractive in terms of price 
package. 

Traditional 
telecommunication 

services companies 

Roaming 

MVNOs 

These provide advanced lower cost roaming 

solutions  

 Subscribers have multiple "virtual" local 
numbers and identities in different 

networks  

 They enjoy local rates instead of 
roaming charges  

Truphone  offers a multi-

country SIM card that 
combines local calling 
plans, international local 

numbers and international 
VoIP network. 

 
Source: Computaris an R Systems business 

 
 

 
 

Source: Computaris an R Systems business 

Figure 1.6: MVNO operating models (see [003]) 
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CHAPTER 2. GEOGRAPHICAL CONTEXT 
 

To develop a business model is necessary to study the specific features of the 
surroundings in which the same will be developed, which are the main 
tendencies and a general vision of the evolution of the last years.  

   
In this chapter, the most relevant data about trends and projections of mobility 

and virtual mobile operation in Latin America and specifically in Ecuador are 
extracted from different studies. This is presented in summary. The complete 
information is showed in Annex 1. 

 
Then, structure of the telecommunications sector in Ecuador and the legal 

regulations for Operation Mobile Virtual are also discussed, to finally make a 
brief overview of the company ETAPA EP.     
 

The tables in which the source is not specified means these have been 
developed by the author based on the research work. 

2.1. Mobile Virtual Network Operator in Latin-American and 
Ecuador 

 
The mobile industry is a key player in the Latin American economy where it 
made an important contribution to the growth of the region. Below data of 

interest for the project are detailed, these data are extracted mainly of GSMA 
Intelligence studies (see [007]). 

 

 Mobile market in Latin America is the world's fourth largest, with 
approximately 326 million unique subscribers and 718 million 

connections. 

 Most countries of the region show a penetration rate of mobile service 

over 100% in connections (see [008]). 

 In the region there is a phenomenon multi-SIM. Therefore, necessarily 

must differentiate between penetration rate of mobile unique subscribers 
and mobile connections. 
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 GSMA Intelligence projects a penetration of subscribers close to 60% by 
2020 in the region, which would still be far below the level of 70% or 
80%, where growth tends to stagnate in more mature markets.  

 Trends represent a large market potential with respect to the mobile 
industry. Latin America can expect a wave of new competitors as Mobile 

Virtual Network Operators MVNO. 

 Ecuador maintains the same tendencies in the rest of the region. 

 Latin America has experienced strong growth in recent years with regard 
to the mobile market in number of unique subscribers and connections 
(SIM cards). This growth is even higher than that presented by other 

markets as European or US, which already have reached maturity.  
 Ecuador according to GSMA Intelligence study presents an 

approximately 57% penetration unique subscribers. 

 3G connections increased from 22% in late 2012 to 39% in the third 

quarter of 2014.  

 Regarding 4G services is still in the early stages, however the study of 
GSMA Intelligence is forecast an average growth rate of 85% annually 

over the period 2013-2020. 

 The number of mobile broadband connections is higher than the number 

of fixed broadband connections in most countries in the region. 

 There is also an increase in the adoption smartphone devices rate, 

(approximately 70% of the total base of connections until 2020). 

 Data traffic in Latin America will grow with a CAGR of 66% until 2018 

 Most development of competition in the region is due to an intensification 

of regulatory intervention (see [009]). 

 Latin America is dominated by five multinational operators, four in the 

entire region and one additional operating in Brazil (see [010]). 

 Enablers and aggregators of virtual mobile operators MVNE – MVNA can 

to expect schemes could represent opportunities for multinational 
businesses (see [011] [012]). 

2.1.1. Mobile Virtual Network Operator in Ecuador 

 

Regarding Ecuador, it is important to mention that in August 2014 it was 
approved the regulation, which allows virtual mobile operation. From that date 

there have been companies interested in entering the market as MNVO as the 
case of Virgin which operates in other countries in the region, also there is the 
case of Tuenti which operates as a second brand of established network 

operator Telefonica. 
 

In the Statistical Bulletin of the Telecommunications Sector on the Service 
Advanced Mobile, prepared by the National Telecommunications Secretariat of 
Ecuador in December 2014, it presents in detail several indicators of the state 

of the mobile service, among which includes the following (see [013]): 
 

 In July 2014, Ecuador registered a mobile subscriber penetration of 
113%. 

 According to the Ecuadorian Institute of Statistics and Census (INEC in 

Spanish), based on 2013 survey, 51.3% of people own a mobile device. 
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 Penetration rate of mobile service presents a sharp drop of about 24.70% 
between 2014 and 2015. According ARCOTEL the penetration rate of 
connections in April 2016 is 86.84% (see [014]). 

 In 2013, the market segment distribution is 80% prepaid and 20% post-
paid. In post-paid segment 19.6% corresponds to data (80.4% voice) 

while prepaid only 1% corresponds to data (99% voice). 

 Active lines by type of technology, Ecuador has 85.5% of active lines on 

2G technology (GSM, CDMA) it is followed by 14.42% in 3G (UMTS, 
HSPA) and recent 0.03% in 4G (LTE). 

 Highest percentage of Ecuador coverage is 2G. 96.58% of the population 

is covering with mobile technology 2G and an 87.9% with 3G technology.  

 With respect to 4G technology it is now concentrated in the main cities of 

the country. 

 Regulations for Mobile Virtual Network Operator (MVNO) and National 

Automatic Roaming were approved through resolutions TEL-627-20-
CONATEL-2014 and TEL-628-20-CONATEL-2014. MVNO to generate 
new marketing models of new connections of advanced mobile services.  

 The allocation of spectrum for Advanced Service Mobile still has a 69% 
to be allocated.  

 CNT EP is the operator with a higher percentage assigned of total 
percentage that 31% occupied.  

 Some sources consider the operator CNT EP under the Alegro brand 
operates as an MVNO; however, it must be distinguished the operation 
of Alegro predates the existence of regulations for the Mobile Virtual 

Network Operation.  

 Tuenti is a business strategy of Telefonica, to expand its operations 

where it is established as an operator. 

2.2. Telecommunications Sector of Ecuador. Structure and 
legal environment 

 
Making a brief historical account of the evolution of the telecommunications 

sector in Ecuador, we can find the following: 
 

The first laws (1924 - 1953) that were enacted with object to regulate and 
monopolize for the State, these includes existing communications, basically 
telegraph and telephone, while this was allowing the latter was provided 

privately but with the permission of the state. Thus it was authorizing the 
municipalities to implement their PBXs. 

 
In 1958 the company Radio, Telegraph and Telephone Ecuador as a legal 
entity is created and in 1966 it is defined as ERTTE as public law entity under 

the Ministry of Public Works and Communications, in this sense, the State was 
responsible for the administration, concession and regulation of services, hence 

the need for an institution to separate the provision of services regulation was 
identified. 
 

Importantly, under the latest regulations it was determined that 
"Telecommunications is a public service that can be exploited by the State, 
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through their own companies, or grant to individuals, if this not having them." 
 
In 1972 the Ecuadorian Institute of Telecommunications IETEL that 

consolidated telecommunications companies, radio, telegraph and frequencies 
in a single institution, including regulation and control is created. 

 
In 1975, the Broadcasting and Television Law was issued, which would give 
rise to an independent legal system for the provision of these services, and the 

National Council of Broadcasting and Television (CONARTEL) is created as a 
regulatory body. 

 
Then in 1992 the Telecommunications Special Law was enacted, which 
separated the functions of regulation and control of the functions of operator 

services to this the Telecommunications Superintendence was established as 
the national authority for telecommunications and body control, also it changed 

IETEL by the State Telecommunications Company EMETEL which was 
assigning legal entity and administrative and financial autonomy. For other part 
in this law is established exclusivity to final and carrier services, first ones as a 

state monopoly except for automatic mobile telephone service that this could be 
provided by the State or by the private sector delegation of State, and in the 

carrier’s case this could be provided by the private sector by State delegation, 
except for rental of circuits. 
 

Based on these regulations, in 1993 it enters operation the Ecuadorian 
Consortium for Telecommunications S.A. CONECEL (under the PORTA-
CLARO brand, now owned by America Movil) and in 1994 OTECEL S.A. (in the 

beginning as a subsidiary of BellSouth, then owned by Telefonica MoviStar), 
after signing concession contracts for mobile phone service. 

 
The Law Amending the Special Telecommunications Law enacted in 1995 had 
two main objectives, first separation and distribution of responsibilities in the 

control and regulation from the Telecommunications between the National 
Council of Telecommunications CONATEL and National Telecommunications 

Secretariat SENATEL agencies; and secondly, the privatization of EMETEL, it 
was transforming in EMETEL S.A. Anonymous Society, which later led to the 
split in the companies ANDINATEL S.A. and PACIFICTEL S.A., for this 

objective transitional provisions were raised in order to promote privatization but 
nevertheless these was remained as law and hence these delayed considerably 

the opening of markets to competitive schemes. 
 
Subsequently, they have been developed reforms and laws to encourage free 

competition in the telecommunications market, especially these framed that any 
service offered in the area of telecommunications should be provided "in 

conditions of free competition, preventing monopolies, restrictive practices or 
abuse of dominant position and unfair competition, ensuring national security, 
and promoting efficiency, universality, accessibility, continuity and quality of 

service". 
 

In October 2008, the National Telecommunications Corporation (CNT in 
Spanish) is created, this was merging companies ANDINATEL S.A. and 
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PACIFICTEL S.A., for that it was created as corporation (Anonymous Society), 
later it will become a public company. 
 

In 2009, by Executive Decree No. 8, the Ministry of Telecommunications and 
Information Society (Mintel) was created. 

 
Finally, in February 2015, was approved Telecommunications Law (Ley 
Orgánica de Telecomunicaciones) which replaces the law in force since 1992. 

This law first of all guarantees the rights of users, promotes quality services, 
allows access to information technologies and communication, promoting the 

social, economic and productive development through the development of high-
speed networks throughout the national territory. (See [014]). This law also 
fuses SUPERTEL, CONATEL and SENATEL, it is forming the Agency for 

Regulation and Control of Telecommunications (ARCOTEL), strengthening the 
institutional structure and processes of regulation and control. 

 
2.2.1. Structure of telecommunications sector in Ecuador 

 
The structure of the telecommunications sector in Ecuador in general terms and 

considering the recently adopted laws, is guiding by Ministry of 
Telecommunication and Information Society (MINTEL in Spanish). This 
organization, that has the mission to coordinate the actions of support and 

advice to ensure connectivity and equal access to telecommunications / ICT, in 
order to advance to the consolidation of the Information Society and the Good 

Life of the Ecuadorian population. In this sense, the MINTEL is responsible for 
supporting the process of improving the services provided by the various 
players in the telecommunications sector, this also coordinates actions through 

policies and state projects designed to promote the knowledge society and TIC. 
Also this has the representation of the State to the International Organizations 

of Telecommunications. 
 
Moreover, since February 2015 it has formed the Agency for Regulation and 

Control of Telecommunications (ARCOTEL in Spanish) as "legal person of 
public law with technical, economic, financial, administrative autonomy and its 

own assets, attached to the rector Ministry of Telecommunications and the 
Information Society. The Agency for Regulation and Control of 
Telecommunications is the entity responsible for the management, regulation 

and control of telecommunications and radio spectrum and its management, as 
well as the technical aspects of managing social communications media using 

frequency spectrum radio or installing and operating networks"1. (see [014]). 
 
With regard to telecommunications services operators, Ecuador is basically 

composed of two public companies (state-owned) and about six private 
companies, it should be noted that this figure refers to the services telephony, 

since for services value-added or internet access offer is broader. 
 
Regarding public enterprises, a rather special situation since the larger 

company is CNT EP (National Telecommunications Corporation) covers the 

                                                 
1 Ley Orgánica de Telecomunicaciones 
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entire Ecuadorian territory except the canton of Cuenca (city goal of this study), 
which is served by the ETAPA EP a company attached to the municipality of the 
city. 

 
Table 2.1 Telephony Service Operators in Ecuador 

Fixed Telephony Service: Mobile Telephony Service: 

CNT EP CONECEL (CLARO) 
ETAPA EP OTECEL (MOVISTAR) - TUENTI 

SETEL CNT EP (TELECSA) 
TELMEX  

LINKOTEL  
GLOBAL CROSSING  

GRUPO CORIPAR  

 

As for the mobile service in Ecuador there are currently three 
telecommunications operators, two private OTECEL (Movistar-Telefonica) and 

CONECEL (Claro) and a company of the National Telecommunications 
Corporation CNT EP (TELECSA). Additionally, as noted above Movistar 
intervenes in the market with its subsidiary Tuenti. 

2.2.2. Legal environment for MVNO 

 
In the Republic of Ecuador by CONATEL Resolution 627, Official Register 

Supplement 315 dated August 20, 2014, the Regulation for the provision of 
advanced mobile service in the form of MVNOs was issued to promote fair 
competition; therefore, the MVNO operation was authorized from the date in 

question. (See Annex 2 [016]). 
 

Such regulation specifies the definitions of the different actors business mobility 
and it determines the competences and responsibilities of each of the actors 
involved, as information to highlight the following quote are described: 

 

 Set as Established Mobile Operator (OME in Spanish) the provider of 

end telecommunications services authorized by the National 
Telecommunications Secretariat (SENATEL in Spanish) to provide the 
Mobile Service Advanced (SMA in Spanish) in Ecuadorian territory, 

which has essential frequencies allocated for this purpose and as a 
Mobile Virtual Network Operator (MVNO) to operator authorized by the 

SENATEL, which for the provision of SMA does not use its own radio 
spectrum (essential frequencies) and it does so through access to the 
network of a mobile operator established host (OMEA in Spanish). 

 Define two basic models (notwithstanding that there are other): Full 
MVNO (holder of its own infrastructure and that only requires the use of 

network access OMEA) and MVNO Intermediate (which has only some 
infrastructure such as billing systems and platforms Customer Support). 

 Access MVNO's to network of OMEA can be paid through a commercial 

agreement, fixed by the parties or by order issued by the National 
Telecommunications Secretariat (SENATEL), in the absence of an 

agreement, which shall be determined technical, legal and economic 
conditions that will govern access to the network. 
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 Offer Basic Access (OBA in Spanish) of OMEA to OMV is defined as the 
document containing the terms and conditions that OME offers as host to 
the OMV. 

 The OBA shall contain at least the terms and conditions for access to the 
OMEA’s network by the MVNO, prices and other economic conditions 

shall be considered confidential; except for bodies of administration, 
regulation and control of telecommunications and other competent 
authorities. 

 The OBA for MVNO shall be based on the principles of non-
discrimination, neutrality, equal access and fair competition. 

 The OMEA is required to enable sharing of all network elements, 
necessary and sufficient access required by the MVNO. 

 Private negotiations between MVNO and OMEA is privileged. The basis 
of negotiation will be the Basic Offer approved for OMEA by the 

SENATEL. The negotiations will cover access charges that the MVNO 
must pay the OMEA, which should reflect all costs assumed by the 
OMEA to provide this facility. 

 The qualifying title of MVNO for the provision of SMA will consist of a 
grant scheme for companies of regimen: private, public, popular and 

solidarity economy, and enterprises and companies of mixed economy in 
which the state holds a majority stake. In the case of public companies, 
the qualifying title will be an authorization. 

 There is a one-time payment of concession fee. 

 The user tariffs that a MVNO marketed not exceed the tariff ceilings 

approved by CONATEL. 
 

From the above it can be noted that to be authorized this regulation in Ecuador 
becomes a great strength, plus the conditions are routed to encourage the entry 
of MVNO, even being ETAPA EP a public company it only requires an 

authorization, therefore this will greatly benefit the project. 
 

2.3. ETAPA EP 

 
The Municipal Public Company of Telecommunications, Potable Water, Sewer 

and Sanitation of Cuenca (ETAPA EP in Spanish) is a public services provider 
of government management, whose main area of action is defined within the 

canton Cuenca in Ecuador. 
 
Its corporate mission is "We are a municipal, environmental and socially 

responsible public company that improves the quality of life of people and 
contributes to the development of organizations, with a portfolio of products and 

services of telecommunications, potable water and sanitation which are 
innovative and sustainable, it is maintaining the highest quality standards". (see 
[017]). 

 
ETAPA EP since its foundation has been strengthened and growing according 

to the rhythm that has demanded Cuenca and development of technology, so it 
is currently positioned among the best companies in the country with 
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recognized efficiency in the provision of telecommunications services, potable 
water, sewerage and environmental management. 
 

The strategic objectives of the company, described on its website are: 
 

 Ensure efficiency and sustainability 

 Improve customer satisfaction 

 Improve the work environment 

 Diversify products and services 
 

Where it is highlighted as corporate values teamwork, leadership attitude, 
vocation of service to meet customer, people defined as generators sustainable 

development and innovation. 

2.3.1. Briefly history ETAPA EP 

 
On the website of the company (see [017]) there are certain historical data how 

this company started, which are listed below: 
 

In October 1945, the City Council signed with the Company L. M. Ericcson, the 
installation of an automatic plant with capacity for 1,000 phone lines. In 1946 
the installation work began and it is created an office under the Municipal 

Secretariat as responsible for managing telephony in the city. 
 

In February 1948, through Municipal Ordinance, the Municipal Enterprise of 
Electricity, Potable Water and Telephone (EMLAT in Spanish) is created. 
 

In 1964, the Municipality repealing this Ordinance, and as a result, the 
administration of these public services passes to the Municipality of Cuenca 

(Financial Management). 
 
From this year the city experienced a significant physical and population growth, 

which rapidly increased demand for services. By then, Cuenca had about 
80,000 inhabitants and it covered an area of approximately 1,000 hectares. 

 
In January 1968, based on Art. 194 of the Municipal System Act, which 
empowered the municipalities establish public enterprises to ensure adequate 

provision of public services, through Ordinance it is created the Municipal Public 
Telephone Company, Water and Sewer (ETAPA) with powers, functions, 

financial autonomy and legal status. 
 
ETAPA has adapted to economic and social dynamics of the country, land use 

and population density of the canton, through policies, guidelines and 
ordinances according to the development of telecommunications and water and 

sanitation services until achieve the highest indicators nationwide coverage. 

2.3.2. Projections and strategies in telecommunications 

In regards telecommunications, company ETAPA EP indicates as its vision on 
website the following: "By 2019, as the company that provides comprehensive, 

innovative and sustainable solutions based on the technologies of information 
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and communication, leading the transformation of Cuenca into a digital city; with 
a national presence through a portfolio of products and services to strengthen 
their business development. " 

 
For many years, the concession area for the provision of services of ETAPA EP 

remained under discussion, however with the constitution of the company as a 
public company (with the merger in early 2010 ETAPA with its subsidiary 
ETAPATELECOM which had title enabling throughout the Ecuadorian territory) 

all the powers to ETAPA EP, a situation that has ratified in recent 
Telecommunications Law issued, therefore currently the company can extend 

its telecommunications services to the rest of the country. 
 
The company ETAPA EP has ensured the provision of public services 

efficiently, now it becoming a management model in the provision of services. It 
has even served as a reference both in the country and the region. In the field 

of telecommunications covers the provision of the vast majority of services 
except for mobility, so this is a field of action in which the company could 
undertake new projects directed to attracting and generating new market 

niches, even more, so considering the competitive market representing 
telecommunications and the need to expand and maintain the supply of 

services. 
 
Hence, according to the proposed vision ETAPA EP will require a broad 

portfolio of products that allows boost its bid. 
 
In the table below we can see indicators of telecommunications services 

presenting ETAPA EP on its website (May 2016). 
 
Table 2.2 Penetration rates of telecommunication services ETAPA EP (May 

2016) 
 Penetration Rate  Total 

subscribers 

Fixed Telephony 28,26% 169677 

Internet  11,48% 61255 

TV DTH 0,48% 3129 
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CHAPTER 3. ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF MVNO 
 

Whereas the business model will be implemented in ETAPA EP, an established 
telecommunications operator, it would be advisable to opt for the MVNO model 
full as set forth in Chapter 1, however, considering that the investment under 

this model is relatively high, it would think in the first phase as MVNO provider 
of enhanced services later become a full MVNO. Therefore, from now, the 

document will focus on these models indicated. 
 

This chapter analyses the economic structure under which are based Mobile 

Virtual Network Operators. For this analysis, costs involved in the business as 
well as income scheme are introduced.  

 
Later, the market is analysed from the perspective of demand and competitors. 
 

The tables in which the source is not specified means these have been 
developed by the author based on the research work. 

3.1. MVNO Cost structure 

 
According to the adopted business model, an MVNO will have different profit 

margins which are proportional to investment in infrastructure. 
 

For the case study, being ETAPA EP a telecommunications operator already 
established, it is advisable to go for a model full MVNO although infrastructure 
investment is considerable, however, it must be designed for a high number of 

customers, this scheme is in which a higher profit margin and greater freedom 
for product design are obtained. 

 
In this context, it is important to analyse the different variables in the business 
model established between MVNO and MNO. There is a model developed by 

Pattanavichai S., Jongsawat N. and W. Premchaiswadi (see [018] [005]). This 
model describes different aspects of interaction between MNO and MVNO, 

which identifies turning points among others. 
 
The model in question is proposed to operators of 3G-UMTS network, under a 

scheme of oligopolistic market. Therefore, this is useful when considering the 
conditions of Ecuador. 
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To better understand, which is the interaction between the mobile incumbent 
MNO and MVNO as the business model we can build on Figure 3.1. In this the 
authors represent different variables that act in the business process. It is 

important to mention that a simplification benefits is done in general terms, 
which does not affect the objective of understanding the business model as 

such. 

 
 
Source: Pricing Model and Sensitivity Analysis for MVNO Investment Decision 

Making in 3G UMTS Networks (see [018]) 
Figure 3.1. Pricing model between MNO and MVNO: Description of interactions 

 

The gain given by the model is defined by: 
 

Π = Profit = Total Revenue (TR) – Total Cost (TC)  (3.1) 
 

TR = ARPU * Customers      (3.2) 

 
TC = {(Total variable cost*Customers) + Total fixed cost}   (3.3) 

 
If it considering:    

 

Π = Profit 
    p = ARPU (average revenue per user) 

q = number of customers 

FC = total fixed cost  
VC = total variable cost 

 
And it is substituted into (3.1), the gain is expressed as: 

 
Π = p*q – {(VC* q) + FC}      (3.4) 

 

The agreements reached between the MNO and MNVOs are generally based 
on the total traffic carried, by which the MVNO must pay to MNO for capacity 
used to provide service to its customers. As shown in Figure 3.2, the cost 

structure of a MNO is supported in fixed costs, while a MVNO is upside down in 
this variable costs are given more weight. 
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Source: Own elaboration (see [018])  

Figure 3.2. Typical cost structure of a MVNO and a MVNO 

Fixed costs associated with a MNO are the following: 

 

 Network operations and maintenance costs (typically 30% of all costs) 

(NOMC) 

 Sales costs (20%) (SC) 

 Customer service and billing costs (15%) (CSBC) 

 Marketing and communications costs (10-15%) (MCC) 
 

FCMNO = NOMC + SC + CSBC + MCC    (3.5) 

 
FCMNO represents Total fixed cost of MNO 

  

Similarly, the main variable costs (per user) of a MNO are: 
 

 Interconnect costs (IC) 

 Customer acquisition costs (CAC) 

 Customer retention costs (CRC) 
 

VCMNO = IC + CAC + CRC    (3.6) 
 

VCMNO represents variable cost of MNO 

 

While the cost structure of a typical MVNO is otherwise almost completely to the 
structure of a network operator. In this case, elements in the fixed cost are 

relatively small: 
 

 Customer care and billing costs (15%) (CCBC) 

 Sales, marketing and communications costs (10%) (SMCC) 

 
FCMVNO = CCBC + SMCC     (3.7) 

 

FCMVNO represents Total fixed cost of MVNO 
 

Significantly, when considering a MVNO acquiring infrastructure, it should be 
considered a cost of maintenance and operation of infrastructure, which would 
increase the percentage of fixed costs. 
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Instead variable costs (per user) will be: 
 

 Customer acquisition costs (CAC) 

 Customer retention costs (CRC) 

 Access charges to MNO (α) 

 
VCMVNO = CAC + CRC + α     (3.7) 

 
VCMVNO represents Total variable cost of MVNO 
 

Variable costs of MVNO that depend of MNO are: 
 

α*q MVNO = access charges (paid to MNO)                (3.8) 

 
The proportions of variable costs are dominated mainly by airtime costs and 

customer acquisition. In this sense the wholesale costs can often represent 
60% to 70% of operating costs of a typical MVNO, which is limiting immediate 

profit margins. Therefore, it is essential for a MVNO to develop a business 
model that minimize the cost of customer acquisition and retention, as well as 
fixed costs in order that the business model is viable commercially. 

 
So at this point it is notable that a successful MVNO model is often directly 

related to companies that can leverage existing channels of distribution to 
reduce these costs, as in the case of ETAPA EP. 
 

In the case of provider of enhanced services, access charges will be similar to 
those proposed here; however, in the case of full MVNO, scheme must be 

different depending on the MVNO assume their own costs of interconnection 
with other operators. In other words, the agreement defining α, it should 
contemplate the business scheme that is intended to implement. 

 
Generally, if the equations given above are replaced in equation 3.1 and if taken 

into account the considerations described here, we get the following: 
 
ΠMNO = pMNO * qMNO + α*qMVNO – {[(IC+CAC+CRC)*q MNO +IC* qMVNO] + [NOMC 
+ SC + CSBC + MCC]                                                                                    (3.9) 

 

ΠMVNO = pMVNO * qMVNO – {[(CAC+CRC+IC+ α)*q MVNO] + [Infrastructure Cost + 
CCBC + SMCC]                                                                                            (3.10) 

 

Analysing the equations 3.9 and 3.10 can clearly identify that there are two 
parameters that interrelate. These parameters are access costs (α) and the 

number of clients who reaches the mobile virtual network operator (qMVNO), of 
which depend on the success of a business model. 
 

Finally, the following graph lets outline the cost structure behind MVNOs. As 
can be understood, the challenge for MVNO is to cover the incurred cost by the 
incumbent coupled with a tariff of wholesale services, it is implying that its profit 

margin may not exceed the latter. So an established network operator can 
always set tariffs lower than those of MVNO. 
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Source: Own elaboration 
Figure 3.3. MVNO cost structure compared with MNO 

3.2. Strategic market positioning of defined MVNO models 

 

The MVNO model chosen for implementation depends on the needs, 
possibilities and capabilities of the company interested in terms of time available 

to launch the service, market knowledge mobile services, possibility of 
investments in infrastructure, financial risk assumable, possible exit barriers, 
MNO independence or income margin. In this regard, the following chart 

summarizes these features for two defined models. 
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Figure 3.4. Strategic market positioning of defined MVNO models 
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In figure 3.4 we interpret that while the Full MVNO model requires a high 
investment this in turn gives greater independence from the MNO and greater 
profit margins. Moreover, this model also features high exit barriers based on 

commitments with customers and the MNO. Finally, time to market is high for 
the infrastructure to be considered, which in turn requires greater complexity 

and technical knowledge, it also considers greater financial risk. 
 
As for the model of enhanced services provider, it behaves inversely, therefore, 

there is less time market launch, less investment in infrastructure and 
consequently, less knowledge and technical complexity, which limits the 

independence of the MNO and reduces the profit margin. Financial risk and exit 
barriers are much lower. 

3.3. Parameters of selection of host established operator 

 
We have to take the decision about which MNO we decide to establish the 

contract, firstly we need to know some of important information about these 
companies such the amount of base stations that they have, the active lines or 
the technology that they use and the modalities.  

 
In the next table we could see this data, the information that show is updated 

form April 2016, so it should be very similar now.  
 
 
Table 3.1 Comparative between different established network operator in 

Ecuador 

 

 CONECEL 

(CLARO) 

OTECEL 

(MOVISTAR) 

CNT EP 

(ALEGRO) 

Detail of base stations by technology and by province   

Total base stations 6895 4947 1913 

LTE  661 606 581 

UMTS 2601 2298 1332 

GSM 3622 2043 0 

Sites (structures) for advanced mobile service operator   

 2517 1774 1344 
Active connections and Lines 

 8763907 4211949 1215648 
Active Lines by Modality 

Prepaid 6120652 2919340 655277 

Post-paid 2627241 1255771 555010 

Active Lines by Technology  

GSM 7122276 1850948 168963 

UMTS 1292993 1781939 0 

HSPA+ 101745 264357 326352 

LTE  246893 314705 720323 

Source: www.arcotel.gob.ec 
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Considering the information of the table we could focus in 2 different aspects to 
decide to which MNO we should make an agreement.  
 

The first one is about the active lines by the technology where we could see that 
CNT EP (ALEGRO) is the one that has more than the double of lines of LTE 

than the others, this happens because this is a state company, therefore, it was 
the first company to obtain the assignment of the license in LTE and due to this 
fact it is the one that has more lines in this technology. 

 
The second and final point to decide is the number of connections and lines and 

also base stations. If we look to the table, we could find that CONECEL 
(CLARO) has more than the double of lines of OTECEL (MOVISTAR) and more 
than 7 times the ones of CNT EP (ALEGRO). If we look on the base station, we 

could say that CONECEL (CLARO) is also the dominant company.  
 

The final decision is that ETAPA EP will start to talk with both companies and 
finally evaluate the conditions each one to decide the company with which we 
get the highest benefits. 

3.4. Market Analysis 

 

For the implementation of a business plan is very important the market analysis 
in which the company will work. This analysis could be divided into a first part 
where we will determine the existing demand for the service and a second part 

that will be focused on the competitors.  

3.4.1 Study of demand 

 
The mobile telecommunications market in Ecuador has been preserved for 

several years (since its inception) under a duopoly managed by two foreign big 
companies. Few years ago, a third company entered at state level to this 

market, but its penetration rate is still very low. It is important to note that the 
entry of this new actor was important for the liberalization of the 
telecommunications market in the Ecuadorian society. 

 
While in Chapter 1 is indicated that the penetration rate of connections in 

Ecuador reaches 113%, in section 2.1 it is indicated that the penetration rate of 
unique subscribers reached approximately 57% according to GSMA Intelligence 
and based on 2013 survey by SENATEL we have a 51.3% (paragraph 2.1.2), 

therefore we will take an average of all these value and we obtain a value of 
about 54.15%. This allows us to appreciate that there is still a potential market 

unattended, 45.85% of the population. 
 
Table 3.2 Penetration rate of mobile service in Ecuador 

Percentage of population with service 

  57% Source: GSMA Intelligence 

  51,3% Source: SENATEL 

Average value 54,15%   
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Ecuador geopolitical structure divides it into 24 provinces, which are made up of 
cantons, parishes and neighbourhoods. This project is taking into account on 
the population of a specific city (canton) Cuenca, which is the capital of the 

province of Azuay (Figure 3.5). 
  

 
Source:http://www.imagenesdidacticas.com/2012/10/azuay-mapa-division-

politica-provincia.html 
Figure 3.5 Azuay province political division from Ecuador 

 

Generally, the target market for a mobile operator are all people who can make 
use of the service for both voice and data service. However, when is analysed 

the use of this worldwide technology, we can see that there is a high degree of 
demand for the service over the age of 16. 
 

According to a survey conducted by the National Institute of Statistics and 
Censuses of Ecuador in 2013, it was determined the usage trends in the mobile 

service. In the following figure we can see clearly that the highest percentage of 
people that have mobile phone are in the range between 16 and 44 years old in 
most countries, but in general it can be considered the population up to 64 

years. 

 
 
Source: http://www.ecuadorencifras.gob.ec 
Figure 3.6 Percentage of people that have enabled mobile phone in Ecuador, 

segmented by age groups. 
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Table 3.3 Distribution mobile use by age in Ecuador 
Age group at the national level with higher use of mobile services 2013 

Description This information indicates the distribution of use of mobile services by 
age. The percentage represents the number of people within that age 

group with access to the mobile service. Through this information we 
could define segments based on age. The study was based on surveys 
conducted in 2013 by the Ecuadorian government through of National 

Institute of Statistics and Censuses (INEC in Spanish). 

Representative 
Age Groups  

Percentage 

25 - 34 years 76,5% 

35 - 44 years 76,0% 

45 - 54 years 72,4% 

16 - 24 years 62,8% 

55 - 64 years 61,2% 

Source Projection of population census 2010 - www.ecuadorencifras.gob.ec 

 
Whereas the consumption characteristics differ according to age groups, we 

can classify the population into two different groups with very specific consumer 
trends. On the one hand we have the group between 16 to 24 years, whose 

tendencies are more focused to prepaid services, data consumption and more 
affordable rates; and on the other hand the group of people between 25 to 65 
years, which have greater purchasing power and therefore they may opt more 

for post-paid services as a solution to their needs. 
 

In this sense how the study is being focused on a specific population, it is 
necessary to analyse the data for that population. To determine the potential 
market, we would have to focus the study on the target market, so we will 

analyse statistical information from the province of Azuay to which the city of 
Cuenca belongs. The figure 3.7 presents the pyramid population of the 

province, therefore we can use data from the percentages assigned in each age 
range to determine the total percentage of the segments of our analysis.  
 

 
Source: http://www.ecuadorencifras.gob.ec 

Figure 3.7 Pyramid population of Azuay province, country of Ecuador. 

 
We can clearly see that the population is constituted mainly of young people, 

this fact represents a strength of our study for its trends around this service. 
Summing the percentages presented above we can determine that the group of 
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people between 16 to 24 years corresponds to 20.2% of the population while 
the group of people between 45 to 64 yeas corresponds to 42.6%. 
 
Table 3.4 Percentage of distribution population by age 

Population distribution by age - Population Pyramid 

Description A population pyramid, also called an age pyramid or age picture diagram, 
is a graphical illustration that shows the distribution of various age groups 

in a population. To determine the percentages of the age groups of 
interest, the information is extracted pyramid built from the 2010 census 
by the Ecuadorian government through of National Institute of Statistics 

and Censuses (INEC in Spanish). 

Representative 

Age Groups  

Percentage 

16 - 24 years 20,2% 

25 - 64 years 41,6% 

Source Projection of population census 2010 - www.ecuadorencifras.gob.ec 

 

There is a market research conducted in Ecuador by Gomez - Salamea (see 
[019]), where the authors implemented a survey in the major cities of the 

country within which is Cuenca; therefore, it is possible to consider as valid data 
by the homogeneous population characteristic. The following table shows the 
results obtained by Gómez - Salamea regarding the main reasons why users 

consider a change of operator and the need for more competition in the market. 
Additionally, they determine that at least 41.85% of the people are dissatisfied 

with their current operator, 48.52% believe it would be interesting to the entry of 
a new operator and about a 39.88% of mobile phone users are willing to change 
operator. 
 
Table 3.5 Main reasons why users would be willing to change mobile operator 

Reasons for the change of mobile operator 

High prices   32,98% 

Coverage   23,33% 

Poor service attention   21,96% 

Service quality 21,73% 

Source: Salamea P. Gómez A. Estudio y simulación de la implementación de 

un operador móvil virtual (OMV)., 2013 

 
The estimate population for 2016 by the Ecuadorian Institute of Statistics and 
Censuses based on Census of 2010 is about 591,996 inhabitants. 

 
Table 3.6 Population projected in Cuenca 2016 

Population of Cuenca city 2016 

Description The number of inhabitants in 2016 is extracted from the projection made by 
the Ecuadorian government through of National Institute of Statistics and 

Censuses (INEC in Spanish). This projection is performed based on the 
historical information of the country. The last census was done in 2010.  

Number of 
inhabitants 

591996 

Source Projection of population census 2010 – www.ecuadorencifras.gob.ec 
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From all this information and data presented above we can set as the total 
potential market, the one indicated in the following table. 
 
Table 3.7 Total potential customers in each segment defined 

 
Total potential customers without considering penetration rates 

  Population 
distribution 

without service 
per age group 

User distribution 
to change 

operator per 
age group 

Total Potential 
Customer per 

age group 

16-24 years 54829 25824 80653 

25-64 years 112915 53182 166097 

TOTAL 167744 79006 246750 

 

In paragraph 2.1 it is indicated, as GSMA Intelligence says, a penetration rate of 
60% in Latin America, which would still be below the penetration projected in 
mature markets (70-80%); however, for the characteristics of the Ecuadorian 

market we could consider two different scenarios. The first one a real-
conservative scenario with 60% penetration and the second could be a scenario 

optimistic scenario with a penetration of 70%. With these considerations, the 
potential demand is: 
 
Table 3.8 Total potential customers considering penetration rates 

 
Total potential customers considering penetration rates  

  Total 
Population 

Percentage 
to cover 
per 

projected 
penetration 
rate 

Population Percentage 
to cover 
per 

optimistic 
penetration 
rate 

Population Number 
users to 
change 

operator 
per age 
group 

Total 
potential 
customers 

per age 
group 
Real 

scheme 

Total 
potential 
customers 

per age 
group 
Optimistic 

scheme 

16-24 

years 

119583 5,85% 6996 15,85% 18954 25824 32820 44778 

25-64 
years 

246270 5,85% 14407 15,85% 39034 53182 67589 92216 

Other 
groups 

226142 5,85% 13229 15,85% 35844 48836     

TOTAL 591996   34632   93831 127842 100409 136994 

 

3.4.2 Analysis of Competitors 

 

The mobile service in Ecuador is composed of three operators, two private 
OTECEL (Movistar-Telefonica) and CONECEL (Claro) and a company of the 
National Telecommunications Corporation CNT EP with his company 

TELECSA. Additionally, Movistar group it is involved in the market with its 
subsidiary Tuenti. 

 
The percentages of market penetration of the above three companies can be 
seen in the chart below, where we can clearly see a domain of CONECEL 

operator. The total number of active connections in Ecuador reaches 
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14,191,494 according to the information published by the ARCOTEL to May 
2016. 

 
Source: http://www.arcotel.gob.ec 

Figure 3.8 Market share of mobile service Ecuador 

3.4.1.1. Commercial Channels 

 
The distribution channels for established Mobile Operators are basically the 

same between them and generally could be expressed as: 
 

 Offices to the public 

 Home and corporative sales assistants  

 Commercial advisor for specific solutions 

 Web page and online store 

3.4.1.2. Marketing plans 

 

The business plans offered are basically post-paid or prepaid, within these there 

are multiple options and they basically differ in the amount of airtime offered or 

the data plans contracted capacity, it can also be found plans associated with 

the acquisition of equipment. 

 

In the following tables you can see the tariff charged by different companies in 

terms of prepaid and post-paid voice service. This information has been 

extracted from the website of the ARCOTEL. 

Table 3.9 Comparison of prepaid voice tariffs per minute Ecuador 

 
PREPAID TARIFFS  (USD) 

 

 
 

Company 

ONNET OFFNET – Fixed OFFNET – Other 

Mobile Operator 

Simple 

Average 
Prepaid in the same 

network 

Prepaid – fixed 

operators 

Prepaid – other 

mobile operator 

Conecel S.A. $0,1800 $0,1800 $0,1800 $0,18 

Otecel S.A. $0,1800 $0,1800 $0,1800 $0,18 

CNT EP. $0,1000 $0,1000 $0,1000 $0,10 

Source: http://www.arcotel.gob.ec 
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Table 3.10 Maximum and minimum voice tariff per minute (prepaid and post-

paid) Ecuador 
 

PREPAID AND POSTPAID TARIFFS ( MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM) (USD) 

Company MAXIMUM TARIFFS MINIMUM TARIFFS 

Maximum 

prepaid 

Maximum 

post-paid 

Minimum 

prepaid 

Minimum  

post-paid 

Conecel S.A.  $0,2200   $0,2200   $0,0500   $0,0633  

Otecel S.A.  $0,1800   $0,1000   $0,1800   $0,0650  

CNT EP.  $0,1000   $0,1500   $0,1000   $0,0400  

Source: http://www.arcotel.gob.ec 

 
Moreover, the following table presents the different service plans offered by 

operators where it is included the conditions for both voice and data service, 
this information has been extracted from the current commercial offer of each 

company through their websites. 
 
Table 3.11 Commercial offer mobile service plans in Ecuador 

 
 PLAN MEGA MINUTES SMS PRICE 

NTI 
PRICE 
TI 

OBSERVATIONS 

MOVISTAR SMART REDES 
SOCIALES PLUS 

250 150 100 15 16,8 Offers calls within 
the same 

network, or family 
groups 

SMART 350MB 

PLUS 

350 200 200 20 22,4 

SMART 500MB 
PLUS 

500 250 500 25 28 

SMART 1000MB 
PLUS 

1000 350 Unlimited 35 39,2 

SMART 2000MB 

PLUS 

2000 500 Unlimited 45 50,4 

SMART 4000MB 
PLUS 

4000 500 Unlimited 60 67,2 

SMART 6000MB 
PLUS 

6000 500 Unlimited 80 89,6 

TUENTI COMBO 7 DIAS 100 15 15   5 Only prepaid 

focused to young 
niche COMBO 15 DIAS 200 30 30   10 

COMBO 30 DIAS 400 60 60   15 

CLARO ADRENALINA 

500MB 

500 80 200 27 30,24 Initial promotion 

of doubles mega 
and minutes + 

Favorited 
numbers 

ADRENALINA 
1000MB 

1000 125 500 37 41,44 

ADRENALINA 
1500MB 

1500 175 500 47 52,64 

CLARO PLUS 10 

DATOS 

250 - 50 10 11,2 

CLARO PLUS 15 
CONTROL 

250 60 100 15 16,8 

CLARO PLUS 20 
CONTROL 

500 80 200 20 22,4 

CLARO PLUS 25 

CONTROL 

500 125 500 25 28 

CLARO PLUS 30 
CONTROL 

1000 125 500 30 33,6 Also plans to 
open up 50% in 

data plans CLARO PLUS 35 
CONTROL 

1000 175 500 35 39,2 

CLARO PLUS 40 

CONTROL 

1500 175 500 40 44,8 

CLARO PLUS 50 

CONTROL 

2500 200 500 50 56 

CLARO PLUS 60 
CONTROL 

3000 250 500 60 67,2 
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CLARO PLUS 80 
CONTROL 

4000 300 500 80 89,6 

CLARO PLUS 

100 CONTROL 

5000 400 500 1000 1120 

CNT LTE 12,99 1000 25 0 12,99 14,55 Promotions free 
calls to all fixed 

and two mobile 
CNT 

LTE 15,99 1400 50 100 15,99 17,91 

LTE 22,99 2000 100 500 22,99 25,75 

LTE 31,99 3000 120 ILIMITADO 31,99 35,83 

LTE 44,99 4000 150 ILIMITADO 44,99 50,39 Duplicate the 
capabilities in 

permanent way LTE 59,99 5000 200 ILIMITADO 59,99 67,19 

LTE 99,99 9000 300 ILIMITADO 99,99 111,99 

 
Source: http://www.arcotel.gob.ec 
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CHAPTER 4.  BUSINESS PLAN  

 
After introducing aspects such as existing technology, geographic, and 

economic aspects environment for virtual mobility, in this section the guidelines 
to follow for the implementation of business are presented. 

 

Thus, the product characteristics, target market, positioning, etc. are introduced. 
Then the characteristics of marketing, the possible structure of the company 

and some operational considerations are also explained. 
 

Finally, the analysis of results of the implementation of a financial plan 

supported for five years is detailing. 
 

The tables in which the source is not specified means these have been 
developed by the author based on the research work. 

4.1. Definitions of service, segment, target and position 

 
Regarding the characteristics of the service offered, ETAPA EP must design a 

range of services that meet customer needs. In principle a service proposal 
similar to that existing in the market is established, this is in order to be able to 
perform financial projections. It is important, that this offer, although it is used 

for projections, it should not be limiting, this is according to the dynamism 
present in the market for mobile services. 

 
In addition, as the main differentiator is implementing a service platform 
applications local content as: location service transport, parking, access to 

databases, local government information, news network, among others. 

4.1.1. Service and segment 

 
Overall, the product offered by the company consists of mobile services. In this 

context, mobile services may include voice, Internet access, data transmission, 
application support, access to content, etc. Therefore, the company has a wide 

range of services with which to structure the offer of services more attractive to 
customers’ needs, so it is advisable not to stick to a limited proposal but instead 
it leaves open the option to adapt to specific customer requirements. 
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Moreover, it is important to mention that all products offered must have a 
component of access to local content and applications that these differentiate 
the existing offer on the market. 

  
In order to make a financial projection a first basic offer is designed. This should 

not be taken as limiting for the operation of the company. 
 
The service offering is divided into two main groups: prepaid and post-paid, 

then each of these categories in turn are divided into voice only and voice plus 
data services. In addition, as mentioned above, a primary segmentation by age 

group is defined, where, two groups are established according to their 
consumption characteristics and their purchasing power, they are 16-24 and 25-
64.  Table 4.1 presents the proposed offer services. 

  
Table 4.1 Plans initially proposed mobile services 

 
SERVICE MEGA MINUTES SMS PRICE NTI PRICE TI 

16-24 years 

Prepaid voice - 15 10 $ 3,00 $ 3,42 

Prepaid voice + data 100 15 10 $ 5,00 $ 5,70 

Post-paid voice - 60 10 $ 8,00 $ 9,12 

Post-paid voice + data 250 30 10 $ 12,00 $ 13,68 

25-64 years 

Prepaid voice - 30 15 $ 5,00 $ 5,70 

Prepaid voice + data 250 20 15 $ 10,00 $ 11,40 

Post-paid voice - 120 15 $ 15,00 $ 17,10 

Post-paid voice + data 400 60 15 $ 20,00 $ 22,80 

4.1.2. Objective 

 
The goal of the company is entering the market of mobile services in Ecuador, it 
is ensuring attracting enough customers to ensure profitability. For this, the 

following strategies will arise: 
 

 To ensure the efficiency and sustainability of the work of the company, 
through cost-cutting policies and resource optimization. The application 
of LEAN techniques in the operation of the company is recommended. 

 To focus activities on customer needs, so that the perception of this is 
satisfactory. 

 To diversify products and services. For this, the offer must constantly 
innovate in respect of competition offers. 

4.1.3. Position 

 
The intended position will be to become the innovative mobile operator services 
through attractive offers to customers, which allow quick positioning in the 

market at the beginning of the city of Cuenca. Subsequently, expanding the 
service to other cities will be analysed, this in order to become an operator with 

significant market share. 
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4.2. Marketing & Sales 

 
The first goal of Marketing and Sales strategies of MVNO ETAPA EP is to 

attract the attention of the customers and after that creates customer loyalty to 
keep it within the desired commercial network.  

 
Therefore, the proposal should provide full service but at the same time it 
should be simple, transparent, flexible, timely, different and without 

complication. 
 

The simple concept indicates that the proposal of the company and the service 
must be easy to understand. It should be transparent to the customer to clearly 
identify the service or services that are offered and the advantages of them 

against the competition. The flexibility component refers to adapt the offer to the 
need of subscriber and not the contrary. The concept of timely means the 

attention that is offered to the user at the time required and the solution to any 
problem that arise. The differentiating factor is based on the integration of 
services according to customer needs; therefore, it is absolutely necessary that 

the company provides added value for each of the offers over its competitors. 
 

If we get all this in an environment without complication, taking care of our 
customer, this will allow us the loyalty of our clients. From the point of view of 
the customer a company with these features talks about the strength, the quality 

of service and the brand of a trustful enterprise.  
 

There are 3 key factors that are identified to improve the experience of a 
potential customer in the mobile world. 
 

 The first one is to create a multidimensional understanding of the client, 
which requires setting performance characteristics depending on 

ethnography and sociocultural situation in order to establish which are 
the expectations, requirements and motivation that lead to consumer 
behaviour.   

 The second factor is to generate enough knowledge about the current 
and representative customer experiences and for that it is necessary to 

be in the customer’s shoes creating a clear, real and concise perspective 
of the interests. 

 The third factor is related to customer familiarity with the company, which 

expects a good deal without problems or obstacles at the moment to get 
the service that you want. 

 
It is necessary to consider these factors in defining the service to provide 

because the rapid change in technology implies and increase of uncertainty 
regarding the technical area, the requirements and the new trend on 
consumers. 

 
The company should pay attention to changes in the behaviour of the customer 

by planning in a short and medium term, about 6 months. The long term 
planning could be dangerous.  
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Attracting customers is only the first step, retaining them should be the key in 
the operation of ETAPA EP. The enterprise should attract customers with 
attractive prices and keep them thanks to a good cost – quality – innovation 

relationship to offer services and enhancements in where the customer has 
traditionally received a bad service. 

 
There is a need to know the behaviour of people that form part of the selected 
market. Therefore, the company should also be based on ethnographic realities 

of Ecuador, for this reason it is necessary models and market research to 
determine the needs of the population supported by different sociocultural 

characteristics due to the big cultural diversity of the country. We need to apply 
this not only for the selection of the service to be provided, also in the marketing 
strategies, pricing and sales packages structure.  

 
Some services offered must be complementary to the services that are currently 

offered by incumbent operators, allowing attack specific user requirements.  
   
According to the market analysis it is determined that the results could be 

optimized if the company arises different marketing and sales strategies for 2 
distinct segments. 

 
The first segment is made up of young people between 16 and 24 years with a 
high use of social networks and the Internet, most of them are students and 

have little purchasing power and provides high demand for prepaid plans. 
 
The other segment is made up of adults between 25 and 64 years, they have a 

greater purchasing power and in which both prepaid and post-paid plans are 
combined. 

4.2.1. Defined channels 

 
The distribution of product can be made initially by a single central office and 
additionally we may have mobile booths that move to the strategic points of the 

city. To this should use existing resource in ETAPA EP. 
 

Another advantage of service is that the hiring of the product may also be 
performed by the web page, where customers can consult tariff plans, meet all 
sale points and the channels of customer service, besides allowing choosing 

and creating their own plan. This web platform will be easily accessible and will 
contain explicit information, easy to be used, friendly and intuitive. 

 
As a key point of sales, there is possibility to contact the client in their own 
home through a sales group. The sales assistants will offer the service to 

potential clients in their homes or offices without the need for them to travel to 
office. 

 
Furthermore, it is recommendable to perform bimonthly survey to check 
customer satisfaction, so with that we want to know how the customers value 

the service that we are giving to them. 
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When ETAPA EP develops new plans that are not offered yet, an advertising 
campaign will be disclosed though web, with an email to the customers or it 
could take place also in the media. 

 
These campaigns may be conducted generalized to the total potential 

customers, or focused on one of the already established segment or even more 
in a new differentiated segment, as will be the group of people who have high 
resources and seek high innovation (this group include innovators, thinkers, 

achievers and experiencers for VALS segmentation) or a group that has fewer 
resources and their interest are not focused in innovation (this group is formed 

by believers, strives, makers and survivors). 

4.3. Business system & organization  

 

ETAPA EP to be a consolidated company has extensive support structure, 
therefore, this section will focus on new resources for service provision. The 

basic structure for the business is characterized mainly in 3 different jobs.  First, 
we have the sales assistants that their work is centralized in the direct contact 
with the customer, to contact at home and make the delivery of service. Another 

group is formed by call assistants who will be in charge to answer customer 
queries or doubts by telephone. Finally, the third group is formed by technicians 

or computer specialist, who would be responsible for setting the service of the 
customer and to have all customer information organized and structured. 
 

In the top layer of the business organization we have the business director who 
will be responsible for all the performance of service and who will take all the 

important decisions.  
 
Once completed the analysis of the demand is there, using LEAN techniques as 

value stream map VSM, it has determined the number of staff required to meet 
the planned number of customers without non-productive time and resource 

optimization. 
 
The final structure of the business section has been as follows: In the upper 

layer it has the director, and then the 3 head of each department. The call 
assistant department will be composed of 3 workers, the sales assistant 

department will be composed of 21 workers and finally the technical or IT 
department will be composed of 2 workers. The total staff of the company will 
be 1 + 3 + 3 + 21 + 2 = 30 workers. 

   

CEO

TECHNICIAN 
MANAGER

SALES ASSISTANT 
MANAGER

CALL ASSISTANT 
MANAGER

2 TECHNICIAN 
WORKERS

21 SALES ASISTANT 
WORKERS

3 CALL ASISTANT 
WORKERS  

Source: Own elaboration 
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Figure 4.1 Proposed business structure 

4.3.1. Salaries 

 
Once we have talked about how much staff the business will have, now it also 

need to talk about the amount of salary that we should pay to them. The salary 
for each worker is shown in the table below: 
 

Table 4.2 Calculation of proposed salaries 

 
Staff Cost Number 

employees 
Salary per 

month 
Variability 

(50%) 
Taxes 

(38,116%) 
Extra 

Salary 
Total Annual 

Sales Assistant 21 $ 950 $ 475 $ 543,15 950 $ 496.924,55 

Technical 2 $ 1200  $ 457,39 1200 $ 40.977,41 

Call Assistant 3 $ 800  $ 304,93 800 $ 40.577,41 

Supervisor 3 $ 2000  $ 762,32 2000 $ 101.443,52 

CEO 1 $ 3000  $ 1143,48 3000 $ 52.721,76 

      $ 732.644,65 

 

Now we will talk about the net salary that will receive the workers of the 
company. In first place we have the CEO of the business section, who will be 
the one with the highest salary, an amount of 3000 USD per month, then the 

different managers or supervisors will gain about 2000 USD per month. From 
the 3 different departments the technician are the ones that will gain more, at 

about 1200 USD each month. The Sales assistants will gain an amount of 950 
USD per month but they have a 50% of variable salary, which they will perceive 
depending on the customers that they contact for the company. Finally, the 

sales assistants will obtain an amount of 800 USD per month. 
 

For the full calculation of wages, it is necessary to consider some different taxes 
that will be applied to the workers. These taxes are shown in the following table.  
 
Table 4.3 Percentage salary taxes Ecuador 

 
Percentage of salary taxes of Ecuador 

Description Percentage 

XIII salary 8,333% 

XIV salary 3,050% 

Vacations 4,167% 

Social security 12,150% 

Over one year of work 

Reserve funds 8,333% 

Ouster 2,083% 

TOTAL 38,116% 

Source: www.sri.gob.ec 

 
The staff and the salaries calculated are taking into account that the company 
works in the real scheme. If we want to know the same information for the 

optimistic scheme we need to increase the number a 40% because the demand 
will increase in this way. 
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4.3.2. Skills 

 

The skills required for these jobs are shown in the following table: 
 
Table 4.4 Defined skills per job 

 
JOB SKILLS 

Call assistant  Knowledge of the product and customer service 

 Effective communication, able to create and 
maintain successful relationships 

 Negotiating skills 
Sales assistant  Knowledge of the product and customer service 

 Effective communication, able to create and 

maintain successful relationships 

 Negotiating skills 

 Quick mind and fast response 

 Good in the one against one 
Technician  Understand how databases works 

 Knowledge of programming languages 

 Organized and orderly 

 

4.3.3. Outsourced work 

 
Almost all the necessary work will be performed by own employees, but there 
are some activities that will be externalized to other companies. The activities 

that will be externalized are the hiring installation of the MNO, the activity to 
obtain devices will be done with specific order by a provider company, also it 

will use an external Call Centre for mass dissemination of the offers and the 
requests by and for the customers. 
 

The key relationship that ETAPA EP will have to maintain is with the MNO 
because it will allow us to provide the service. The minimum contract time 

should be 5 years; in which it could use the MNO installation to serve its 
customers. After that, ETAPA EP should try to designate another contract or 
another option that improves the conditions. 

 
In the case of the device provider company, ETAPA EP will contact them to 

provide us with a huge volume of devices from different ranges. A new 
importation will be requested when the stock of devices will be less than the 
number set by the company. 

 
In the case of Call Centre, it will use the ETAPA EP, however for financial 

projections is considered as external.  The investment on the Call Centre will 
grow depending on the amount of customer that the company will have. Taking 
into account this information at each year is expected to double the number of 

customers that it would mean to double the size and the steps to be performed 
by the Call Centre, although form the fifth year onwards, it will remain constant.  
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4.3.4. Implementation schedule  

 

It is important to define what is the plan of action for the start of activities. This 
action will indicate us to finally decide or not to create the company. The Gantt 

chart of the planning is shown in the following picture. 
 

 
Source: Own elaboration 
Figure 4.2 Gantt chart per milestones  

 
The first activity to be done is a discussion with the shareholders, in the case of 

ETAPA EP with senior management. For this is presented the business plan 
options. After these different meetings, the funding will be defined. This activity 
will take some months.   

 
Once the funding negotiation have reached and advanced state, ETAPA EP 

could start the negotiation with the MNO who is the provider of the most part of 
infrastructure. There are different MNO so it should choose the one that provide 
us the major part of benefits. This negotiation will be so long; it could take at 

about 6 months to reach a definitive agreement.  
 

Once the negotiation with the MNO is advanced, the company could start with 
the formation of the business section, which implies the recruitment of different 
people to establish the staff of the company and finally acquisition of different 

resources. 
 

One time these steps will be completed, ETAPA EP could start with the 
operation of the company and provide our service.  

4.3.5. Canvas model 

 

The idea of Business Model Canvas is to have a quickly image about the 
different features, inside the business. For this case, the customer segment is 
defined for start at the people living in the city of Cuenca-Ecuador.  

 
The propositions values in general are all products and services normally 

considering by any Mobile Operator, hence the customer relationship can be 
personal (in stores), customized mass (corporation sales) and Built-in “locked 
in” when the customer buy a smartphone associated a one specific service. The 

revenue streams are clear, the different customer payments by mobile service, 
phones and smartphones.  
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In the other side of Canvas Model, the internal part, we have as key partners: 
established mobile operator, Government, phones providers, sales distributors 

and possible content providers. The main cost structure is implementation 
MNVO, marketing strategy, cost of maintained system, interconnection with 

other operator, and cost of personal and administrative resources. The key 
activities that we must considering are implementation MNVO platform, the 
sales, the maintained customers and marketing - advertisement. Finally, the key 

resources could be the MNVO infrastructure, the people and the company 
brand.  

 

 
Source: Own elaboration 
Figure 4.3 Canvas business model 

4.4. SWOT Analysis 

 

SWOT is a structured planning method that evaluates four elements (Strengths, 
Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats) of a project or business venture. A 

SWOT analysis can be carried out for a company, product, place, industry, or 
person. It involves specifying the objective of the project and identifying the 
internal and external factors that are favourable and unfavourable to achieve 

that objective. 

4.4.1. Strengths 

 

As strengths we understand the favourable intrinsic factors to the business or to 
the proposed model, therefore we could highlight the following: 
 

 An MVNO does not need the access network installation, so the 
implementation costs are significantly reduced compared to a MNO. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plan
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Project
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Business
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Therefore, we can have a payback period of less time (which will vary 
depending on the selected business model). 

 In the case of a full MVNO, the definition of promotions and strategic 

innovations do not depend on the MNO. However, for an MVNO provider 
of advanced services, this would represent a weakness. 

 Starting a business model of a MVNO provider of advanced services will 
allow us to obtain experience to prepare more efficiently and better the 
change to full MVNO. Moreover, if the result is not successful, the risk 

factor is minimized. 

 Nature of ETAPA EP as an established telecommunications operator 

represents a great strength in terms of experience and knowledge. 
Similarly, its customer base. 

4.4.2. Weaknesses 

 

The weaknesses represent negative factors facing the business of the own 
model or company. 

 

 An important weakness represents the negotiation for the access 

agreement with the MNO, considering basically the size and the power of 
the companies. 

 How we are a new actor in an established market, the efforts to attract 

customers increase significantly. Therefore, this will generate high 
investments in marketing. 

 There will exist always a dependence on the access technology of the 
MNO with which the agreement is reached. 

 The entry of a new operator in a consolidated market as the Ecuadorian, 

it limits the growth to a very small percentage. According to estimates of 
the Spanish market reaches 1% of the total population. This situation 

faces the MVNO with a poor economy of scale. 

 ETAPA EP infrastructure is basically deployed only in the canton 

Cuenca. 

4.4.3. Opportunities 

 
Opportunities are represented by external factors of the company, but that 

foster the creation of it 
 

 The existence in Ecuador of a high degree of market concentration, 
which has dissatisfied users, lack of new promotions and a poor variety 
of offer, could indicate a potential market waiting for new service 

providers. 

 The increasing technological innovations and also the increase in M2M 

innovations systems may represent an attractive opportunity for an 
MVNO. 

 An MVNO can achieve higher levels of market segmentation and satisfy 
the needs of underserved segments. 

 LTE, which begins its deployment recently in Ecuador, can take 

advantage of the convergence of services, providing to the users the 
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variety of supply, increased consumption of smart phones… the ability to 
focus on a segment activity that generates a better ARPU. 

 The recently approved by the Ecuadorian government regulation, which 

allows operation of MVNO, indicates that the government has a high 
interest in the entry of new actors in the market, so they will encourage 

and ensure its operation. 

 For data service, MVNO may use fixed wireless networks, WIMAX and / 
or WIFI, with similar models to those implemented in other countries, this 

will allow reducing access charges. 

 The Ecuadorian government is interested in developing their companies, 

therefore, a support in this regard could be expected to ETAPA EP. 

4.4.4. Threats 

 
Finally, the threats are represented by external factors to the company that 

could have a negative impact. 
 

 As there is a regulation approved, there are no barriers for new national 
and international MVNO entering to this market. 

 For private companies wishing to venture as MVNOs, public enterprises 
are considered a threat, because Ecuadorian law gives preference to 
public enterprises. 

 The country risk of Ecuador is relatively high and the current political 
situations could hamper financing activities and possible operation of the 

company. 

4.5. Financial planning  

 
As noted in previous sections, in this paper are considered two options as the 
most attractive of implementing a virtual mobile operator in Ecuador. This 

section describes the considerations set out in each of the two options, and 
then, this analyses their results when applying financial analysis. 

 
The financial plan and subsequent analysis are set for a period of five years, 
since it is considered to be the minimum time for which it can to evaluate such 

projects. 
 

First, it should be mentioned that due to the state of development of the virtual 
mobile operation in Ecuador, there are still not enough data respect of access 
agreements or exact distribution of wholesale or retail mobile markets. 

Therefore, for the preparation of this section, it has been used as the main 
reference a research on the costs associated with mobile virtual network 

operators in Spain by Joaquín Tomás Vidal in July 2014 (see ([020]). 
 
Any financial projection is supported in economic assumptions regarding the 

potential demand, the scheme revenue, cover costs, etc. Therefore, the 
information presented here should be understood as correspondence to the 

assumptions made before and during this section. 
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4.5.1. Incomes scheme and access charges considerations 

 

As indicated in paragraph 3.1, the income received by a mobile virtual network 
operator are subject to two critical variables: the number of customers and 

access charges. Thus, revenues are directly related to the ARPU (average 
revenue per user) generated by each user, this is multiplied by the number of 
users. This information is obtained in the projection of the demand made in 

paragraph 3.4.1. 
 

The mentioned section determined the potential customer demand under two 
possible scenarios for demand, one real and the other optimistic. The initial 
marketing strategy and advertising must be intense so as to capture as many 

customers in the first years of operation, this added to customer retention 
campaigns, it improves the customer acquisition scheme. With these 

considerations, the following tables show the distribution of customers planned 
for two scenarios, this is classified by segment, product and year. It is noted, 
that has been applied churn rate (rate of customers leaving an operator in a 

given period) variable, this according to the first years will be very low in terms 
of the effects of a new and innovative service later this it will increase to 3%. 

 
Table 4.5 Projected demand distributed for years – real scenario 
REAL SCENARIO Total customer 

projected 
100409 

  1 year 2 year 3 year 4 year 5 year 

Customer distribution percentage 20% 30% 25% 15% 10% 

Churn 0% 1% 1% 2% 3% 

TOTAL CUSTOMERS 20082 50005 74608 88178 95575 

16-24 years 6564 16345 24387 28823 31241 

Customers prepaid voice 53 131 195 231 250 

Customers prepaid voice + data 5198 12945 19315 22827 24743 

Customers post-paid voice 257 641 956 1130 1225 

Customers post-paid voice + data 1056 2628 3921 4635 5023 

25-64 years 13518 33660 50221 59355 64334 

Customers prepaid voice 108 269 402 475 515 

Customers prepaid voice + data 10706 26659 39775 47009 50952 

Customers post-paid voice 530 1319 1969 2327 2522 

Customers post-paid voice + data 2174 5413 8075 9544 10345 

 

Table 4.6 Projected demand distributed for years – optimistic scenario 
OPTIMISTIC SCENARIO Total customer 

projected 
136994 

  1 year 2 year 3 year 4 year 5 year 

Customer distribution percentage 20% 30% 25% 15% 10% 

Churn 0% 1% 1% 2% 3% 

TOTAL CUSTOMERS 27400 68225 101792 120306 130398 

16-24 years 8956 22300 33272 39324 42623 

Customers prepaid voice 72 178 266 315 341 

Customers prepaid voice + data 7093 17662 26352 31144 33757 

Customers post-paid voice 351 874 1304 1542 1671 

Customers post-paid voice + data 1440 3586 5350 6323 6854 

25-64 years 18444 45925 68520 80982 87775 
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Customers prepaid voice 148 367 548 648 702 

Customers prepaid voice + data 14607 36373 54268 64138 69518 

Customers post-paid voice 723 1800 2686 3174 3441 

Customers post-paid voice + data 2966 7385 11018 13022 14114 

 

Regarding access charges, it has made the following assumptions: 
 

 It is considered a virtual mobile operator regardless of the operating 

model selected, it must pay a fixed quota by agreement with the 
established network operator. In other markets which have already 

reached maturity, it is considered that an entrant can hardly achieve a 
market share of over 1% in the first years of operation. It is considered 
appropriate to set a fixed amount of 2 USD per each potential customer 

that can serve the entrant. Therefore, if the population in Ecuador is 
approximately 16.000.000 inhabitants, 1% will be 160.000 potential 

users, which will give us a fixed quota payable to the host network 
operator of 320.000 USD. 

 From the average values used by different operators established in 

Ecuador, it has been determined average unit prices per minute, 
message and mega access. Similarly, according to the disposition of the 

Ecuadorian government in 2014 to establish symmetrical interconnection 
schemes, so average values are determined as the cost of 

interconnection, those are indicated in the table below. 
 
Table 4.7 Average price and interconnection cost by mobile services Ecuador 

Service Average Price NTI Interconnection 

Cost 

Minute $ 0,17 $ 0,05 

SMS $ 0,17 $ 0,05 

MEGA $ 0,04 $ 0,02 

 

 To calculate the variable component of access charges, which must be 

paid to the incumbent by MVNO, it is considering the following traffic 
consumption averages. 
 

Table 4.8 Average price by mobile services Ecuador 
  16-24 25-64 

Average consume min prepaid 11 15 

Average consume sms prepaid 6 6 

Average consume MB prepaid 70 200 

Average consume min post-paid 25 70 

Average consume sms post-paid 10 10 

Average consume MB post-paid 250 300 

 

 In the case MVNO enhanced service provider, the model can be 

summarized as a purchase airtime wholesale for resale. It has been 
considered that the established network operator granted 14% of 

customer price without taxes to MVNO. Therefore, variable costs for 
SMVNO are calculated through the use averages multiplied by the 
average price less 14% of its value. 
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 In the full MVNO case, the revenue model is totally different from before, 
in this case is considered a scheme in which the access agreement 
provides the payment of interconnection traffic to host network operator 

by all traffic carried. In this sense, the FMVNO pay interconnection fees 
to its host network operator and also interconnection charges to the 

operator destination. Under this scheme, the FMVNO also have 
additional interconnection revenues; although in principle when a new 
operator is considered, 80% of traffic will be out of its network, therefore, 

it only receives interconnection fees over 20%. 

4.5.2. Associated cost with SMVNO and FMVNO 

 

Generally, the costs incurred by operators in the telecommunications sector can 
be classified into: 
 

 CAPEX (Capital Expenditures), these represent the costs associated with 
the assets to be acquired (equipment, goods, machinery, etc.). 

 OPEX (Operating Expenses) which are the costs associated with the 
operation of the business, these include maintenance costs, leasing of 
space, energy costs, advertising campaigns, personnel costs, etc. 

 COGS (Cost of Goods Sold), these represent costs directly associated 
with the product or service sold, in this case, these are costs related to 

access charges. 

 Finally, it should be considered taxes and depreciation. 

 
The following table shows the evolution factors for each year considered for the 
calculation of the costs. The costs are updated by these values for each year. 

The determination of these values depend on the market situation, the 
economic conditions of the country, among others.  

 
Table 4.9 Considered evolution factors 

Evolution Factors 

  Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 

Maintenance upgrade 1 1 1,01 1,02 1,02 

Supplies upgrade 1 1,04 1,06 1,08 1,1 

Salary upgrade 1 1 1,02 1,03 1,04 

Call Centre upgrade 1 2 4 8 12 

Publicity upgrade 1 0,9 0,7 0,6 0,5 

SIMCARD upgrade 0,1 0,1 0,09 0,08 0,08 

Churm 0 0,01 0,01 0,02 0,03 

 
Most factors are conservative, that based on current economic situation in 

Ecuador is somewhat weakened, therefore, it is not considered strong wage 
increases over the five years and nor substantial increases in maintenance 
payments or leasing services. Specifically, regarding advertising a strong initial 

investment is intended to reduce gradually. As regards the Call Centre, it is 
considering a double increase each year because as customers increases also 

increased the number of maintenance and care activities. Finally, with regard to 
SIMCard, it refers to printing their own SIM cards with logo, colour and image, 
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this factor is considered that in worst case scenario not exceed 10% of all lines 
sold in one year.  

4.5.3. Associated cost to SMVNO 

 

In the case of a SMVNO, CAPEX associated costs will be reduced, this is 
because only considered the procurement or acquisition of a CRM (Customer 
Relationship Management) system for management and customer support. 

 
OPEX costs are considering connection maintenance and billing system, which 

are not high because these are limited to the initial requirements of the 
company. Furthermore, the costs of office rent, supplies, advertising, salaries, 
etc., these have been calculated based on average prices in Ecuador. The 

following tables show the values considered CAPEX and OPEX for the case of 
a SMVNO.  

 
Table 4.10 CAPEX SMVNO 

CAPEX SMVNO 

 Thousands of USD Total Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 

CRM 250 50 50 50 50 50 

 

Table 4.11 OPEX SMVNO 

OPEX SMVNO 

 Thousands of USD Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 

Maintenance Billing system 25 25 25,25 25,5 25,5 

Maintenance connectivity 10 10 10,1 10,2 10,2 

Office rent 24 24,96 25,44 25,92 26,4 

Supplies cost 8 8,32 8,48 8,64 8,8 

Call Centre 50 100 200 400 600 

Salaries 732,64 732,64 747,30 754,62 761,95 

Marketing and advertising 300 270 210 180 150 

SIM Card 2 2 1,8 1,6 1,6 

Portability cost 40 40 40 40 40 

 
Variable costs are basically shaped by access charges as indicated in the 

previous section.  

4.5.4. Associated cost to FMVNO 

 
In the case of a FMVNO, costs associated CAPEX are increased considerably 

depending on the acquisition or contracting of certain minimum network 
elements. In this sense, it is considered advisable to hire a supplier of essential 
network elements (MSC, SMSC, SGSN, GGSN, HLR), this in order to avoid 

heavy investment in the initial year. These costs must be added links between 
MVNO and MNO host, internet and other existing operators. 

 
For the establishment of unit costs of network elements, installation and 
maintenance, it has used the information extracted from the Public Consultation 

on the bottom-up model of incremental long-term costs for mobile networks, 
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which it was carried out by CMT (Commission of Telecommunications Market in 
Spain) in 2011 (see [019]). These values are taken to the year 2014 in euros, 
here these has used without any conversion and therefore, it is considered to 

give an approximation of validity for the financial projection. 
 

In addition, these values provide for an approximate operational capacity of 
1.000.000 of users, although it is much higher than our projected demand, it 
cannot perform linearly reduced because it is this type of equipment. The 

following table shows the values of CAPEX considered for FMVNO. 
 
Table 4.12 CAPEX SMVNO 

 
In regard to OPEX for FMVNO, these values are also increased, because it is 

necessary to consider the maintenance of equipment and links listed above. 
Also considering a more complex structure, these will require an increase in the 

number of workers. The following table shows OPEX costs considered for 
FMVNO. 
 
Table 4.13 OPEX SMVNO 

OPEX FMVNO 

Thousands of USD  Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 

MSC(Maintenance) 112,06 112,06 113,18 114,30 114,30 

SGSN(Maintenance) 93,36 93,36 94,29 95,23 95,23 

GGSN(Maintenance) 219,12 219,12 221,31 223,50 223,50 

HLR(Maintenance) 213,04 213,04 215,17 217,30 217,30 

SMSC(Maintenance) 288,62 288,62 291,50 294,39 294,39 

Maintenance Billing & CRM system 30,00 30,00 30,30 30,60 30,60 

Host Link (voice x 2 - 155Mbps) 26,52 26,52 26,79 27,05 27,05 

Host Link (data x 2 - 155Mbps) 26,52 26,52 26,79 27,05 27,05 

Interconnection Link (voice x 2 - 
155Mbps) 

26,52 26,52 26,79 27,05 27,05 

CAPEX FMVNO 

  Thousands of USD TOTAL Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 

MSC (Acquisition) 1.070,01 214,00 214,00 214,00 214,00 214,00 

MSC (Installation) 468,03 936,05 936,05 936,05 936,05 936,05 

SGSN(Acquisition) 1.129,47 225,89 225,89 225,89 225,89 225,89 

SGSN(Installation) 188,13 37,63 37,63 37,63 37,63 37,63 

GGSN(Acquisition) 1.325,25 265,05 265,05 265,05 265,05 265,05 

GGSN(Installation) 128,72 25,74 25,74 25,74 25,74 25,74 

HLR(Acquisition) 1.009,59 201,92 201,92 201,92 201,92 201,92 

HLR(Installation) 492,18 98,44 98,44 98,44 98,44 98,44 

SMSC(Acquisition) 762,90 152,58 152,58 152,58 152,58 152,58 

SMSC(Installation) 399,66 79,93 79,93 79,93 79,93 79,93 

Billing & CRM System 300,00 60,00 60,00 60,00 60,00 60,00 

Host Link (voice x 2 - 
155Mbps) 

3,58 0,72 0,72 0,72 0,72 0,72 

Host Link (data x 2 - 
155Mbps) 

3,58 0,72 0,72 0,72 0,72 0,72 

Interconnection Link 
(voice x 2 - 155Mbps) 

3,58 0,72 0,72 0,72 0,72 0,72 

Data Link Internet (data 
x 2 - 155Mbps) 

3,58 0,72 0,72 0,72 0,72 0,72 
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Data Link Internet (data x 2 - 
155Mbps) 

26,52 26,52 26,79 27,05 27,05 

Office rent 24,00 24,96 25,44 25,92 26,40 

Supplies cost 8,00 8,32 8,48 8,64 8,80 

Call Centre 50,00 100,00 200,00 400,00 600,00 

Salaries 1.081,30 1.081,30 1.102,93 1.113,74 1.124,55 

Marketing and advertising 300,00 270,00 210,00 180,00 150,00 

SIM Card 2,00 2,00 1,80 1,60 1,60 

Portability cost 40,00 40,00 40,00 40,00 40,00 

4.5.5. Results of the financial analysis  

 
As indicated above, two scenarios of potential customers are considered. For 

both SMVNO and FMVNO financial results are discussed in each of the two 
scenarios, however, by business considerations it will focus on the SMVNO real 
customers projection and FMVNO optimistic customers projection. 

 
For the evaluation of the projections, it has been used dynamic methods. 

Through this technique it is recommended to use as minimum value profitability 
the WACC, which is unique to each country and industrial sector. This 
parameter is considering some variables such as country risk, cost of debt, 

inflation, among others. The WACC has been extracted from the web 
waccexpert.com, which determines the WACC value by country and business 

sector, the value used is 16.10%. In Figure 4.4 presents the considerations 
made for calculation of WACC. 
 

 
Source: http://www.waccexpert.com 

Figure 4.4 Assumptions for calculating WACC  

4.5.6. Financial Plan SMVNO 

 
From the considerations set out in point 4.4.1, financial projections for a period 

of five years are carried out. The information obtained is an income statement, a 
profit and loss, balance sheet and liquidity plan. Through these financial 
statements it has been determined initial investment required. The detail of the 

accounts used can be found in Annex 2. Tables 4.14 and 4.15 present the 
summary of the results for SMVNO in the real and optimistic scenario 

respectively. 
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Table 4.14 Real scenario SMVNO 

 

MVNO Enhanced Service 
Provider Real 

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 

Incomes   $ 2.398.884,00 $ 5.973.144,00 $ 8.911.860,00 $ 10.532.856,00 $ 11.416.392,00 

Expenses             

OPEX   $ 1.195.110,00 $ 1.226.319,00 $ 1.289.929,00 $ 1.472.550,00 $ 1.652.970,00 

COGS   $ 2.052.386,00 $ 4.633.678,00 $ 6.755.706,00 $ 7.926.286,00 $ 8.564.394,00 

OTHERS             

Depreciation   $ 9.000,00 $ 9.000,00 $ 9.000,00 $ 9.000,00 $ 9.000,00 

Interests     -      -      -      -      -    

Taxes     $ 22.912,00 $ 188.590,00 $ 247.504,00 $ 261.806,00 

EBITDA   -$ 848.611,00 $ 113.147,00 $ 866.225,00 $ 1.134.020,00 $ 1.199.028,00 

EBIT   -$ 857.611,00 $ 104.147,00 $ 857.225,00 $ 1.125.020,00 $ 1.190.028,00 

Benefits   -$ 857.611,00 $ 81.235,00 $ 668.636,00 $ 877.516,00 $ 928.222,00 

              

CAPEX             

Equipment   $ 50.000,00 $ 50.000,00 $ 50.000,00 $ 50.000,00 $ 50.000,00 

  
initial 

investment           

Free Cash Flow -$ 900.000,00 -$ 898.611,00 $ 63.147,00 $ 816.225,00 $ 1.084.020,00 $ 1.149.028,00 

              

WACC   16,10%         

NPV   $ 169.704,00         

IRR   16,80%         

MIRR   15,00%         

 

Table 4.15 Optimistic scenario SMVNO 

MVNO Enhanced Service 
Provider Optimistic 

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 

Incomes   $ 3.272.928,00 $ 8.149.596,00 $ 12.159.120,00 $ 14.370.564,00 $ 15.576.108,00 

Expenses             

OPEX   $ 1.490.595,96 $ 1.525.424,42 $ 1.597.869,06 $ 1.785.060,10 $ 1.969.308,00 

COGS   $ 2.683.583,00 $ 6.205.405,00 $ 9.100.870,00 $ 10.697.913,00 $ 11.568.370,00 

OTHERS             

Depreciation   $ 9.000,00 $ 9.000,00 $ 9.000,00 $ 9.000,00 $ 9.000,00 

Interests                   -                 -                      -                   -                   -   

Taxes     $ 154.621,00 $ 385.066,00 $ 479.697,00 $ 513.526,00 

EBITDA   -$ 901.251,18 $ 418.766,65 $ 1.460.380,98 $ 1.887.590,75 $ 2.038.430,36 

EBIT   -$ 910.251,18 $ 409.766,65 $ 1.451.380,98 $ 1.878.590,75 $ 2.029.430,36 

Benefits   -$ 910.251,18 $ 319.617,99 $ 1.132.077,17 $ 1.465.300,78 $ 1.582.955,68 

              

CAPEX             

Equipment   $ 50.000,00 $ 50.000,00 $ 50.000,00 $ 50.000,00 $ 50.000,00 

  
initial 

investment           

Free Cash Flow  -$ 900.000,00 -$ 951.251,18 $ 368.766,65 $ 1.410.380,98 $ 1.837.590,75 $ 1.988.430,36 

              

WACC   16,10%         

NPV   $ 1.543.456,45         

IRR   39,19%         

MIRR   29,59%         
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From the above tables, it can be noted that in the case SMVNO even for the 
real scenario (which has a lower demand that optimistic scenario), the results 
are positive, so the analysis will focus on the real stage. 

 
The figure 4.5 presents a comparison between the evolution of the results for 

the two above-mentioned scenarios. 
 

 
 
Source: Own elaboration 

Figure 4.5 Comparison result between real and optimistic SMVNO  

 
 

Focusing on the analysis of the real scenario in the table 4.6 can see that in the 
case of the projection with the actual demand, it has a positive NPV (Net 

Present Value) and IRR (Internal Rate of Return) exceeds the WACC 
established; however, because it has negative flows, it is advisable to calculate 
the MIRR (Modified IRR), for this the cost of debt is established by 5% (for 

being investment projects), then the value of MIRR is 15%, which is a minor 
point that the WACC. 

 
Although this result is slightly lower than the expected rate of return, it is 
possible to check that there is a positive return on the project. In fact, the project 

presents benefits from the second year. 
 
The required initial investment is 900.000 USD this is obtained from the treasury 

plan and balance sheet. Through the development of free cash flow can be 
determined that the time of return on investment (payback) is 3 years and 10 

months approximately. 
 
The following graph presents the evolution of Cash Flow from quarterly treasury 

plan, this ensures that the company always have liquidity. 
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Source: Own elaboration 
Figure 4.6 Cash flow evolution real SMVNO 

 
Figure 4.7 presents the quarterly state results, where, it can see that from the 
third year the results remain positive. 

 

 
 

Source: Own elaboration 
Figure 4.7 Quarterly state results for real SMVNO 

 
Another aspect of interest is the breakeven point for profit. The breakeven point 

indicates the volume of sales (in this case customers SMVNO) for which the 
profit is zero, so up that number of users are the benefits and lower losses 
would be considered. For its calculation the following formula is used: 

  
BEP = FC / P – VC     (4.1) 
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Where: 
 

BEP mean breakeven point 

FC represents the fixed cost CAPEX + OPEX 
P represents the unit price 

VC represents the variables cost COGS 
 
By applying this formula in the project obtain that estimated during the first year 

users are below the required. From the second year, the estimated users 
exceed to users planned, thus this ensures making profits. Table 4.16 and 

figure 4.8 allow view this information graphically. 
 
Table 4.16 Required and Planned customers for real SMVNO 

 
Year Nº customers 

required 
Nº customers 
planned 

1 47158 20082 

2 48776 50005 

3 54138 74608 

4 60645 88178 

5 66437 95575 

   

   
Source: Own elaboration 
Figure 4.8 Required vs planned customers for real SMVNO 

 

4.5.7. Financial Plan FMVNO 

 
In the case of FMVNO similar to the previous analysis it is performed, although 
as it will be seen below the real scenario is discarded because it is not 

profitable. 
 

Tables 4.17 and 4.18 present the summary of the results for FMVNO in the real 
and optimistic scenario respectively. 
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Table 4.17 Real scenario FMVNO 

FULL MVNO Real Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 

Incomes   $ 2.550.978,40 $ 6.351.862,89 $ 9.476.883,17 $ 11.200.649,96 $ 12.140.208,08 

Expenses             

OPEX   $ 2.227.560,96 $ 2.266.453,60 $ 2.346.652,26 $ 2.543.029,96 $ 2.725.349,99 

COGS   $ 1.688.849,60 $ 3.728.470,01 $ 5.405.208,53 $ 6.330.145,64 $ 6.834.344,72 

Others             

Depreciation   $ 262.377,18 $ 262.377,18 $ 262.377,18 $ 262.377,18 $ 262.377,18 

Interests   0,00         

Taxes   $ 0,00 $ 20.803,66 $ 321.781,94 $ 454.321,38 $ 509.989,96 

EBITDA   -$ 1.365.432,16 $ 356.939,28 $ 1.725.022,38 $ 2.327.474,36 $ 2.580.513,37 

EBIT   -$ 1.627.809,34 $ 94.562,09 $ 1.462.645,19 $ 2.065.097,18 $ 2.318.136,18 

Benefits   -$ 1.627.809,34 $ 73.758,43 $ 1.140.863,25 $ 1.610.775,80 $ 1.808.146,22 

              

CAPEX             

Equipment   $ 1.457.651,02 $ 1.457.651,02 $ 1.457.651,02 $ 1.457.651,02 $ 1.457.651,02 

  
initial 

investment 
          

Free Cash Flow  -$ 2.700.000,00 -$ 2.823.083,18 -$ 1.100.711,74 $ 267.371,35 $ 869.823,34 $ 1.122.862,34 

              

WACC 
 

16,10%         

NPV   -$ 861.725,42         

IRR   -25,77%         

MIRR   -17,15%         

 
Table 4.18 Optimistic scenario SMVNO 

FULL MVNO Optimistic Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 

Incomes   $ 3.480.438,35 $ 8.666.304,95 $ 12.930.036,42 $ 15.281.692,71 $ 16.563.658,66 

Expenses             

OPEX   $ 2.524.925,98 $ 2.570.236,78 $ 2.661.572,42 $ 2.863.789,85 $ 3.050.628,56 

COGS   $ 2.187.593,15 $ 4.970.380,55 $ 7.258.247,78 $ 8.520.158,39 $ 9.207.955,94 

Others             

Depreciation   $ 262.377,18 $ 262.377,18 $ 262.377,18 $ 262.377,18 $ 262.377,18 

Interests   0,00         

Taxes   $ 0,00 $ 189.928,30 $ 604.524,59 $ 799.780,80 $ 889.393,33 

EBITDA   -$ 1.232.080,78 $ 1.125.687,62 $ 3.010.216,22 $ 3.897.744,47 $ 4.305.074,16 

EBIT   -$ 1.494.457,97 $ 863.310,44 $ 2.747.839,04 $ 3.635.367,28 $ 4.042.696,97 

Benefits   -$ 1.494.457,97 $ 673.382,14 $ 2.143.314,45 $ 2.835.586,48 $ 3.153.303,64 

              

CAPEX             

Equipment   $ 1.457.651,02 $ 1.457.651,02 $ 1.457.651,02 $ 1.457.651,02 $ 1.457.651,02 

  
initial 

investment 
          

Free Cash Flow  -$ 2.700.000,00 -$ 2.689.731,81 -$ 331.963,40 $ 1.552.565,20 $ 2.440.093,44 $ 2.847.423,14 

              

WACC 

 

16,10%         

NPV   $ 2.326.516,65         

IRR   5,09%         

MIRR   6,92%         
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In the case of a FMVNO, CAPEX and OPEX cost are considerably higher, 
therefore, as shown in Table 4.17, when considering the scenario of real 
demand, negative values NPV, IRR and MIRR are obtained, which indicates 

that demand is not considered sufficient to support such costs. Even 
considering the optimistic scenario (Table 4.18), although we have a positive 

value NPV, IRR and MIRR, these last two are far below the WACC, which is set 
as the minimum rate of return in Ecuador for the sector telecommunications. 
This indicates that in the case of FMVNO, the model should consider for a 

larger region or the whole country. 
 

The figure 4.9 presents a comparison between the evolution of the results for 
the two above-mentioned scenarios. Although both scenarios show positive 
results after 3 and 4 years respectively, as indicated above profitability is very 

limited. 
 

 
 
Source: Own elaboration 

Figure 4.9 Comparison result between real and optimistic FMVNO  

 

Focusing on the analysis of the optimistic scenario, which allows us to obtain 
positive returns (although it is lower than expected), in Table 4.18 can be seen 
that in the case of demand optimistic projection, the project presents benefits 

from the second year. 
 
The required initial investment is $ 2.7 million, this is obtained from the treasury 

plan and balance sheet. Through the development of free cash flow can be 
determined that the time of return on investment (payback) is 4 years and 8.5 

months approximately. 
 
The following graph presents the evolution of Cash Flow from quarterly cash 

plan, this ensures that the company always have liquidity. 
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Source: Own elaboration 
Figure 4.10 Cash flow evolution optimistic FMVNO 

 
 

Figure 4.11 presents the quarterly state results, where, it can see that from the 

third year the results remain positive. 
 

 

 
Source: Own elaboration 
Figure 4.11 Quarterly state results for optimistic FMVNO 

 
Similarly, the break-even point is calculated for this case. Table 4.19 and figure 
4.12 present that in this case, estimated users in the first year and part of 

second year are below the required users. This situation varies approximately 
from the fourth month of the second year. 
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Table 4.19 Required and Planned customers for optimistic FMVNO 
Year nº customers required nº customers planned 

1 73095 27400 

2 77531 68225 

3 83879 101792 

4 88891 120306 

5 92775 130398 

 

 
 

Source: Own elaboration 
Figure 4.12 Required vs planned customers for optimistic FMVNO 

 

4.5.8. Comparative Financial Plan FMVNO 

 
Finally, this section makes a brief comparison between the two scenarios 

considered before as viable in terms of profitability. As was observed before the 
cost model of a SMVNO it is considerably reduced compared with FMVNO. This 

allows a scheme that is very profitable with significantly lower initial investment 
than in the case of FMVNO. However, as it was indicated earlier the operation 
of this model in terms of independence as profit margins is reduced. Given 

these premises would be advisable to consider this model as an initial 
implementation phase for subsequent migration to a FMVNO. 

 
Regarding the model considered by the FMVNO, although the initial investment 
is high, it presents a more attractive benefits scheme; therefore, in the case to 

ensure greater market share this option would be of great interest. Figure 4.13 
presents a comparison between the results obtained for the two models 

considering the same number of customers. 
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Source: Own elaboration 

Figure 4.13 Comparative between SMVNO and FMVNO in optimistic scenario 

 

Generally, the scheme considered for the FMVNO will generate better profit 
margins because access charges are defined under a scheme of 

interconnection, which should consider the wholesale market approaches. In 
this condition, the MVNO has greater freedom to define their own strategies and 
develop market offers more dynamism. 

 
Considering the two scenarios discussed above real SMVNO and optimistic 

FMVNO, we can see in the next figure that the time of return on investment 
(payback) is approximately one year prior to the first. In addition, the initial 
investment of second one is exactly three times the first, this implies a greater 

financial risk and it could even difficult to obtain financing. 
 

 

 
Source: Own elaboration 

Figure 4.14 Comparative free cash flow evolution between real SMVNO and 

optimistic FMVNO 
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CONCLUSIONS 

 
 

Upon completion of this work can be determined several conclusions among 
which are listed below the most important: 

 

 From the analysis performed we could assert that the market of virtual 
mobile telephony in Latin America and focusing on Ecuador is a starting 

market, what it makes this business plan a very important opportunity for 
us.  

 

 Another important factor is that how in 2014 it was adopt the law to 
enable virtual mobile operator in Ecuador it makes the business plan 

possible and viable. 
 

 State and regulation have a key role supporting and encouraging the 
entry of new operators in the mobile market. ETAPA EP to have 
statehood, it has a great advantage, therefore, to begin its efforts relying 

on the regulator. 
 

 There are several models and business strategies for Mobile Virtual 
Network Operators. Each has its peculiarities, that define the amount of 

investment required, independence in the management of services, 
target market, among others. In the case of ETAPA EP to be a 
telecommunications operator, it should focus on a model that allows to 

administer and manage dynamically its offer. 
 

 Trends and projections of Latin America present a very attractive market 
for virtual mobility sector. Strategies such as aggregators or enablers 
MVNO operating in the region could be highly profitable business. 

 

 The revenue model of a MVNO depends mainly on two factors: access 

charges and number of customers. Regarding the number of customers, 
there is an established demand limiting their amount, to expand the user 
base would need to extend services to other areas. As regards access 

charges, the agreement obtained with the MNO plays a very important 
role, therefore, the efforts that are made with established operators to 

achieve the best deal are crucial. 
 

 One of the most representative costs for an MVNO is customer 

acquisition, therefore, strategies must focus on attractive offers to 
potential users. Models such as bundling products are very useful for this 

purpose (Triple o Quad play). 
 

 Diversification and innovation of supply is a key factor in the provision of 
mobile services. An entrant may only attract customers if focuses its 
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activities on differentiating their offer. For this, the provision of local 
content and application development are an alternative on which should 
be given greater emphasis. 

 SWOT analysis is encouraging, both strengths and opportunities 
outweigh weaknesses and threats, therefore, it is recommendable to 

undertake the business. For this it is important to seek marketing models 
to adapt the offer to the needs of potential customers. 
 

 The cost model of a SMVNO it is considerably reduced compared with 
FMVNO. This allows a scheme that is very profitable with significantly 

lower initial investment than in the case of FMVNO. However, as it was 
indicated earlier the operation of this model in terms of independence as 
profit margins is reduced. Given these premises would be advisable to 

consider this model as an initial implementation phase for subsequent 
migration to a FMVNO. 

 

 Initial investment in FMVNO is high, but it presents a more attractive 

benefits scheme. In the case to ensure greater market share this option 
would be of great interest. 
 

 Outsourcing basic network equipment is a viable alternative that projects 
through reducing initial investments. This way it is possible spread the 

CAPEX to long the project. 
 

 The two models are profitable under certain conditions relating mainly to 

the number of customers and the necessary investment. To ETAPA EP 
is advisable to start by the model of enhanced service provider MVNO, 

which has lower financial risk. So after a time, ETAPA EP will evaluate 
the project and decide whether it remains SMNVO or becomes a full 
MVNO. 

 
 

 

Study of economic, social and environmental impact 

 
Regarding the study of economic, social and environmental impact of the 

project should highlight the following: 
 

 In terms of economics, undoubtedly, a business plan is meant to represent an 
economic impact for investors in the project. Further details in this regard can 
be found in the body of this work, especially in Chapter 4. 
 

 Regarding social issues, it can say that the project will have a positive social 
impact, because this seeks the entry of a new competitor to the market for 
mobiles communications. Situation that brings benefits to the market, the State 
and the general population. The greater the offer may get better benefits. 

 
 Finally, with respect to environmental impact, a business plan that is based on a 

model of a mobile virtual network operator, the impact is reduced. Whereas, in 
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the case of a Full MVNO (which requires greater infrastructure), it consider 
certain intercommunication infrastructure with the incumbent, but not the 
deployment of new base stations. 

 
A virtual mobile operator reduces infrastructure deployment compared to an 

established network operator. In this sense, this type of project leverages the 

spectrum capacity allocated to an operator established in some way reducing 

the allocation of more spectrum. 

 

To conclude, for mobile terminals will eventually could face the same problem 

faced by traditional operators. Devices are highly polluting, hence, recycling 

campaigns should be implemented in order to reuse components. 
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ANNEXES 
 

In this section, different annexes used are presented. The first one presents a 
brief overview of the trends and projections for the virtual mobile operation in 
Latin America and Ecuador. This information was extracted from some sources 

that constantly researching the sector. 
 

Then, the second annex presents the Mobile Service Regulation by Advanced 
Mobile Virtual Network Operators in Ecuador approved on 20 August 2014. This 
information is not translated into English because it is official information. 

 
In the following annexes (Annex 3 and Annex 4) it could see different tables 

where is the analysis and the values of the business plan, the profit & loss 
account, the balance sheet and the treasury plan for the case of the SMVNO 
(Annex 3) and for the FMVNO (Annex 4). 

 
These tables will help us to calculate which should be the initial investment that 

each case require. They also show us whether the business will be profitable 
and in what time it will be, they also tell us if we will be solvents or we will be in 
suspension of payment and so more information. 
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Annex 1: GEOGRAPHICAL CONTEXT 

 
To develop a business model is necessary to study the specific features of the 

surroundings in which the same will be developed, which are the main 
tendencies and a general vision of the evolution of the last years.  

   
It is vital to analyse the different variables that make up the geographical 
context of the project. Therefore, in this chapter, the environment in which the 

project will be developed, which are the main trends and an overview of 
developments in recent years are analysed. 

 
For this, trends and projections of mobility and virtual mobile operation in Latin 
America and specifically in Ecuador are studied. Thus the structure of the 

telecommunications sector in Ecuador and the legal regulations for Operation 
Mobile Virtual are also discussed, to finally make a brief overview of the 

company ETAPA EP.     

Annex 1.1. Mobile Virtual Network Operator in Latin-American 
and Ecuador 

 
The mobile industry is a key player in the Latin American economy where it 

made an important contribution to the growth of the region. In addition, it faces a 
significant role reducing the digital gap as a social challenge and enabling 
financial inclusion for underserved populations. In this sense, the development 

of the mobile industry worldwide will not be alien to Latin America, therefore, it 
is essential that countries have favourable regulatory schemes with the 

competitiveness that these will ensure on one hand the high speed network 
coverage and the adoption of more advanced devices, situations that are 
required with increasing intensity. 

 
The mobile market in Latin America according to a study by GSMA Intelligence 

September 2014 is the world's fourth largest, with approximately 326 million 
unique subscribers and 718 million connections (including mobile M2M 
connections) (see [007]). 

 
Many studies show a penetration rate of mobile service over 100% in most 

countries of the region as mentioned by Signals Telecom Group [008] this broad 
growth has various causes ranging from greater economic growth to higher 
levels of political transparency. According to the study by this consultant in early 

2012, the average penetration in Latin America was 112%, with markets such 
as Chile and Uruguay exceeding 140%, where only Colombia, Venezuela and 

Mexico were located below the Latin American average and Ecuador reached 
approximately 112%. 
 

It is important to define the difference between unique subscribers and 
connections, because contrary to what one might think, if a market owns 100% 

mobile penetration does not mean that each of its inhabitants have a mobile 
connection (see [007]). It is therefore more accurate to speak of mobile 
penetration in number of connections and unique subscribers, this mainly 
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because many people in the region have more than one active mobile line. This 
situation is commonly known as a phenomenon multi-SIM, and it is due to 
different factors among which the following: differentiation between personal 

mobile line and work, users taking advantage of the lowest competitive prices 
offers by giving priority to traffic on the same network and the hiring of lines 

wireless internet access via USB modems; this has generated an average of 
nearly two active SIM per user in the region. 
 

Therefore, necessarily must differentiate between penetration rate of mobile 
unique subscribers and mobile connections where Latin America is in the 

middle range of regional penetration rates and above the world average as 
seen in Figure A1.1. 
 

 
Source: GSMA Intelligence 

Figure A1.1: Penetration rates by Region (see [007]) 

 
Figure A1.2 shows the different penetration rates for both unique subscribers 

and connections for each of the countries in the region. 

 
Source: GSMA Intelligence 
Figure A1.2: Unique subscriber and connection penetration by country (see 

[007]) 
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According to GSMA Intelligence, it is expected that the rate of subscribers will 
grow at a steady rate during the period 2013 -2020 (Figure A1.3). It is 
calculating a penetration of subscribers close to 60% by 2020, which would still 

be far below the level of 70% or 80%, where growth tends to stagnate in more 
mature markets. This indicates that there will still be a potential for sustained 

growth beyond 2020, provided that regulatory and economic decisions are 
planned to connect neglected populations in the region. This also considers 
improving income levels in the region, more affordable mobile services 

achieved under competitive schemes, cheaper devices (low-scale 
smartphones), etc. 

 
Source: GSMA Intelligence 

Figure A1.3: Unique subscriber trends Latin America (see [007]) 

 

These trends represent a large market potential with respect to the mobile 
industry where each of the actors plays an important role. Device vendors 
improving their supply and adapting to the economy of the region. Established 

network operators MNO managing infrastructure and increased allocations of 
spectrum to ensure the service, with wide coverage and high speed 

performance. Governments and their regulatory environments ensuring market 
entry of new competitors under schemes that promote competition. And finally 
we can expect a wave of new competitors as Mobile Virtual Network Operators 

MVNO, which should define their strategies in the mobile market. 
 

Ecuador maintains the same tendencies in the rest of the region, the structure 
of the mobile market still remains under a scheme of oligopoly, however, in 
August 2014, the regulator approved the regulation that allows the entry of 

MVNOs. 

Annex 1.1.1. Perspectives in Latin American Region 

 
Latin America has experienced strong growth in recent years with regard to the 

mobile market in number of unique subscribers and connections (SIM cards). 
Despite that rate of growth of subscribers and connections takes several years 

to decelerate, it is expected to grow at a rate slightly less than 3% annually in 
the period between 2013 and 2020, which is below the 5.5% presented during 
the five years to 2013 for subscribers and slightly above the 3.7% average for 

the seven-year period through 2020 versus 8.8% annually over the same period 
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until 2013 for connections; however, these growth rates are encouraging in 
order of they represent a constant growth that it will still exist in the region for 
some years, which is even higher than that presented by other markets as 

European or US, which already have reached maturity (Figure A1.4). 
 

 
Source: GSMA Intelligence 
Figure A1.4: Unique subscriber growth rates by region (see [007]) 

 
Another relevant aspect is the great diversity that presents Latin America in 
terms of social and economic development, further it has big differences in 

population and extent of different countries that form; for example, the overall 
penetration rate across the region to September 2014 was 112% (similar to that 

presented in 2012 indicated before), well above the world average of 96% (see 
[007]). Thus variations in penetration rates both unique subscribers and 
connections are also presented being for example in the case of subscribers 

37% in Mexico as the lowest level up to 77% in Costa Rica as the highest level, 
Ecuador according to GSMA Intelligence study presents an approximately 57% 

penetration unique subscribers. 
 
The number of unique subscribers in Brazil reached 114 million in September 

2014 which represents a third of the total base in the region; so that the five 
largest countries in the region have 230 million subscribers, these together are 

equal to 70% of Latin America. 
 
Moreover, Latin America has presented growth in the use of mobile broadband 

and data traffic.  This situation encouraged by rapid technological migration to 
higher speed connections produced throughout the region. In this sense, 2G 

services at the end of 2012 accounted for 78% of all connections, while in 
September 2014 these had fallen to 60%. Consequently, 3G connections 
increased from 22% in late 2012 to 39% in the third quarter of 2014. This 

percentage is higher than the world average of 32% and the developing 
markets of 27%. (See [007]). 
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Regarding 4G services is still in the early stages, however the study of GSMA 
Intelligence is forecast an average growth rate of 85% annually over the period 
2013-2020. 

 
As economic and social diversity of Latin America, there are also wide 

differences in the rate of migration to 3G or 4G connections between different 
markets in the region. Figure A1.5 shows the projection of total connections by 
technology where compound annual growth rate (CAGR) is included for each of 

them. 

 
 
Source: GSMA Intelligence 

Figure A1.5: Projection of total connections by technology generation (see

  [007]) 
 

The number of mobile broadband connections is higher than the number of 
fixed broadband connections in most countries in the region even it comparison 

is three or four times; this situation is a particularity of the region where the main 
causes may be due to the deployment of fixed networks especially in rural 
areas where their penetration rate is below that of developed countries. In this 

sense we can expect than next few years is still this trend because that will not 
be profitable deploy optical fibber access or other types of fixed broadband 

infrastructure in unserved rural and urban areas. 
 
On the other hand, there is also an increase in the adoption smartphone 

devices rate, September 2014 the smartphone connections base was 200 
million, almost 30% of total connections, although it is estimated that growth will 

slow in the period until 2020, it has a planned total of 605 million connections 
with smartphones (approximately 70% of the total base of connections) (see 
[007]). 

 
With these considerations, it is provided according to GSMA Intelligence that 

data traffic in Latin America will grow with a CAGR of 66% until 2018, which 
faces the operators to optimize their networks to provide services that support 
customer demand. 
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Source: OVUM 
Figure A1.6: Presence of regional operator Latin America (see [010]) 

 
Most development of competition in the region is due to an intensification of 
regulatory intervention, where spectrum allocation has been a key factor in 

determining strategies that promote competition as the establishment of 
measures to encourage the entry of new players such as MVNO in incumbent 

networks. Latin America is dominated by five multinational operators, four in the 
entire region and one additional operating in Brazil (Figure A1.6), these 
operators together comprise over 75% of subscribers in the region, a situation 

that has remained stable for a long time and only in recent years it has begun to 
change with the emergence of new players such as MVNO. America Movil of 

Mexico is the largest operator in the region, operating in most countries even in 
certain markets of USA and Europe. The second largest operator is Telefonica 
which operates in the region under the brand Movistar (Vivio in Brazil). 

 
To change the traditional model of the region encouraging the entry of new 

players the regulation has played an important role as the case of Mexico where 
it has introduced a new system that restrains the dominance of America Movil, 
which controls 70% of the market wireless. This operator was imposed some 

restrictive measures to reduce their domain, including the obligation to provide 
access to their passive infrastructure in transparent conditions, as well as 
asymmetric mobile termination rates. (See [009]). 

 
Given this scenario, great business opportunities are presented, whereas it is 

expected that in whole Latin America a wave of MVNO launches in the coming 
years to occur, including many that are under study some years. About that 
José Otero, director of 4G for Latin America and the Caribbean, during his 

presentation at the MVNO Industry Summit Latam 2015, event organized by 
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Informa Telecoms & Media, said the good news is that the main model of 
MVNO is no longer just the supply of telecommunications to a mass audience, 
but now range from MVNO dedicated only to market machine to machine 

communications (M2M) until those whose position themselves as supermarket 
loyalty card. (See [011]). 

 
Equal trends would expect other actors to consolidate relatively small markets 
as enablers and aggregators of virtual mobile operators MVNE - MVNA, these 

schemes could represent opportunities for multinational businesses. 

Annex 1.1.2. Mobile Virtual Network Operators in Latin America 

 
While in Europe and the United States the development of the MVNO takes 

about two decades including successful business models in Latin America still 
has not reached maturity in the development of virtual competitors, so currently 

have few cases MVNO operating in the region. 
 

 
Source: GSMA Intelligence 

Figure A1.7: MVNO distribution in the world (see [012]) 

 
In the graph we can see that markets with a high penetration of subscribers 

have been in which there is more virtual mobile operators, where the 
predominant has been the European market. 

 
In Latin America, Colombia is the country that has advanced along with Chile 
regarding the market for Mobile Virtual Network Operators, although there have 

been successful models for global experience in other markets, these do not 
alter the market structure since generally they reach a market share below 5% 

in terms of total subscriptions and 2% of revenues. 
 
In Colombia we can highlight the following cases: Uff Mobile and Virgin Mobile 

operators that stand out as competition for services, the supermarket MVNO 
Exito Group that aims to retain customers. It is remarkable that the fixed 

operator UNE was one of the pioneers in MVNO, but when this merged with 
Tigo, its mobile customers will be operated by this last. The operator ETB also 
has its MVNO. According to OVUM’s information in Colombia there is a share of 

6.5% of the market after about 6 years since the start of operations. 
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According to Subtel in Chile, to June 2014 MVNO reach only 1.3% of the 
market, here stand MVNO Virgin, Falabella, Nextel (in prepaid services) and 
VTR, which after having acquired spectrum AWS (Advanced Wireless Service) 

and it have started with many difficulties, in early 2014 it decided to spend his 
entire operation to a full MVNO agreement with Movistar. There are also new 

proposals incorporated as clothing chain Tricot, sports club Colo Colo, Simple, 
Netline, among others. 
 

In Brazil the second quarter of 2015 had registered three companies MVNO 
reaching less than 0.2% of the market, although it should be noted that there 

are about 22 projects launch MVNO. 
 
In Mexico MVNO market is emerging, since July 2014 Virgin Mobile is working, 

some months later Cierto entered at market and also in 2015 KuboCel and Maz 
Tiempo. 

Annex 1.1.3. Mobile Virtual Network Operator in Ecuador 

 

Regarding Ecuador, it is important to mention that in August 2014 it was 
approved the regulation which allows virtual mobile operation, from that date 

there have been companies interested in entering the market as MNVO as the 
case of Virgin which operates in other countries in the region, also there is the 
case of Tuenti which operates as a second brand of established network 

operator Telefonica. 
 

In the Statistical Bulletin of the Telecommunications Sector on the Service 
Advanced Mobile, prepared by the National Telecommunications Secretariat of 
Ecuador in December 2014, it presents in detail several indicators of the state 

of the mobile service, among which includes the following (see [013]): 
 

In July 2014, Ecuador registered a mobile subscriber penetration of 113%, it is 
higher than the Latin American average of 112.83%. According to the 
Ecuadorian Institute of Statistics and Census (INEC in Spanish), based on 2013 

survey, 51.3% of people own a mobile device, therefore, abovementioned 
meaning regarding the difference between unique subscribers and connections 

is confirmed. 

 
Source: SENATEL 

Figure A1.8: Mobile Connections in Latin America and Ecuador (see [013]) 
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At this point, it is noteworthy that according to information from the website of 
the Agency for Regulation and Control of Telecommunications ARCOTEL 
Ecuador, in May 2016, the penetration rate of mobile service presents a sharp 

drop of about 24,70 % between 2014 and 2015. One reason could be that since 
2014 the Ecuadorian government demanded to existing operators using 

symmetrical interconnection schemes; thus, the price difference between traffic 
on-net and off-net is considerably reduced. 
 

 

 
Source: ARCOTEL 

Figure A1.9: Evolution of active connections and density (see [014]) 

 
 

The market segment of SMA in 2013 presented a distribution of 80% prepaid 
and 20% post-paid, with the data consumption in the post-paid market 

significantly higher than in the prepaid market. In the post-paid segment 19.6% 
corresponds to data (80.4% voice) while prepaid only 1% corresponds to data 
(99% voice). 

 
According to statistics the families of the lowest quintiles spend on average up 

to 8.3% of total revenues in mobile telephony. 
 
Growth rates between July 2013 and July 2014 have been registered 31.7% for 

smartphones, 35.8% for M2M and -1.8% for voice (only). Smartphones in 
Ecuador is below average penetration in relation to Latin America, with a value 

of 21% compared to 33% of LATAM. 
 
To active lines by type of technology, Ecuador is close to the Latin American 

average with 85.5% of active lines on 2G technology (GSM, CDMA) it is 
followed by 14.42% in 3G (UMTS, HSPA) and recent 0.03% in 4G (LTE). 
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Source: SENATEL 
Figure A1.10: Active lines by type of technology Ecuador (see [013]) 

 

Regarding coverage in Ecuador, the parish level is covered in a 72.62%. The 
highest percentage of this coverage is 2G, where there is a percentage of 

40.39% covered by joint 2G and 3G technologies. Together these values supply 
a 96.58% of the population with mobile technology 2G and an 87.9% with 3G 
technology, this is in relation to the population density of territorial space. 

According to national sector plans and guidelines made by the government, it is 
projected to reach 94% coverage in both population and territory level. With 

respect to 4G technology it is now concentrated in the main cities of the country. 

 
Source: SENATEL 
Figure A1.11: Mobile coverage by parish Ecuador (see [013]) 

 
In regards Regulatory Management, regulations for Mobile Virtual Network 
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Operator (MVNO) and National Automatic Roaming were approved through 
resolutions TEL-627-20-CONATEL-2014 and TEL-628-20-CONATEL-2014. The 
latter with objective of expanding the effective coverage of mobile services 

equitably to the entire population. In the case of MVNO to generate new 
marketing models of new connections of advanced mobile services. It is 

focusing on specific segments of the population which still do not have service 
available. 
 

An important fact is that the allocation of spectrum for Advanced Service Mobile 
still has a 69% to be allocated. This document indicates that in 2014 was made 

a detailed plan allocating an equitable manner, among other things. This for to 
improve quality service to the public, encourage the development of new 
technologies in the country and regulate the market in order to make it more 

competitive. 
 

In figure A1.12 we can see CNT EP is the operator with a higher percentage 
assigned of total percentage that 31% occupied. This is because CNT EP, 
being a public operator, meets the objective of providing service to cover the 

entire population and areas where private operators do not provide service. 

 
 

Source: SENATEL 
Figure A1.12: Assigned spectrum by company - Ecuador (see [013]) 

Annex 1.1.4. ALEGRO case 

 
Some sources consider the operator CNT EP under the Alegro brand operates 

as an MVNO; however, it must be distinguished the operation of Alegro 
predates the existence of regulations for the Mobile Virtual Network Operation. 
In this sense, the company Alegro operates part of its services under the 

infrastructure operator Telefonica under a leasing scheme capacity. This 
situation was mainly due to the commercial strategy of Alegro which posed 

rapid deployment to achieve competitive coverage. It is noted that this company 
entering the market several years after the two operators (duopoly), when the 
telecommunications market in Ecuador was released, therefore, this Company 

needed to consider different strategies to those of existing operators. 
 

Although Alegro has allocation of spectrum for operation and infrastructure, it is 
possible to say that in places which do not have coverage this operates as a 
pseudo MVNO under a leasing scheme capacity of specific conditions between 

the parties. 
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Annex 1.1.5. TUENTI Case 

 

Tuenti is a business strategy of Telefonica, to expand its operations where it is 
established as an operator. It is a data based service focuses on young 

audiences who make heavy use of mobile internet this is based mostly on social 
networks. While it is presented as it would be a sub brand MVNO however in 
Ecuador it is not considered as such at the request of Telefonica, hence it is 

managed as a business strategy. 
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Annex 2: Regulation by Advanced MVNO in Ecuador 

REGLAMENTO SERVICIO MOVIL AVANZADO 
OPERADORES MOVILES VIRTUALES 

Resolución del CONATEL 627 

Registro Oficial Suplemento 315 de 20-ago.-2014 Estado: Vigente  

No. TEL-627-20-CONATEL-2014 

CONSEJO NACIONAL DE TELECOMUNICACIONES CONATEL Considerando:  

Que, la Constitución de la República del Ecuador dispone en el artículo 16, entre otros 
aspectos, que todas las personas, en forma individual o colectiva, tienen derecho al 
acceso universal a las tecnologías de información y comunicación.  

Que, el artículo 17, numerales 1, 2 y 3 de la Constitución, determina que el Estado 
fomentará la pluralidad y la diversidad en la comunicación, y al efecto: garantiza el 
acceso en igualdad de condiciones al uso de las frecuencias del espectro 
radioeléctrico, y a bandas libres para la explotación de redes inalámbricas, 
precautelando que en su utilización prevalezca el interés colectivo; facilitará el acceso 
universal a las tecnologías de información y comunicación en especial para las 
personas y colectividades que carezcan de dicho acceso o lo tengan de forma 
limitada; y no permitirá́ el oligopolio o monopolio, directo ni indirecto, de la propiedad 
de los medios de comunicación y del uso de las frecuencias.  

Que, el artículo 313 de la Constitución de la República de Ecuador, establece que el 
Estado se reserva el derecho de administrar, controlar y gestionar los sectores 
estratégicos, de conformidad con los principio de sostenibilidad ambiental, precaución, 
prevención y eficiencia; y que los sectores estratégicos, de decisión y control exclusivo 
del Estado, son aquellos que sus transcendencia y magnitud tienen decisiva influencia 
económica, social, política o ambiental, y deberán orientarse al pleno desarrollo de los 
derechos y al interés social; dentro de los cuales consta el de las telecomunicaciones.  

Que, el artículo 314 de la Carta Magna, prevé́ que el Estado será́ responsable de la 
provisión de los servicios públicos de telecomunicaciones, respecto de los cuales 
garantiza que su prestación y provisión responda a principios de obligatoriedad, 
uniformidad, eficiencia, responsabilidad, universalidad, accesibilidad, regularidad, 
continuidad y calidad.  

Que, la Constitución de la República, dispone: "Art. 335.- El Estado regulará, 

controlará e intervendrá́, cuando sea necesario, en los intercambios y transacciones 
económicas; y sancionará la explotación, usura, acaparamiento, simulación, 
intermediación especulativa de los bienes y servicios, as í ́como toda forma de perjuicio 
a los derechos económicos y a los bienes públicos y colectivos. El Estado definirá́ una 
política de precios orientada a proteger la producción nacional, establecerá́ los 
mecanismos de sanción para evitar cualquier práctica de monopolio y oligopolio 
privados, o de abuso de posición de dominio en el mercado y otras prácticas de 
competencia.".  
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Que, la Disposición General Cuarta de la Ley Orgánica de Regulación y Control del 
Poder de Mercado, señala: "En el ámbito de su competencia, las entidades públicas a 
cargo de la regulación observarán y aplicarán los preceptos y principios establecidos 
en la presente Ley y coadyuvarán en el fomento, promoción y preservación de las 
condiciones de competencia en los mercados correspondientes.".  

Que, el Reglamento a la Ley Orgánica de Regulación y Control del Poder de Mercado, 
dispone: "Art. 49.-Regulación sectorial.- La regulación técnica, económica y de acceso 

a insumos e infraestructura en cada uno de los sectores regulados corresponderá́ a la 
agencia de regulación y control o al órgano del poder público competente para emitir 
dicha regulación de conformidad con la ley. La regulación para la aplicación de la Ley 
respecto al control del abuso de poder de mercado y demás prácticas restrictivas 
tipificadas en la Ley en los sectores regulados corresponderá́ a la Junta de 
Regulación.- El juzgamiento y sanción de las infracciones establecidas en la Ley 
corresponderá́ exclusivamente a la Superintendencia de Control de Poder de 
Mercado.-Art. 50.- Ámbitos de la regulación sectorial.- La regulación sectorial incluirá́ 

al menos los siguientes ámbitos: a) Regulación económica, consistente en adoptar 
medidas para establecer tarifas o precios regulados, evitar distorsiones en los 
mercados regulados, evitar el reforzamiento del poder de mercado o garantizar el 
acceso de los usuarios a los servicios públicos. b) Regulación técnica, consistente en 
establecer y supervisar las normas para garantizar la compatibilidad, la calidad del 
servicio y solucionar las cuestiones relacionadas con la seguridad y el medio 
ambiente. c) Regulación del acceso, consistente en asegurar el acceso no 
discriminatorio a los insumos necesarios, en especial a infraestructuras que 
constituyan facilidades esenciales.".  

Que, el Consejo Nacional de Telecomunicaciones es el ente de administración y 
regulación de las telecomunicaciones en el País.  

Que, de conformidad con el Capítulo VI, Titulo 1, artículos innumerados, agregados 
por la Ley No. 94 reformatoria a la Ley Especial de Telecomunicaciones, publicada en 
el Registro Oficial 770 de 30 de agosto de 1995 , el Consejo Nacional de 
Telecomunicaciones tendrá́ la representación del Estado para ejercer, a su nombre, 
las funciones de administración y regulación de los servicios de telecomunicaciones.  

Que, el artículo 19 de la Ley Especial de Telecomunicaciones Reformada establece 
que "La prestación de cualquier servicio de telecomunicaciones por medio de 
empresas legalmente autorizadas, está sujeta al pago de tarifas que serán reguladas 
en los respectivos contratos de concesión de conformidad con lo dispuesto en el 
artículo 22 de esta Ley.".  

Que, el artículo 38 de la Ley Especial de Telecomunicaciones Reformada, establece: 
"Régimen de libre competencia.- Todos los servicios de telecomunicaciones se 
brindarán en régimen de libre competencia, evitando los monopolios, prácticas 
restrictivas o de abuso de posición dominante, y la competencia desleal, garantizando 
la seguridad nacional, y promoviendo la eficiencia, universalidad, accesibilidad, 
continuidad y la calidad del servicio.".  

Que, el artículo 18 del Reglamento General a la Ley Especial de Telecomunicaciones 
Reformada, establece: "Para preservar la libre competencia, el CONATEL intervendrá́ 
para: a) Evitar la competencia desleal; b) Estimular el acceso de nuevos prestadores 
de servicios; c) Prevenir o corregir tratos discriminatorios; y, d) Evitar actos y prácticas 
restrictivas a la libre competencia.".  
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Que, el artículo 19 del Reglamento General a la Ley Especial de Telecomunicaciones 
Reformada, establece: "El CONATEL, en uso de sus atribuciones legales, dictará 
regulaciones para proteger y promover la libre competencia en el sector de las 
telecomunicaciones; para evitar o poner fin a actos contrarios a la misma; y, para 
prevenir los subsidios cruzados entre los servicios prestados por la misma operadora. 
Igualmente, el CONATEL, podrá́ establecer reglas especiales para los prestadores de 
servicios que ejerzan dominio de mercado.".  

Que, es necesaria la planeación, la gestión, la administración adecuada y eficiente de 
los recursos, regulación, control y vigilancia de los servicios de telecomunicaciones, 
con la finalidad de facilitar el libre acceso a los mismos, sin discriminación de los 
ciudadanos y ciudadanas del territorio nacional a la sociedad de la información y 
comunicación - TICs.  

Que, el Estado debe fomentar el despliegue y uso eficiente de la infraestructura para la 
provisión de redes de telecomunicaciones y los servicios que sobre ellas se puedan 
prestar, y promoverá́ el óptimo aprovechamiento de los recursos escasos como es el 
espectro radioeléctrico, con él ánimo de generar competencia, calidad y eficiencia, en 
beneficio de los usuarios.  

Que, el artículo 25 de Reglamento General a la Ley Especial de Telecomunicaciones, 
establece que para el financiamiento del Fondo de Desarrollo de las 
Telecomunicaciones en Áreas Rurales y Urbano Marginales FODETEL, todos los 
prestadores de servicios de telecomunicaciones que tengan título habilitante aportarán 
una contribución anual del uno por ciento de los ingresos facturados y percibidos por 
sus servicios del año inmediato anterior.  

Que, el Reglamento para otorgar concesiones de los Servicios de 
Telecomunicaciones, establece en el artículo 14, que el peticionario de una concesión 
para prestar servicios de telecomunicaciones deberá́ presentar, ante la Secretaría 
Nacional de Telecomunicaciones, una solicitud acompañada de un Plan de Concesión 
escrito y fundamentado, estableciéndose el contenido mínimo de información a ser 
presentada; encargando además a dicha institución, la elaboración de un instructivo 
que permita la evaluación estandarizada de la capacidad técnica, económica y legal de 
las personas naturales o jurídicas solicitantes de una concesión para prestar servicios 
de telecomunicaciones.  

Que, con Disposición No. 16-16-CONATEL-2014 de 27 de junio de 2014, el CONATEL 
instruye a la Secretaría Nacional de Telecomunicaciones, "inicie el proceso de 
Audiencias Públicas para el REGLAMENTO DE OPERADOR MOVIL VIRTUAL, de 
conformidad con lo establecido en el artículo 89 del Reglamento General a la Ley 
Especial de Telecomunicaciones reformada y en lo que fuere pertinente de la 
Resolución 55-02-CONATEL-2001.  

Que, con Memorando No. DGPT-2014-0256-M de 01 de julio de 2014, la Dirección 
General de Planificación de Telecomunicaciones, (DGPT), solicitó a la Dirección 
General de Control de Gestión (DGCG) realizar el trámite de convocatoria a 
Audiencias Públicas para tratar el PROYECTO DE REGLAMENTO PARA LA 
PRESTACION DEL SERVICIO MOVIL AVANZADO BAJO LA MODALIDAD DE 
OPERADORES MOVILES VIRTUALES.  

Que, El texto del PROYECTO DE REGLAMENTO PARA LA PRESTACION DEL 
SERVICIO MOVIL, AVANZADO BAJO LA MODALIDAD DE OPERADORES MOVILES 
VIRTUALES, estuvo a disposición del público en general el 04 de julio de 2014 en dos 
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medios de comunicación escritos, Diario el Telégrafo y en el Diario el Mercurio, hasta 
la fecha de realización de las Audiencias Públicas, en el sitio web de la Institución, 
www.regulaciontelecomunicaciones.gob.ec.  

Que, el 18 de julio de 2014, a las 10H00; se llevaron a cabo las Audiencias Públicas 
en la Dirección Regional del Litoral; Dirección Regional del Austro y en la Oficina 
Matriz de la SENATEL; con la presencia de CONECEL S.A., OTECEL S.A., CNT EP., 
VIRGIN MOBILE, ETAPA EP., ECUADORTELECOM S.A., y la SUPERTEL.  

Que, mediante oficio No. SNT-2014-1557 de 06 de agosto de 2014, la Secretaría 
Nacional de Telecomunicaciones puso a consideración del Consejo Nacional de 
Telecomunicaciones la propuesta de Reglamento para la prestación del Servicio Móvil 
Avanzado bajo la modalidad de operadores móviles virtuales.  

En ejercicio de las atribuciones que le confiere la ley. Resuelve: 
Expedir el siguiente  

REGLAMENTO PARA LA PRESTACION DEL SERVICIO MOVIL AVANZADO BAJO 
LA MODALIDAD DE OPERADORES MOVILES VIRTUALES PARA FOMENTAR LA 
SANA Y LEAL COMPETENCIA  

CAPITULO I 

ALCANCE Y DEFINICIONES  

Art. 1.- Alcance.  

El presente Reglamento tiene por objeto regular la prestación del Servicio Móvil 
Avanzado (SMA) bajo la modalidad de Operador Móvil Virtual.  

Art. 2.- Definiciones.-  

Operador Móvil Establecido (OME): Es el prestador de servicios finales de 
telecomunicaciones habilitado por la Secretaría Nacional de Telecomunicaciones 
(SENATEL) para brindar el Servicio Móvil Avanzado (SMA) en el territorio ecuatoriano, 
y que dispone de frecuencias esenciales asignadas para tal fin.  

Operador Móvil Virtual (OMV): Es el operador habilitado por la SENATEL, que para la 
prestación del SMA no utiliza su propio espectro radioeléctrico (frecuencias 
esenciales) y lo hace a través del acceso a la red de un Operador Móvil Establecido 
Anfitrión, OMEA, bajo las condiciones determinadas en el presente Reglamento, con la 
posibilidad de poder usar otras frecuencias (frecuencias no esenciales) para la 
conectividad entre su propia red. Sin perjuicio de la existencia de otras modalidades, 
se distinguen dos modalidades de OMV: i) OMV Completo; y, ii) OMV Intermedio.  

i. OMV Completo: es el operador que utiliza su propia infraestructura de red y que 
requiere solamente la utilización de la red de acceso del OMEA ya que no cuenta con 
su propio espectro radioeléctrico (frecuencias esenciales), por lo que puede desarrollar 
su propia marca y tener total independencia respecto a la fijación de sus precios 
finales, la oferta de servicios de valor agregado, entre otras estrategias de 
competencia.  
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ii. OMV Intermedio: es el operador que cuenta con cierta infraestructura de red y que 
implementa su infraestructura de servicios que contempla los sistemas de facturación 
y plataformas de atención al cliente.  

Un OME, o sus empresas vinculadas, no podrán ser un OMV.  

Operador Móvil Establecido Anfitrión (OMEA): Es el Operador Móvil Establecido que 
alberga a un Operador Móvil Virtual.  

Mecanismos de Acceso del OMV a la red del OMEA: El acceso del OMV a la red del 
OMEA puede hacerse efectiva a través de un acuerdo comercial, fijado por las partes, 
o por disposición emitida por la Secretaría Nacional de Telecomunicaciones 
(SENATEL), a falta de un acuerdo, en los cuales se determinarán las condiciones 
técnicas, legales y económicas que regirán el acceso a la red del OMEA por parte del 
OMV.  

Oferta Básica de Acceso (OBA) del OMEA para OMV: Es el documento que contiene 
los términos y condiciones que ofrece un OME para servir de anfitrión al OMV.  

CAPITULO II 

CONDICIONES MINIMAS QUE LOS OMEA DEBERAN CUMPLIR PARA BRINDAR 
ACCESO A LOS OMV  

Art. 3.- Oferta Básica de Acceso para la Prestación de Servicios del OMV.-  

Los OMEA deberán entregar la Oferta Básica de Acceso (OBA) para OMV oficialmente 
para análisis y aprobación de la SENATEL, misma que deberá́ ser publicada en la 
página web de cada OMEA, una vez que sea aprobada por la SENATEL. La OBA 
deberá́ contener como mínimo los términos y condiciones para el acceso a la red del 
OMEA por parte del OMV, establecidos en el artículo 10 del presente Reglamento y 
deberá́ ser actualizada por los OMEA con una periodicidad mínima anual.  

Sin perjuicio de la publicidad de las OBAs, los precios y demás condiciones 
económicas se considerarán de carácter confidencial; excepto para los organismos de 
administración, regulación y control de telecomunicaciones, así ́ como otras 
autoridades competentes.  

Art. 4.- La OBA para OMV deberá́ basarse en los principios de no discriminación, 

neutralidad, igualdad de acceso y leal competencia.  

Art. 5.- El OMEA está obligado a permitir la compartición de todos los elementos de la 

red, necesarios y suficientes de acceso requeridos por el OMV en el ámbito y para 
fines de aplicación del presente Reglamento, y no se podrá́ aplicar o regir por otras 
normas vinculadas con la compartición de elementos.  

Art. 6.- Las redes y sistemas que sustentan al OMV para la prestación del SMA, serán 

consideradas, para fines de interconexión y conexión, como redes públicas, y como 
tales, sujetas a la reglamentación vinculada con dichos aspectos, e independientes de 
los derechos y obligaciones del OMEA que sustenten la operación del OMV.  

Art. 7.- Las redes y sistemas que sustentan al OMV deberán tener un diseño de red 

abierta; esto es, que no tengan protocolos ni especificaciones de tipo propietario, de tal 
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forma que, se permita la interconexión y conexión y que cumplan con los Planes 
Técnicos Fundamentales aprobados por el CONATEL.  

CAPITULO III 

ACCESO DEL OMV A LA RED DEL OMEA  

Art. 8.- Negociación privada.-  

El presente Reglamento privilegia la negociación privada entre OMV y OMEA, para lo 
cual tendrán un plazo de cuarenta y cinco (45) días hábiles, contados a partir de la 
fecha en que se haya realizado la solicitud escrita de OMV al OMEA, con copia a la 
SENATEL, para conocimiento. La base de la negociación será́ la Oferta Básica 
aprobada para el OMEA por parte de la SENATEL. La negociación contemplará los 
cargos de acceso que el OMV deberá́ pagar al OMEA, los cuales deben reflejar todos 
los costos que asume el OMEA para proveer dicha facilidad.  

El acuerdo que suscriban el OMV y el OMEA, deberá́ ser remitido en un plazo máximo 
de cinco (5) días contados a partir de su suscripción, para la revisión y aprobación por 
parte de la SENATEL; como parte de la revisión, la SENATEL podrá́ requerir 
información adicional a una o ambas partes, así ́como a la SUPERTEL. La SENATEL 
podrá́ requerir modificaciones o actualizaciones al acuerdo remitido, lo cual será́ de 
cumplimiento obligatorio para las partes; una vez aprobado el acuerdo por parte de la 
SENATEL e inscrito en el Registro Público de Telecomunicaciones, se entender á́ 
vigente para su aplicación respectiva.  

En caso de negativa del OMEA o de no llegarse a un acuerdo con el OMV dentro del 
plazo señalado, una o ambas partes podrán solicitar la intervención de la SENATEL, 
quien emitirá́ una Disposición de Acceso o una de Negación de la solicitud realizada, 
previo informe técnico - jurídico motivado, en los plazos previstos en el presente 
Reglamento.  

Art. 9.- Intervención de la SENATEL por solicitud del OME, OMV o conjuntamente 

para emitir una disposición.-  

a. Si el OMEA negare la solicitud de acceso al OMV, esta deberá́ estar debidamente 
sustentada únicamente en la falta de capacidad de su red para albergar mayor tráfico 
ocasionado por el OMV. Si la negativa no es aceptada por el OMV solicitante, éste 
podrá́ recurrir a la SENATEL. 

b. La SENATEL, establecerá́, con el debido fundamento, que estará́ a disposición de 
las partes, las condiciones técnicas (avaladas por la SUPERTEL mediante informe 
técnico realizado en sitio y conjuntamente con el OMEA y OMV), legales, económicas 
y comerciales a las cuales se sujetará el acceso para el OMV, dentro del plazo de 
cuarenta y cinco (45) días hábiles posteriores a la fecha de recepción de la solicitud de 
intervención o de la complementación de la información adicional requerida, de ser el 
caso, salvo que las partes lleguen a un acuerdo antes de que la SENATEL emita su 
decisión.  

En la solicitud de emisión de Disposición deberán adjuntarse los términos acordados 
entre las partes y los puntos sobre los cuales existen discrepancias, con los 
correspondientes documentos de soporte. La SENATEL tendrá́ un plazo de ocho (8) 
días para verificar que la información entregada sea la requerida para proceder a la 
emisión de la disposición. En caso de requerirlo, la SENATEL podrá́ otorgar un plazo 
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de hasta diez (10) días hábiles para la entrega de información adicional a cualquiera 
de las partes. Cuando se requiera información adicional, se suspenderá́ el plazo para 
la emisión de la disposición por el tiempo señalado por la SENATEL.  

c. La Secretaría en su intervención partirá́ de los términos acordados entre las partes 
y, en ausencia de estos, de la OBA del prestador solicitado. Se entenderán como 
"términos acordados" los que consten en actas suscritas por las partes debidamente 
acreditadas. 

d. La SENATEL pondrá́ en conocimiento de las partes el proyecto de disposición de 
acceso o de negación de la solicitud realizada, en el plazo de treinta (30) días hábiles 
de recibida la solicitud de intervención, a fin de que las partes expresen comentarios u 
objeciones dentro del plazo común que para tal efecto fije la SENATEL, el cual no 
podrá́ ser superior a diez (10) días hábiles.  

En caso de que el informe técnico - jurídico sea no favorable respecto de la solicitud 
realizada, la SENATEL emitirá́ respuesta motivada, indicando las razones por las 
cuales no se considera viable la emisión de una disposición de acceso.  

Los comentarios a la disposición consultada no tendrán efectos vinculantes, sin 
embargo deberán responderse motivadamente.  

e. La disposición de acceso que expida la SENATEL entrará en vigencia a partir de su 
notificación y será́ inscrita en el Registro Público de Telecomunicaciones. La decisión 
motivada por la SENATEL será́ obligatoria para las partes y su cumplimiento será́ 
controlado por la Superintendencia de Telecomunicaciones.  

f. El acceso físico del OMV a la red del OMEA no será́ suspendido por la presentación 
de cualquier reclamo o recurso judicial o administrativo, a menos que así ́ sea 
ordenado por la autoridad competente, garantizando la continuidad del servicio en todo 
momento. 

g. Si el desacuerdo es en los términos económicos, la SENATEL realizará una revisión 
de los modelos de cálculo que cada una de las partes consideró necesario para el 
establecimiento del cargo de acceso; para lo cual, se deberán presentar toda la 
información, modelos y referencias utilizados para dicho cálculo. Una vez realizada la 
revisión, la SENATEL determinará los cargos de acceso que el OMV deberá́ pagar al 
OMEA.  

h. Si después de celebrado el acuerdo, y durante su vigencia, se presenta 
divergencias entre las partes con relación a la aplicación de cargos de acceso con 
motivo de variaciones en las condiciones del mercado, que las partes no hayan podido 
resolver luego de un período de negociaciones privadas de treinta días, la SENATEL 
podrá́, a petición de cualquiera de ellas intervenir para establecer dichos cargos en los 
mismos términos previstos en este artículo, , en caso de existir o verificar las 
variaciones en las condiciones de mercado argumentados por una o ambas partes.  

Art. 10.- Contenido mínimo del Acuerdo entre el OMV y el OMEA.- 

Los acuerdos y disposiciones de acceso deberán contener al menos lo siguiente: 
Condiciones generales:  

a. Detalle de los servicios; 
b. Duración y procedimiento para su renovación; 
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c. Procedimientos que serán utilizados para el intercambio, entre las partes, de 
información relativa al acceso para OMV;  

d. Procedimientos que serán aplicados en caso de contingencia que afecten el 
acceso; 

e. Plazo en que se hará́ efectivo el acceso; 

f. Procedimientos para la notificación de la realización de modificaciones o 
ampliaciones del(los) enlace(s) de acceso; por parte del OMEA. 

g. Confidencialidad de las partes no públicas de los acuerdos, no siendo aplicable 
la confidencialidad para los organismos de administración, regulación y control 
de telecomunicaciones, así ́como otras autoridades competentes; 

h. Penalizaciones por incumplimiento de las cláusulas del acuerdo; 

i. Procedimientos para la solución de controversias de todo tipo referentes a la 
aplicación del acuerdo; y, 

j. Causales para la suspensión o terminación del acuerdo de acceso o causas de 
revocatoria de la disposición.  

Condiciones económicas:  

a. Cargos de acceso; 
b. Mecanismos de reajuste de los cargos de acceso, de ser el caso; 
c. Formas y plazos de pago, incluyendo procedimientos de liquidación y 

facturación; además, deberán acordar una forma de garantizar el cumplimiento 
de las obligaciones económicas derivadas del acceso; señalando el monto y 
tipo de garantía, su duración, el mecanismo de ajuste, as í ́como cualquier otro 
aspecto relacionado con la misma; 

d. El OMV asumirá́ los gastos de inversión, operación y mantenimiento de las 
instalaciones iniciales necesarias para llegar hasta la red del OMEA. Sin 
embargo los prestadores podrán acordar procedimientos para compartir los 
costos en las inversiones antes señaladas; 

e. Mecanismos para medir el tráfico con base al cual se calcularán los pagos, 
cuando corresponda.  

Condiciones técnicas:  

a. Especificación de los puntos de acceso; 

b. Características técnicas y operativas del acceso; 
c. Diagrama de enlace entre las redes; 
d. Requisitos de capacidad; 
e. Índices de calidad de servicio; 
f. Responsabilidad con respecto a instalación, prueba y mantenimiento del enlace 

y de todo equipo a conectar con la red que pueda afectar el acceso; 
g. Condiciones y características de instalación, prueba, operación y 

mantenimiento de equipos a ser usados para el acceso; 
h. Formas y procedimientos para la provisión de otros servicios que las partes 

acuerden prestarse; 
i. Mecanismos de medición, verificación, control y tasación del tráfico nacional e 

internacional. En el caso de que la medición sea en unidad de tiempo, esta no 
podrá́ ser superior al segundo y se observará la prohibición de aplicar el 
redondeo por llamada. En el caso de que la medición sea de datos, esta no 
podrá́ ser superior al kilobyte (KB) y se observará la prohibición de aplicar el 
redondeo a Megabyte (MB) 

j. Procedimientos para detectar, reportar y reparar averías que afectan a ambas 
redes o que ocurran en una y afecten la operación de la otra; as í ́ como la 
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estimación de índices promedio aceptables para los tiempos de detección y 
reparación; 

k. Forma en la cual se garantizará que al efectuarse el acceso del OMV a la red 
del OMEA, se dará́ cumplimiento a los planes técnicos fundamentales 
aprobados por el CONATEL y los que se aprobaren en el futuro; 

l. Procedimientos para la prevención del fraude en las telecomunicaciones; 
m. Medidas previstas para evitar interferencias o daños en las redes de las partes 

involucradas o de terceros; 

n. Forma de aceptación de pruebas y recepción de obras; 
o. Programa de ampliaciones necesarias para satisfacer el crecimiento de la 

demanda a un (1) año, para lo cual el OMV deberá́ entregar al OMEA su 
proyección de demanda potencial para los próximos dos (2) años.  

p. Métodos que serán empleados para medir parámetros e Índices de calidad, 
operación y gestión; 

q. Medidas tomadas por cada parte para garantizar el secreto del contenido de las 
comunicaciones de los usuarios o abonados de ambas redes, cualquiera que 
sea su naturaleza o forma; y, 

r. Procedimientos para intercambiar información referente a cambios en la red 
que afecten a las partes, junto con plazos razonables para la notificación y la 
objeción por la otra parte interesada. 

s. Medidas de seguridad de red, operación y mantenimiento. 
t. Procedimiento de desconexión de redes.  

Art. 11.- Revisión de acuerdos y Registro del acceso del OMV a la red del OMEA.- La 

SENATEL inscribirá́ en el Registro Público de Telecomunicaciones, todos los acuerdos 
de acceso, las disposiciones de acceso; as í ́ como sus modificaciones, reformas, 
ampliaciones o adendas.  

La SENATEL tendrá́ la facultad de verificar el contenido mínimo de los Acuerdos y 
Disposiciones de Acceso entre el OMV y el OMEA, conforme al artículo anterior, e 
informará al CONATEL, en caso de que estas no se cumplan.  

El CONATEL estará́ en capacidad de exigir la modificación de cualquiera de los 
documentos anteriormente mencionados si llegare a determinar que estos no cumplen 
con los principios y obligaciones establecidas en el presente reglamento.  

En todo acuerdo de acceso se incluirá́ una clausula en virtud de la cual, 
excepcionalmente el CONATEL, mediante resolución debidamente motivada y previo 
trámite administrativo, podrá́ modificar los acuerdos de acceso para garantizar la 
interoperabilidad de los servicios, para evitar prácticas contrarias a la libre 
competencia, o cuando el contenido de los acuerdos o su aplicación no observe los 
principios y obligaciones establecidos en el presente Reglamento.  

CAPITULO IV 

TITULO HABILITANTE PARA EL OMV  

Art. 12.- Naturaleza del título habilitante.- El título habilitante del OMV para la 

prestación del SMA, consistirá́ de una concesión para empresas de régimen privado, 
público, de economía popular y solidaria y para empresas de compañías de economía 
mixta en las que el Estado posea mayoría accionaria. En el caso de empresas 
públicas el título habilitante será́ una autorización.  
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Dicho título será́ otorgado por la SENATEL, previa autorización del Consejo Nacional 
de Telecomunicaciones CONATEL, y se regirá́ por las normas generales previstas en 
la Ley Especial de Telecomunicaciones Reformada y su Reglamento General, 
Reglamento para Otorgar Concesiones de los Servicios de Telecomunicaciones y 
demás normativa vigente, en lo que aplique respecto de cada tipo de solicitante.  

Art. 13.- Trámite para obtener el Título Habilitante para la prestación del SMA en la 
modalidad de OMV.- El solicitante de un título habilitante para prestar el servicio SMA 
bajo la modalidad de OMV deberá́ presentar a la SENATEL los requisitos establecidos 
en el Reglamento de Servicio Móvil Avanzado, así ́ como los contemplados en el 
ordenamiento jurídico vigente.  

Art. 14.- Pago por derecho de concesión.- El pago por derecho de concesión para la 
prestación del SMA en la modalidad de OMV es un único pago a la SENATEL, el cual 
deberá́ ser efectuado una vez notificado por parte de la SENATEL como paso previo y 
condición indispensable para la suscripción del título habilitante, cuyo valor será́ 
establecido por el CONATEL.  

El pago por el derecho de concesión se realizará sin perjuicio de los demás aportes 
que corresponde efectuar al OMV, en su calidad de prestador de servicios finales de 
telecomunicaciones, tales como el aporte al FODETEL u otros aplicables.  

Respecto del pago de derechos por el otorgamiento de títulos habilitantes a favor de 
Empresas Públicas, el CONATEL resolverá́ o dispondrá́ lo pertinente.  

Art. 15.- Contenido mínimo del título habilitante.- El título habilitante deberá́ ser 

previamente aprobado por el CONATEL e incluirá́ los contenidos mínimos establecidos 
de acuerdo al ordenamiento jurídico vigente.  

CAPITULO V 

DEL USO DEL ESPECTRO RADIOELECTRICO  

Art. 16.- Para la prestación del SMA por medio del OMV se utilizará únicamente las 

frecuencias esenciales asignadas al OMEA. La OBA establecerá́ los términos de 
acceso del OMV al espectro radioeléctrico asignado al OMEA.  

El pago por el uso de frecuencias esenciales lo deberá́ realizar el OMEA; dicho valor 
deberá́ ser considerado, en lo que corresponda, en los cargos de acceso que se 
establezcan entre el OMEA y el OMV.  

En caso de requerirlo, el OMV podrá́ obtener concesiones o autorizaciones para el uso 
de frecuencias no esenciales y para lo cual deberá́ cumplir con la normativa aplicable.  

CAPITULO VI 

DERECHOS Y OBLIGACIONES DEL OMV Y DEL OMEA  

Art. 17.- Derechos y obligaciones del OMV y del OMEA.-  

OMEA  
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a. La existencia de acuerdos o disposiciones para la operación de OMV, no exime a 
los OMEA de cumplir con sus obligaciones legales, reglamentarias, as í ́ como las 
contempladas en sus correspondientes títulos habilitantes. 
b. Brindar las facilidades para la implementación de los acuerdos o disposiciones para 
fines de prestación del servicio por medio de OMV.  

OMV  

a. Los OMV no requerirán autorización posterior de la Secretaría Nacional de 
Telecomunicaciones para la instalación y modificación de las redes y sistemas que 
sustentan la prestación del SMA, siempre que estas se realicen dentro del ámbito y 
condiciones del presente Reglamento, el título habilitante otorgado, y se notifique 
previamente a la Secretaría Nacional de Telecomunicaciones, a la Superintendencia 
de Telecomunicaciones y al OMEA.  

b. El área de cobertura geográfica máxima del OMV se limitará al ámbito de la 
prestación del OMEA con el que ha suscrito el acuerdo. 

c. Es obligación del OMV prestar el servicio siendo responsable frente a las 
autoridades y los usuarios y abonados por deficiencias en la calidad del servicio y 
frente a los reclamos y quejas, ello sin perjuicio de la responsabilidad que corresponde 
al OMEA.  

d. En los contratos de adhesión que suscriban los abonados/clientes-usuarios con el 
OMV, deberá́ constar como parte de los antecedentes, la razón social y el nombre 
comercial del OMV. 

e. El OMV podrá́ prestar sus servicios haciendo uso de las alternativas tecnológicas 
que tenga disponibles el OMEA, aunque este último no las ofrezca a sus usuarios. 
Asimismo, el OMV podrá́ ofrecer tarifas distintas a las del OMEA.  

f. El OMV deberá́ solicitar recurso numérico. 

g. El OMV tiene la obligación de dar acceso a sus usuarios a la portabilidad numérica.  

CAPITULO VII 

DEL REGIMEN DE INTERCONEXION  

Art. 18.- La interconexión del OMV con el resto de prestadores de servicios finales de 

telecomunicaciones, incluyendo otros OMV se realizará mediante los siguientes 
mecanismos: a través de la red del OMEA, de otro OME, de otro prestador de 
servicios de telefonía fija o a través de su propia infraestructura.  

Las relaciones de interconexión entre el OMV y el OMEA, se regirán por la Normativa 
de Interconexión aplicable. No podrá́ imputarse al cargo de acceso, valor alguno por 
concepto de interconexión o intercambio de tráfico para comunicaciones entre 
abonados/clientes-usuarios del OMV y abonados/clientes-usuarios del OMEA.  

En su acuerdo o en la disposición para OMV se establecerán las condiciones técnicas, 
económicas y legales relativas a la interconexión con otros operadores de 
telecomunicaciones, de conformidad con el mecanismo que el OMV adopte y de 
conformidad con el Reglamento de Interconexión.  
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CAPITULO VIII 

DEL REGIMEN TARIFARIO  

Art. 19.- Las tarifas al usuario que un OMV comercialice no superarán los techos 
tarifarios aprobados por el CONATEL.  

OTRAS OBLIGACIONES DEL OMV CON EL ESTADO  

Art. 20.- El OMV deberá́ cumplir con las obligaciones económicas y tributarias con el 
Estado, así ́como con los tributos generales y específicos del Sector, según normativa 
vigente.  

CAPITULO IX 

DE LOS DERECHOS Y OBLIGACIONES DE LOS ABONADOS/CLIENTES-
USUARIOS  

Art. 21.- Los abonados y usuarios del OMV tendrán los mismos derechos y 

obligaciones que los abonados y usuarios del OMEA previstos en el ordenamiento 
jurídico vigente, en especial aquellos contemplados en el Reglamento para los 
Abonados/Clientes-Usuarios de los Servicios de Telecomunicaciones y de Valor 
Agregado.  

CAPITULO X 

DE LOS PARAMETROS Y METAS DE CALIDAD DEL SERVICIO  

Art. 22.- Los parámetros de calidad de la prestación del servicio constarán en la 

normativa que el Consejo Nacional de Telecomunicaciones establezca para el efecto, 
y su correspondiente régimen de aplicación constará en el título habilitante. La 
información del cumplimiento de estas obligaciones deberá́ ser entregada conforme se 
haya acordado en el título habilitante del OMV, o lo que disponga el CONATEL para tal 
fin, a la Secretaría Nacional de Telecomunicaciones y a la Superintendencia de 
Telecomunicaciones.  

CAPITULO XI 

DE LAS INFRACCIONES Y SANCIONES  

Art. 23.- Las infracciones cometidas por los OMV serán juzgadas y sancionadas por la 
Superintendencia de Telecomunicaciones, de conformidad con el título habilitante y la 
normativa aplicable.  

CAPITULO XII 

DEL CUMPLIMIENTO DE LOS PLANES TECNICOS FUNDAMENTALES  

Art. 24.- Los OMV se sujetarán a lo dispuesto en los Planes Técnicos Fundamentales 

aprobados por el CONATEL.  
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Art. 25.- Los OMV deberán garantizar el acceso a números para servicios especiales 
de abonado y números de emergencia, según lo contemplado y definido en el Plan 
Técnico Fundamental de Numeración.  

CAPITULO XIII 

DEL TRATO IGUALITARIO  

Art. 26.- De conformidad con lo establecido en el ordenamiento jurídico vigente y los 

títulos habilitantes, la SENATEL, el CONATEL y la SUPERTEL deberán dar un trato 
igualitario y no discriminatorio, en lo que fuere aplicable, a los OMEA y a los OMV en 
su condición de operadores del Servicio Móvil Avanzado.  

DISPOSICIONES TRANSITORIAS:  

Primera.- Se otorga un plazo de cuarenta y cinco (45) días contados a partir de la 
entrada en vigencia del presente Reglamento para que los prestadores del Servicio 
Móvil Avanzado, remitan a la Secretaría Nacional de Telecomunicaciones la OBA para 
la prestación del Servicio Móvil Avanzado bajo la modalidad de Operadores Móviles 
Virtuales, mismo que deberá́ enmarcarse en lo dispuesto en el presente Reglamento y 
en el ordenamiento jurídico vigente vinculado.  

Una vez aprobada la OBA por parte de la SENATEL, el OME deberá́, en un plazo no 
mayor a diez (10) días, publicar dicho documento, según lo establecido en el artículo 3 
del presente Reglamento. La OBA será́ de conocimiento público y deberá́ ser 
publicada en la página web del OME.  

Segunda.- En concordancia con lo dispuesto en el artículo 14 del Reglamento para 
Otorgar Concesiones de los Servicios de Telecomunicaciones, se otorga un plazo de 
cuarenta y cinco (45) días contados a partir de la entrada en vigencia del presente 
Reglamento para que la Secretaría Nacional de Telecomunicaciones establezca el 
instructivo y los formularios que permitan la evaluación estandarizada de la capacidad 
técnica, económica y legal de las personas naturales o jurídicas solicitantes de una 
concesión para prestar el SMA por medio del OMV.  

Tercera.- Se otorga el plazo de cuarenta y cinco (45) días contados a partir de la 
entrada en vigencia del presente Reglamento para que la Secretaría Nacional de 
Telecomunicaciones establezca el instructivo y los formularios que permitan la 
evaluación estandarizada de la capacidad de las Empresas Públicas que soliciten la 
autorización para prestar el SMA por medio del OMV.  

Cuarta.- Se otorga un plazo de sesenta (60) días contados a partir de la entrada en 
vigencia del presente Reglamento para que la Secretaría Nacional de 
Telecomunicaciones presente para consideración del CONATEL, los proyectos de 
modelos de Contrato de Concesión, y de Autorización para Empresas Públicas, para la 
prestación del Servicio Móvil Avanzado bajo la modalidad de Operadores Móviles 
Virtuales, tomando en consideración el presente Reglamento y el ordenamiento 
jurídico vigente.  

Quinta.- Para fines del establecimiento de condiciones económicas en caso de la 
emisión de Disposiciones, así ́ como para la revisión y aprobación de las condiciones 
económicas que acuerden las partes, la SENATEL dispondrá́ de un modelo técnico - 
económico, el cual deberá́ ser aprobado por el CONATEL; dicho modelo será́ 
presentado a consideración del CONATEL en un plazo de 120 días.  
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En caso de ausencia de dicho modelo, la SENATEL podrá́ establecer las condiciones 
o revisar las condiciones acordadas por los operadores, en función de análisis 
comparativos de implementaciones internacionales o nacionales de normativa u 
operaciones equivalentes a las establecidas en el presente Reglamento.  

El presente Reglamento entrará en vigencia a partir de su publicación en el Registro 
Oficial. Dado en Quito, D.M., el 08 de agosto de 2014.  

f.) Ing. Ana Gabriela Valdiviezo Black, Presidenta del CONATEL. 

f.) AB. ESTEBAN BURBANO, Secretario del CONATEL (E). 

Certifico que es fiel copia del original.- 12 agosto 2014.- f.) Secretario del CONATEL.  
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Annex 3: SMVNO 

 

Annex 3.1: Project plan of the SMVNO 

 

MVNO Service Provider Year 1 
Year 2 

 
Year 3 

 
Year 4 

 
Year 5 

 

Incomes  $   2.398.884,00   $ 5.973.144,00   $      8.911.860,00   $ 10.532.856,00   $ 11.416.392,00  

16-24 years           

Customers prepaid voice $           1.908,00 $         4.716,00 $              7.020,00 $  8.316,00 $           9.000,00 

Customers prepaid voice+data $       311.880,00 $    776.700,00 $      1.158.900,00 $ 1.369.620,00 $   1.484.580,00 

Customers post-paid voice $         24.672,00 $       61.536,00 $            91.776,00 $   108.480,00 $       117.600,00 

Customers post-paid voice+data $       152.064,00 $    378.432,00 $         564.624,00 $  667.440,00 $       723.312,00 

25-64 years 
     Customers prepaid voice $           6.480,00 $       16.140,00 $            24.120,00 $ 28.500,00 $         30.900,00 

Customers prepaid voice+data $   1.284.720,00 $ 3.199.080,00 $      4.773.000,00 $  5.641.080,00 $   6.114.240,00 

Customers post-paid voice $         95.400,00 $    237.420,00 $         354.420,00 $   418.860,00 $       453.960,00 

Customers post-paid voice+data $       521.760,00 $ 1.299.120,00 $      1.938.000,00 $ 2.290.560,00 $   2.482.800,00 

TOTAL $   2.398.884,00 $ 5.973.144,00 $      8.911.860,00 $10.532.856,00 $ 11.416.392,00 

Expenses 
     OPEX $         1.195.110 $       1.226.319 $            1.289.929 $ 1.472.550 $         1.652.970 

Maintaince Billing system $         25.000,00 $       25.000,00 $            25.250,00 $ 25.500,00 $ 25.500,00 

Maintaince connectivity $         10.000,00 $       10.000,00 $            10.100,00 $ 10.200,00 $ 10.200,00 

Office rent $         24.000,00 $       24.960,00 $            25.440,00 $ 25.920,00 $ 26.400,00 

Supplies cost $           8.000,00 $         8.320,00 $              8.480,00 $ 8.640,00 $ 8.800,00 

Call Centre $         50.000,00 $    100.000,00 $         200.000,00 $   400.000,00 $ 600.000,00 

Salaries $       732.644,65 $    732.644,65 $         747.297,55 $ 754.623,99 $ 761.950,44 

Marketing and advertising $       300.000,00 $    270.000,00 $         210.000,00 $ 180.000,00 $  150.000,00 

SIM Card $           2.000,00 $        2.000,00 $              1.800,00 $ 1.600,00 $ 1.600,00 

Portability cost $         40.000,00 $ 40.000,00 $ 40.000,00 $ 40.000,00 $ 40.000,00 

Operators Fee $  3.464,98 $ 13.394,66 $  21.561,54 $    26.065,70 $         28.519,98 

COGS $         2.052.386 $       4.633.678 $            6.755.706 $  7.926.286 $         8.564.394 

Access charge per prepaid $         1.180.176 $       2.938.760 $            4.384.611 $  5.182.050 $         5.616.714 

Access charge per post-paid $            552.210 $       1.374.918 $            2.051.095 $ 2.424.236 $         2.627.680 

MNO agree $            320.000 $          320.000 $               320.000 $  320.000 $            320.000 

OTHERS           

Depreciation $           9.000,00 $ 9.000,00 $ 9.000,00 $ 9.000,00 $ 9.000,00 

Interests $ 0  $ 0     $0     $ 0    $  0  

Taxes  $ 0     $ 22.912   $ 188.590   $ 247.504   $ 261.806  

EBITDA  $  -848.611   $ 113.147   $ 866.225   $ 1.134.020   $ 1.199.028  

EBIT  $    -857.611   $ 104.147   $ 857.225   $1.125.020   $ 1.190.028  

Benefits  $  -857.611   $            81.235   $  668.636   $ 877.516   $ 928.222  

            

CAPEX           

Equipments  $          50.000   $        50.000   $            50.000   $   50.000   $          50.000  

  Initial investment           

Free Cash Flow  $       -900.000  $       -898.611   $        63.147   $          816.225   $ 1.084.020   $      1.149.028  

            

WACC 16,10%         

NPV $ 169.704         

IRR 16,80%         

MIRR 15%         
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Annex 3.2: Balance Sheet and Profit & Loss account of the SMVNO 

 

First Year 
 

PROFIT & LOSS ACCOUNT   -857611,4 
Operational -857611,4 Financial   
16-24 years Customers prepaid voice 1908,0     

16-24 years Customers prepaid voice+data 311880,0     

16-24 years Customers post-paid voice 24672,0     

16-24 years Customers post-paid voice+data 152064,0     

25-64 years Customers prepaid voice 6480,0     

25-64 years Customers prepaid voice+data 1284720,0     

25-64 years Customers post-paid voice 95400,0     

25-64 years Customers post-paid voice+data 521760,0     

Maintaince Billing system -25000,0 

  Maintaince connectivity -10000,0 

  Office rent -24000,0 

  Supplies cost -8000,0 

  Call Centre -50000,0 

  Salaries -732644,7 

  Marketing and advertising -300000,0 

  Portability cost -40000,0 

  Operators Fee -3465,0 

  Access charge per prepaid -1180176,2 

  Access charge per post-paid -552209,6 

  MNO agree -320000,0 

  SIM Card -2000,0 

  Depreciation -9000,0 

   

Assets 595101,9 Liabilities 595101,9 

Current Assets 554101,9 Short term Liabilities 552713,2 

Cash 355627,9 Debts 529346,4 

Receivables 198474,0 VAT to pay 23366,8 

        

Fixed Assets 41000,0 Long term Liabilities 0,0 

Fixed Assets 50000,0     

Depreciation -9000,0     

  

 

Net Worth 42388,6 

  

 

Equity 900000,0 

    Results -857611,4 
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Second Year 
 

PROFIT & LOSS ACCOUNT Gross Profit 104147,1 

    Net Profit 81234,7 
Operational 104147,1 Financial   
16-24 years Customers prepaid voice 4716,0     

16-24 years Customers prepaid voice+data 776700,0     

16-24 years Customers post-paid voice 61536,0     

16-24 years Customers post-paid voice+data 378432,0     

25-64 years Customers prepaid voice 16140,0     

25-64 years Customers prepaid voice+data 3199080,0     

25-64 years Customers post-paid voice 237420,0     

25-64 years Customers post-paid voice+data 1299120,0     

Maintaince Billing system -25000,0 

  Maintaince connectivity -10000,0 

  Office rent -24960,0 

  Supplies cost -8320,0 

  Call Centre -100000,0 

  Salaries -732644,7 

  Marketing and advertising -270000,0 

  Portability cost -40000,0 

  Operators Fee -13394,7 

  Access charge per prepaid -2938760,0 

  Access charge per post-paid -1374917,7 

  MNO agree -320000,0 

  SIM Card -2000,0 

  Depreciation -9000,0 

   

Assets 1510916,5 Liabilities 1510916,5 

Current Assets 1428916,5 Short term Liabilities 1387293,2 

Cash 934789,5 Debts 1179669,4 

Receivables 494127,0 VAT to pay 184711,4 

    Taxes  22912,4 

Fixed Assets 82000,0 Long term Liabilities 0,0 

Fixed Assets 100000,0     

Depreciation -18000,0     

  

 

Net Worth 123623,3 

  

 

Equity 900000,0 

    Results -776376,7 
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Third Year 
 

PROFIT & LOSS ACCOUNT Gross Profit 857225,0 

    Net Profit 668635,5 
Operational 857225,0 Financial   
16-24 years Customers prepaid voice 7020,0     

16-24 years Customers prepaid voice+data 1158900,0     

16-24 years Customers post-paid voice 91776,0     

16-24 years Customers post-paid voice+data 564624,0     

25-64 years Customers prepaid voice 24120,0     

25-64 years Customers prepaid voice+data 4773000,0     

25-64 years Customers post-paid voice 354420,0     

25-64 years Customers post-paid voice+data 1938000,0     

Maintaince Billing system -25250,0 

  Maintaince connectivity -10100,0 

  Office rent -25440,0 

  Supplies cost -8480,0 

  Call Centre -200000,0 

  Salaries -747297,5 

  Marketing and advertising -210000,0 

  Portability cost -40000,0 

  Operators Fee -21561,5 

  Access charge per prepaid -4384610,9 

  Access charge per post-paid -2051095,0 

  MNO agree -320000,0 

  SIM Card -1800,0 

  Depreciation -9000,0 

   

Assets 3146621,2 Liabilities 3146621,2 

Current Assets 3023621,2 Short term Liabilities 2354362,4 

Cash 2286416,2 Debts 1720264,0 

Receivables 737205,0 VAT to pay 445508,9 

    Taxes 188589,5 

Fixed Assets 123000,0 Long term Liabilities 0,0 

Fixed Assets 150000,0     

Depreciation -27000,0     

  

 

Net Worth 792258,8 

  

 

Equity 900000,0 

    Results -107741,2 
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Fourth Year 
 

PROFIT & LOSS ACCOUNT   Gross Profit 2295600,4 

    Net Profit 2048096,0 
Operational 2295600,4 Financial   
16-24 years Customers prepaid voice 8316,0     

16-24 years Customers prepaid voice+data 1369620,0     

16-24 years Customers post-paid voice 108480,0     

16-24 years Customers post-paid voice+data 667440,0     

25-64 years Customers prepaid voice 28500,0     

25-64 years Customers prepaid voice+data 5641080,0     

25-64 years Customers post-paid voice 418860,0     

25-64 years Customers post-paid voice+data 2290560,0     

Maintaince Billing system -25500,0 

  Maintaince connectivity -10200,0 

  Office rent -25920,0 

  Supplies cost -8640,0 

  Call Centre -400000,0 

  Salaries -754624,0 

  Marketing and advertising -180000,0 

  Portability cost -40000,0 

  Operators Fee -26065,7 

  Access charge per prepaid -4384610,9 

  Access charge per post-paid -2051095,0 

  MNO agree -320000,0 

  SIM Card -1600,0 

  Depreciation -9000,0 

    

Assets 5704919,1 Liabilities 5704919,1 

Current Assets 5540919,1 Short term Liabilities 2864564,2 

Cash 4669584,1 Debts 1762851,5 

Receivables 871335,0 VAT to pay 854208,4 

    Taxes 247504,4 

Fixed Assets 164000,0 Long term Liabilities 0,0 

Fixed Assets 200000,0     

Depreciation -36000,0     

  

 

Net Worth 2840354,9 

  

 

Equity 900000,0 

    Results 1940354,9 
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Fifth Year 
 

PROFIT & LOSS ACCOUNT Gross Profit 1190028,0 

    Net Profit 928221,8 
Operational 1190028,0 Financial   
16-24 years Customers prepaid voice 9000,0     

16-24 years Customers prepaid voice+data 1484580,0     

16-24 years Customers post-paid voice 117600,0     
16-24 years Customers post-paid 

voice+data 723312,0     

25-64 years Customers prepaid voice 30900,0     

25-64 years Customers prepaid voice+data 6114240,0     

25-64 years Customers post-paid voice 453960,0     
25-64 years Customers post-paid 
voice+data 2482800,0     

Maintaince Billing system -25500,0 
  Maintaince connectivity -10200,0 
  Office rent -26400,0 
  Supplies cost -8800,0 
  Call Centre -600000,0 
  Salaries -761950,4 
  Marketing and advertising -150000,0 
  Portability cost -40000,0 
  Operators Fee -28520,0 
  Access charge per prepaid -5616713,6 
  Access charge per post-paid -2627680,0 
  MNO agree -320000,0 
  SIM Card -1600,0 
  Depreciation -9000,0 
   

Assets 7468898,0 Liabilities 7468898,0 

Current Assets 7263898,0 Short term Liabilities 3700321,4 

Cash 6319480,0 Debts 2257523,4 

Receivables 944418,0 VAT to pay 1180991,8 

    Taxes 261806,2 

Fixed Assets 205000,0 Long term Liabilities 0,0 

Fixed Assets 250000,0     

Depreciation -45000,0     

  
 

Net Worth 3768576,7 

  
 

Equity 900000,0 

    Results 2868576,7 
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Annex 3.3: Treasury Plan of the SMVNO 

 
First Year 

 

1st year 1st trimester 2nd trimester 3rd trimester 4th trimester 

INCOMES 599721,0 401247,0 599721,0 599721,0 599721,0 

VAT charged   83960,9 83960,9 83960,9 83960,9 

VAT cashed   56174,6 83960,9 83960,9 83960,9 

16-24 years   

    Customers prepaid voice 477,0 477,0 477,0 477,0 477,0 

Customers prepaid voice+data 77970,0 77970,0 77970,0 77970,0 77970,0 

Customers post-paid voice 6168,0 

 

6168,0 6168,0 6168,0 

Customers post-paid 
voice+data 38016,0 

 
38016,0 38016,0 38016,0 

25-64 years   
    Customers prepaid voice 1620,0 1620,0 1620,0 1620,0 1620,0 

Customers prepaid voice+data 321180,0 321180,0 321180,0 321180,0 321180,0 

Customers post-paid voice 23850,0 
 

23850,0 23850,0 23850,0 
Customers post-paid 

voice+data 130440,0 
 

130440,0 130440,0 130440,0 

 

 
1st year 1st trimester 2nd trimester 3rd trimester 4th trimester 

EXPENSES 823873,8 294527,4 823873,8 823873,8 823873,8 

VAT input   89699,8 89699,8 89699,8 89699,8 

VAT paid   15591,3 89699,8 89699,8 89699,8 

OPEX   
    Maintaince Billing system 6250,0 
 

6250,0 6250,0 6250,0 

Maintaince connectivity 2500,0 
 

2500,0 2500,0 2500,0 

Office rent 6000,0 6000,0 6000,0 6000,0 6000,0 

Supplies cost 2000,0 2000,0 2000,0 2000,0 2000,0 

Call Centre 12500,0 
 

12500,0 12500,0 12500,0 

Salaries 183161,2 183161,2 183161,2 183161,2 183161,2 

Marketing and advertising 75000,0 
 

75000,0 75000,0 75000,0 

Portability cost 10000,0 10000,0 10000,0 10000,0 10000,0 

Operators Fee 866,2 866,2 866,2 866,2 866,2 

COGS   

    Access charge per prepaid 295044,0 
 

295044,0 295044,0 295044,0 

Access charge per post-paid 138052,4 
 

138052,4 138052,4 138052,4 

MNO agree 80000,0 80000,0 80000,0 80000,0 80000,0 

Taxes 0,0 
    CAPEX   
    Equipments 12500,0 12500,0 12500,0 12500,0 12500,0 

 

 
1st year 1st trimester 2nd trimester 3rd trimester 4th trimester 

OPERATIONAL FUNDS   106719,6 -189308,4 -195047,2 -200786,0 

VAT pending   40583,3 34844,5 29105,6 23366,8 

 
  

    INITIAL EXPENDITURE   
    SIM Card   2000,0 

   

 
  

    

 
  

    CASH NEEDED   145302,9 -229891,7 -229891,7 -229891,7 

 
  

    TOTAL 900000,0 1045302,9 815411,2 585519,5 355627,9 
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Second Year 

 

 
2nd year 1st trimester 2nd trimester 3rd trimester 4th trimester 

INCOMES 1493286,0 1197633,0 1493286,0 1493286,0 1493286,0 

VAT charged   209060,0 209060,0 209060,0 209060,0 

VAT cashed   167668,6 209060,0 209060,0 209060,0 

16-24 years   
    Customers prepaid voice 1179,0 1179,0 1179,0 1179,0 1179,0 

Customers prepaid voice+data 194175,0 194175,0 194175,0 194175,0 194175,0 

Customers post-paid voice 15384,0 6168,0 15384,0 15384,0 15384,0 
Customers post-paid 

voice+data 94608,0 38016,0 94608,0 94608,0 94608,0 

25-64 years   
    Customers prepaid voice 4035,0 4035,0 4035,0 4035,0 4035,0 

Customers prepaid voice+data 799770,0 799770,0 799770,0 799770,0 799770,0 

Customers post-paid voice 59355,0 23850,0 59355,0 59355,0 59355,0 
Customers post-paid 
voice+data 324780,0 130440,0 324780,0 324780,0 324780,0 

 

 
2nd year 1st trimester 2nd trimester 3rd trimester 4th trimester 

EXPENSES 1499911,6 826676,3 1476999,2 1476999,2 1476999,2 

VAT input   181137,3 181137,3 181137,3 181137,3 

VAT paid   90092,1 181137,3 181137,3 181137,3 

OPEX   

    Maintaince Billing system 6250,0 6250,0 6250,0 6250,0 6250,0 

Maintaince connectivity 2500,0 2500,0 2500,0 2500,0 2500,0 

Office rent 6240,0 6240,0 6240,0 6240,0 6240,0 

Supplies cost 2080,0 2080,0 2080,0 2080,0 2080,0 

Call Centre 25000,0 12500,0 25000,0 25000,0 25000,0 

Salaries 183161,2 183161,2 183161,2 183161,2 183161,2 

Marketing and advertising 67500,0 75000,0 67500,0 67500,0 67500,0 

Portability cost 10000,0 10000,0 10000,0 10000,0 10000,0 

Operators Fee 3348,7 3348,7 3348,7 3348,7 3348,7 

COGS   
    Access charge per prepaid 734690,0 295044,0 734690,0 734690,0 734690,0 

Access charge per post-paid 343729,4 138052,4 343729,4 343729,4 343729,4 

MNO agree 80000,0 80000,0 80000,0 80000,0 80000,0 

Taxes 22912,4 

    CAPEX   

    Equipments 12500,0 12500,0 12500,0 12500,0 12500,0 

 

 
2nd year 1st trimester 2nd trimester 3rd trimester 4th trimester 

OPERATIONAL FUNDS   425166,4 98419,2 126341,9 154264,6 

VAT pending   54209,7 82132,4 110055,1 137977,8 

 
  

    INITIAL EXPENDITURE   
    SIM Card   2000,0 

   

 
  

    

 
  

    CASH NEEDED   446533,2 44209,5 44209,5 44209,5 

 
  

    TOTAL   802161,1 846370,6 890580,0 934789,5 
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Third Year 
 

 

3rd year 1st trimester 2nd trimester 3rd trimester 4th trimester 

INCOMES 2227965,0 1984887,0 2227965,0 2227965,0 2227965,0 

VAT charged   311915,1 311915,1 311915,1 311915,1 

VAT cashed   277884,2 311915,1 311915,1 311915,1 

16-24 years   
    Customers prepaid voice 1755,0 1755,0 1755,0 1755,0 1755,0 

Customers prepaid voice+data 289725,0 289725,0 289725,0 289725,0 289725,0 

Customers post-paid voice 22944,0 15384,0 22944,0 22944,0 22944,0 
Customers post-paid 

voice+data 141156,0 94608,0 141156,0 141156,0 141156,0 

25-64 years   
    Customers prepaid voice 6030,0 6030,0 6030,0 6030,0 6030,0 

Customers prepaid voice+data 1193250,0 1193250,0 1193250,0 1193250,0 1193250,0 

Customers post-paid voice 88605,0 59355,0 88605,0 88605,0 88605,0 
Customers post-paid 
voice+data 484500,0 324780,0 484500,0 484500,0 484500,0 

 

 
3rd year 1st trimester 2nd trimester 3rd trimester 4th trimester 

EXPENSES 2212048,2 1505776,5 2023458,7 2023458,7 2023458,7 

VAT input   257128,8 257128,8 257128,8 257128,8 

VAT paid   181445,6 257128,8 257128,8 257128,8 

OPEX   

    Maintaince Billing system 6312,5 6250,0 6312,5 6312,5 6312,5 

Maintaince connectivity 2525,0 2500,0 2525,0 2525,0 2525,0 

Office rent 6360,0 6360,0 6360,0 6360,0 6360,0 

Supplies cost 2120,0 2120,0 2120,0 2120,0 2120,0 

Call Centre 50000,0 25000,0 50000,0 50000,0 50000,0 

Salaries 186824,4 186824,4 186824,4 186824,4 186824,4 

Marketing and advertising 52500,0 67500,0 52500,0 52500,0 52500,0 

Portability cost 10000,0 10000,0 10000,0 10000,0 10000,0 

Operators Fee 5390,4 5390,4 5390,4 5390,4 5390,4 

COGS   
    Access charge per prepaid 1096152,7 734690,0 1096152,7 1096152,7 1096152,7 

Access charge per post-paid 512773,8 343729,4 512773,8 512773,8 512773,8 

MNO agree 80000,0 80000,0 80000,0 80000,0 80000,0 

Taxes 188589,5 22912,4 

   CAPEX   

    Equipments 12500,0 12500,0 12500,0 12500,0 12500,0 

 

 
3rd year 1st trimester 2nd trimester 3rd trimester 4th trimester 

OPERATIONAL FUNDS   437571,2 217753,3 272539,6 327325,9 

VAT pending   -41539,2 13247,1 68033,4 122819,6 

 
  

    INITIAL EXPENDITURE   
    SIM Card   1800,0 

   

 
  

    

 
  

    CASH NEEDED   573749,1 259292,5 259292,5 259292,5 

 
  

    TOTAL   1508538,6 1767831,1 2027123,7 2286416,2 
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Fourth Year 

 

 
4th year 1st trimester 2nd trimester 3rd trimester 4th trimester 

INCOMES 2633214,0 2499084,0 2633214,0 2633214,0 2633214,0 

VAT charged   368650,0 368650,0 368650,0 368650,0 

VAT cashed   349871,8 368650,0 368650,0 368650,0 

16-24 years   
    Customers prepaid voice 2079,0 2079,0 2079,0 2079,0 2079,0 

Customers prepaid voice+data 342405,0 342405,0 342405,0 342405,0 342405,0 

Customers post-paid voice 27120,0 22944,0 27120,0 27120,0 27120,0 
Customers post-paid 
voice+data 166860,0 141156,0 166860,0 166860,0 166860,0 

25-64 years   

    Customers prepaid voice 7125,0 7125,0 7125,0 7125,0 7125,0 

Customers prepaid voice+data 1410270,0 1410270,0 1410270,0 1410270,0 1410270,0 

Customers post-paid voice 104715,0 88605,0 104715,0 104715,0 104715,0 

Customers post-paid 
voice+data 572640,0 484500,0 572640,0 572640,0 572640,0 

 

 
4th year 1st trimester 2nd trimester 3rd trimester 4th trimester 

EXPENSES 2316668,3 2215165,9 2069163,9 2069163,9 2069163,9 

VAT input   263271,1 263271,1 263271,1 263271,1 

VAT paid   257308,9 263271,1 263271,1 263271,1 

OPEX   

    Maintaince Billing system 6375,0 6312,5 6375,0 6375,0 6375,0 

Maintaince connectivity 2550,0 2525,0 2550,0 2550,0 2550,0 

Office rent 6480,0 6480,0 6480,0 6480,0 6480,0 

Supplies cost 2160,0 2160,0 2160,0 2160,0 2160,0 

Call Centre 100000,0 50000,0 100000,0 100000,0 100000,0 

Salaries 188656,0 188656,0 188656,0 188656,0 188656,0 

Marketing and advertising 45000,0 52500,0 45000,0 45000,0 45000,0 

Portability cost 10000,0 10000,0 10000,0 10000,0 10000,0 

Operators Fee 6516,4 6516,4 6516,4 6516,4 6516,4 

COGS   
    Access charge per prepaid 1096152,7 1096152,7 1096152,7 1096152,7 1096152,7 

Access charge per post-paid 512773,8 512773,8 512773,8 512773,8 512773,8 

MNO agree 80000,0 80000,0 80000,0 80000,0 80000,0 

Taxes 247504,4 188589,5 

   CAPEX   

    Equipments 12500,0 12500,0 12500,0 12500,0 12500,0 

 

 
4th year 1st trimester 2nd trimester 3rd trimester 4th trimester 

OPERATIONAL FUNDS   253661,4 639172,2 744551,1 849929,9 

VAT pending   -30256,7 75122,1 180501,0 285879,8 

 
  

    INITIAL EXPENDITURE   
    SIM Card   1600,0 

   

 
  

    

 
  

    CASH NEEDED   374881,0 669429,0 669429,0 669429,0 

 
  

    TOTAL   2661297,2 3330726,2 4000155,1 4669584,1 
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Fifth Year 
 

 

5th year 1st trimester 2nd trimester 3rd trimester 4th trimester 

INCOMES 2854098,0 2781015,0 2854098,0 2854098,0 2854098,0 

VAT charged   399573,7 399573,7 399573,7 399573,7 

VAT cashed   389342,1 399573,7 399573,7 399573,7 

16-24 years   

    Customers prepaid voice 2250,0 2250,0 2250,0 2250,0 2250,0 

Customers prepaid voice+data 371145,0 371145,0 371145,0 371145,0 371145,0 

Customers post-paid voice 29400,0 27120,0 29400,0 29400,0 29400,0 

Customers post-paid 
voice+data 180828,0 166860,0 180828,0 180828,0 180828,0 

25-64 years   
    Customers prepaid voice 7725,0 7725,0 7725,0 7725,0 7725,0 

Customers prepaid voice+data 1528560,0 1528560,0 1528560,0 1528560,0 1528560,0 

Customers post-paid voice 113490,0 104715,0 113490,0 113490,0 113490,0 
Customers post-paid 

voice+data 620700,0 572640,0 620700,0 620700,0 620700,0 

 
 

 
5th year 1st trimester 2nd trimester 3rd trimester 4th trimester 

EXPENSES 2828247,2 2319273,5 2566441,0 2566441,0 2566441,0 

VAT input   332633,5 332633,5 332633,5 332633,5 

VAT paid   263379,4 332633,5 332633,5 332633,5 

OPEX   

    Maintaince Billing system 6375,0 6375,0 6375,0 6375,0 6375,0 

Maintaince connectivity 2550,0 2550,0 2550,0 2550,0 2550,0 

Office rent 6600,0 6600,0 6600,0 6600,0 6600,0 

Supplies cost 2200,0 2200,0 2200,0 2200,0 2200,0 

Call Centre 150000,0 100000,0 150000,0 150000,0 150000,0 

Salaries 190487,6 190487,6 190487,6 190487,6 190487,6 

Marketing and advertising 37500,0 45000,0 37500,0 37500,0 37500,0 

Portability cost 10000,0 10000,0 10000,0 10000,0 10000,0 

Operators Fee 7130,0 7130,0 7130,0 7130,0 7130,0 

COGS   
    Access charge per prepaid 1404178,4 1096152,7 1404178,4 1404178,4 1404178,4 

Access charge per post-paid 656920,0 512773,8 656920,0 656920,0 656920,0 

MNO agree 80000,0 80000,0 80000,0 80000,0 80000,0 

Taxes 261806,2 247504,4 

   CAPEX   

    Equipments 12500,0 12500,0 12500,0 12500,0 12500,0 

 

 
5th year 1st trimester 2nd trimester 3rd trimester 4th trimester 

OPERATIONAL FUNDS   301824,4 194680,1 261620,3 328560,6 

VAT pending   -159917,1 -92976,9 -26036,6 40903,6 

 
  

    INITIAL EXPENDITURE   
    SIM Card   1600,0 

   

 
  

    

 
  

    CASH NEEDED   586104,2 354597,2 354597,2 354597,2 

 
  

    TOTAL   5255688,3 5610285,6 5964882,8 6319480,0 
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Annex 4: FMVO 

 

Annex 4.1: Project plan of the FMVO 

 

MVNO Full Year 1 
Year 2 

 
Year 3 

 
Year 4 

 
Year 5 

 

Incomes  $  3.480.438,35   $  8.666.304,95   $ 12.930.036,42   $ 15.281.692,71   $ 16.563.658,66  

16-24 years           

Customers prepaid voice  $         2.592,00   $        6.408,00   $         9.576,00   $     11.340,00   $         12.276,00  

Customers prepaid voice+data  $        425.580,00   $ 1.059.720,00   $   1.581.120,00   $   1.868.640,00   $   2.025.420,00  

Customers post-paid voice  $          33.696,00   $      83.904,00   $    125.184,00   $    148.032,00   $       160.416,00  

Customers prepaid voice+data  $        207.360,00   $     516.384,00   $      770.400,00   $     910.512,00   $       986.976,00  

25-64 years           

Customers prepaid voice  $          8.880,00   $       22.020,00   $      32.880,00   $      38.880,00   $       42.120,00  

Customers prepaid voice+data  $     1.752.840,00   $   4.364.760,00   $   6.512.160,00   $   7.696.560,00   $   8.342.160,00  

Customers post-paid voice  $        130.140,00   $   324.000,00   $  483.480,00   $   571.320,00   $       619.380,00  

Customers prepaid voice+data  $        711.840,00   $  1.772.400,00   $   2.644.320,00   $   3.125.280,00   $   3.387.360,00  

Ingress per interconnection prepaid  $        144.718,70   $   360.364,45   $   537.659,02   $    635.445,71   $       688.748,01  

Ingress per interconnection post-paid  $          62.791,65   $  156.344,50   $   233.257,40   $   275.683,00   $       298.802,65  

TOTAL  $     3.480.438,35   $  8.666.304,95   $   12.930.036,42   $ 15.281.692,71   $ 16.563.658,66  

Expenses           

OPEX  $          2.524.926   $        2.570.237   $          2.661.572   $       2.863.790   $         3.050.629  

MSC(Maintaince)  $        112.060,46   $     112.060,46   $        113.181,06   $     114.301,67   $       114.301,67  

SGSN(Maintaince)  $          93.360,10   $       93.360,10   $         94.293,70   $        95.227,30   $         95.227,30  

GGSN(Maintaince)  $        219.117,28   $     219.117,28   $       221.308,45   $     223.499,63   $       223.499,63  

HLR(Maintaince)  $        213.044,03   $      213.044,03   $        215.174,47   $     217.304,91   $       217.304,91  

SMSC(Maintaince)  $        288.618,75   $     288.618,75   $       291.504,94   $     294.391,13   $       294.391,13  

Maintaince Billing & CRM system  $          30.000,00   $       30.000,00   $          30.300,00   $       30.600,00   $         30.600,00  

Host Link (voice x 2 - 155Mbps)  $          26.523,60   $       26.523,60   $         26.788,84   $       27.054,07   $         27.054,07  

Host Link (data x 2 - 155Mbps)  $          26.523,60   $       26.523,60   $         26.788,84   $       27.054,07   $         27.054,07  

Interconnection Link (voice x 2 - 
155Mbps)  $          26.523,60   $       26.523,60   $       26.788,84   $      27.054,07   $         27.054,07  

Data Link Internet (data x 2 - 

155Mbps)  $          26.523,60   $       26.523,60   $       26.788,84   $      27.054,07   $         27.054,07  

Office rent  $          24.000,00   $       24.960,00   $        25.440,00   $       25.920,00   $         26.400,00  

Supplies cost  $          8.000,00   $        8.320,00   $          8.480,00   $         8.640,00   $           8.800,00  

Call Centre  $          50.000,00   $    100.000,00   $      200.000,00   $     400.000,00   $       600.000,00  

Salaries  $     1.025.702,51   $   1.025.702,51   $     1.046.216,56   $   1.056.473,59   $   1.066.730,61  

Marketing and advertising  $        300.000,00   $     270.000,00   $      210.000,00   $     180.000,00   $       150.000,00  

SIM Card  $          2.000,00   $       2.000,00   $         1.800,00   $       1.600,00   $           1.600,00  

Portability cost  $          40.000,00  
 $          

40.000,00  
 $              

40.000,00  
 $         

40.000,00   $         40.000,00  

Operators Fee  $          12.928,45   $      36.959,24   $        56.717,89   $       67.615,34   $         73.557,03  

COGS  $          2.187.593   $       4.970.381   $        7.258.248   $       8.520.158   $         9.207.956  

Access charge per prepaid  $         723.594   $     1.801.822   $       2.688.295   $     3.177.229   $         3.443.740  

Access charge per post-paid  $           313.958   $        781.723   $         1.166.287   $      1.378.415   $         1.494.013  

Interconnection prepaid  $         578.875   $      1.441.458   $        2.150.636   $      2.541.783   $         2.754.992  

Interconnection post-paid  $          251.167   $         625.378   $          933.030   $      1.102.732   $         1.195.211  

MNO agree  $            320.000   $           320.000   $             320.000   $          320.000   $            320.000  

Others           

Depreciation  $        262.377,18   $      262.377,18   $        262.377,18   $     262.377,18   $       262.377,18  

Interests             

Taxes  $                       0     $          189.928   $             604.525   $          799.781   $            889.393  
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EBITDA  $      -1.232.081   $       1.125.688   $        3.010.216   $       3.897.744   $         4.305.074  

EBIT  $    -1.494.458   $          863.310   $          2.747.839   $       3.635.367   $         4.042.697  

Benefits  $    -1.494.458   $      673.382   $        2.143.314   $       2.835.586   $         3.153.304  

            

CAPEX           

Equipments  $       1.457.651   $     1.457.651   $       1.457.651   $    1.457.651   $      1.457.651  

  Initial investment           

Free Cash Flow  $       -2.700.000 -2689731,81 -331963,40 1552565,20 2440093,44 2847423,14 

            

WACC 16,10%         

NPV $ 2.326.517         

IRR 5,09%         

MIRR 7%         
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Annex 4.2: Balance Sheet and Profit & Loss account of the FMVO 

First Year 

PROFIT & LOSS ACCOUNT   -1494458,0 
Operational -1494458,0 Financial   
16-24 years Customers prepaid voice 2592,0     

16-24 years Customers prepaid voice+data 425580,0     

16-24 years Customers post-paid voice 33696,0     
16-24 years Customers post-paid 
voice+data 207360,0     

25-64 years Customers prepaid voice 8880,0     

25-64 years Customers prepaid voice+data 1752840,0     

25-64 years Customers post-paid voice 130140,0     

25-64 years Customers post-paid 
voice+data 711840,0     

Ingress per interconnection prepaid 144718,7 

  Ingress per interconnection post-paid 62791,7 

  MSC(Maintaince) -112060,5 
  SGSN(Maintaince) -93360,1 
  GGSN(Maintaince) -219117,3 
  HLR(Maintaince) -213044,0 
  SMSC(Maintaince) -288618,8 
  Maintaince Billing & CRM system -30000,0 
  Host Link (voice x 2 - 155Mbps) -26523,6 
  Host Link (data x 2 - 155Mbps) -26523,6 
  Interconnection Link (voice x 2 - 155Mbps) -26523,6 
  Data Link Internet (data x 2 - 155Mbps) -26523,6 
  Office rent -24000,0 
  Supplies cost -8000,0 
  Call Centre -50000,0 
  Salaries -1025702,5 
  Marketing and advertising -300000,0 
  Portability cost -40000,0 
  Operators Fee -12928,5 
  Access charge per prepaid -723593,5 
  Access charge per post-paid -313958,3 
  Interconnection prepaid -578874,8 
  Interconnection post-paid -251166,6 
  MNO agree -320000,0 
  SIM Card -2000,0 
  Depreciation -262377,2 
   

Assets 1839482,9 Liabilities 1839482,9 

Current Assets 644209,1 Short term Liabilities 633940,9 

Cash 373450,1 Debts 793448,4 

Receivables 270759,0 VAT to pay -159507,6 

        

Fixed Assets 1195273,8 Long term Liabilities 0,0 

Fixed Assets 1457651,0     

Depreciation -262377,2     

    Net Worth 1205542,0 

  
 

Equity 2700000,0 

    Results -1494458,0 
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Second Year 
 

PROFIT & LOSS ACCOUNT Gross Profit 863310,4 

    Net Profit 673382,1 
Operational 863310,4 Financial   
16-24 years Customers prepaid voice 6408,0     

16-24 years Customers prepaid voice+data 1059720,0     

16-24 years Customers post-paid voice 83904,0     

16-24 years Customers post-paid voice+data 516384,0     

25-64 years Customers prepaid voice 22020,0     

25-64 years Customers prepaid voice+data 4364760,0     

25-64 years Customers post-paid voice 324000,0     

25-64 years Customers post-paid voice+data 1772400,0     

Ingress per interconnection prepaid 360364,5 

  Ingress per interconnection post-paid 156344,5 

  MSC(Maintaince) -112060,5 
  SGSN(Maintaince) -93360,1 
  GGSN(Maintaince) -219117,3 
  HLR(Maintaince) -213044,0 
  SMSC(Maintaince) -288618,8 
  Maintaince Billing & CRM system -30000,0 
  Host Link (voice x 2 - 155Mbps) -26523,6 
  Host Link (data x 2 - 155Mbps) -26523,6 
  Interconnection Link (voice x 2 - 155Mbps) -26523,6 
  Data Link Internet (data x 2 - 155Mbps) -26523,6 
  Office rent -24960,0 
  Supplies cost -8320,0 
  Call Centre -100000,0 
  Salaries -1025702,5 
  Marketing and advertising -270000,0 
  Portability cost -40000,0 
  Operators Fee -36959,2 
  Access charge per prepaid -1801822,3 
  Access charge per post-paid -781722,5 
  Interconnection prepaid -1441457,8 
  Interconnection post-paid -625378,0 
  MNO agree -320000,0 
  SIM Card -2000,0 
  Depreciation -262377,2 
   

Assets 3542513,4 Liabilities 3542513,4 

Current Assets 1151965,7 Short term Liabilities 1663589,2 

Cash 477793,7 Debts 1494145,3 

Receivables 674172,0 VAT to pay -20484,4 

    Taxes  189928,3 

Fixed Assets 2390547,7 Long term Liabilities 0,0 

Fixed Assets 2915302,0     

Depreciation -524754,4 Net Worth 1878924,2 

  
 

Equity 2700000,0 

    Results -821075,8 
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Third Year 
 

PROFIT & LOSS ACCOUNT Gross Profit 2747839,0 

    Net Profit 2143314,4 
Operational 2747839,0 Financial   
16-24 years Customers prepaid voice 9576,0     

16-24 years Customers prepaid voice+data 1581120,0     

16-24 years Customers post-paid voice 125184,0     

16-24 years Customers post-paid voice+data 770400,0     

25-64 years Customers prepaid voice 32880,0     

25-64 years Customers prepaid voice+data 6512160,0     

25-64 years Customers post-paid voice 483480,0     

25-64 years Customers post-paid voice+data 2644320,0     

Ingress per interconnection prepaid 537659,0 

  Ingress per interconnection post-paid 233257,4 

  MSC(Maintaince) -113181,1 
  SGSN(Maintaince) -94293,7 
  GGSN(Maintaince) -221308,5 
  HLR(Maintaince) -215174,5 
  SMSC(Maintaince) -291504,9 
  Maintaince Billing & CRM system -30300,0 
  Host Link (voice x 2 - 155Mbps) -26788,8 
  Host Link (data x 2 - 155Mbps) -26788,8 
  Interconnection Link (voice x 2 - 155Mbps) -26788,8 
  Data Link Internet (data x 2 - 155Mbps) -26788,8 
  Office rent -25440,0 
  Supplies cost -8480,0 
  Call Centre -200000,0 
  Salaries -1046216,6 
  Marketing and advertising -210000,0 
  Portability cost -40000,0 
  Operators Fee -56717,9 
  Access charge per prepaid -2688295,1 
  Access charge per post-paid -1166287,0 
  Interconnection prepaid -2150636,1 
  Interconnection post-paid -933029,6 
  MNO agree -320000,0 
  SIM Card -1800,0 
  Depreciation -262377,2 
   

Assets 7057648,6 Liabilities 7057648,6 

Current Assets 3471827,1 Short term Liabilities 3035410,0 

Cash 2465981,1 Debts 2078502,6 

Receivables 1005846,0 VAT to pay 352382,8 

    Taxes 604524,6 

Fixed Assets 3585821,5 Long term Liabilities 0,0 

Fixed Assets 4372953,1     

Depreciation -787131,6 Net Worth 4022238,6 

    Equity 2700000,0 

    Results 1322238,6 
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Fourth Year 
 

PROFIT & LOSS ACCOUNT   Gross Profit 3635367,3 

    Net Profit 2835586,5 
Operational 3635367,3 Financial   
16-24 years Customers prepaid voice 11340,0     

16-24 years Customers prepaid voice+data 1868640,0     

16-24 years Customers post-paid voice 148032,0     

16-24 years Customers post-paid voice+data 910512,0     

25-64 years Customers prepaid voice 38880,0     

25-64 years Customers prepaid voice+data 7696560,0     

25-64 years Customers post-paid voice 571320,0     

25-64 years Customers post-paid voice+data 3125280,0     

Ingress per interconnection prepaid 635445,7 

  Ingress per interconnection post-paid 275683,0 

  MSC(Maintaince) -114301,7 
  SGSN(Maintaince) -95227,3 
  GGSN(Maintaince) -223499,6 
  HLR(Maintaince) -217304,9 
  SMSC(Maintaince) -294391,1 
  Maintaince Billing & CRM system -30600,0 
  Host Link (voice x 2 - 155Mbps) -27054,1 
  Host Link (data x 2 - 155Mbps) -27054,1 
  Interconnection Link (voice x 2 - 155Mbps) -27054,1 
  Data Link Internet (data x 2 - 155Mbps) -27054,1 
  Office rent -25920,0 
  Supplies cost -8640,0 
  Call Centre -400000,0 
  Salaries -1056473,6 
  Marketing and advertising -180000,0 
  Portability cost -40000,0 
  Operators Fee -67615,3 
  Access charge per prepaid -3177228,6 
  Access charge per post-paid -1378415,0 
  Interconnection prepaid -2541782,8 
  Interconnection post-paid -1102732,0 
  MNO agree -320000,0 
  SIM Card -1600,0 
  Depreciation -262377,2 
   

Assets 10878809,3 Liabilities 10878809,3 

Current Assets 6097714,0 Short term Liabilities 4020984,2 

Cash 4908928,0 Debts 2438870,8 

Receivables 1188786,0 VAT to pay 782332,7 

    Taxes 799780,8 

Fixed Assets 4781095,4 Long term Liabilities 0,0 

Fixed Assets 5830604,1     

Depreciation -1049508,7 Net Worth 6857825,1 

    Equity 2700000,0 

    Results 4157825,1 
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Fifth Year 
 

PROFIT & LOSS ACCOUNT Gross Profit 4042697,0 

    Net Profit 3153303,6 
Operational 4042697,0 Financial   
16-24 years Customers prepaid voice 12276,0     

16-24 years Customers prepaid voice+data 2025420,0     

16-24 years Customers post-paid voice 160416,0     
16-24 years Customers post-paid 

voice+data 986976,0     

25-64 years Customers prepaid voice 42120,0     

25-64 years Customers prepaid voice+data 8342160,0     

25-64 years Customers post-paid voice 619380,0     
25-64 years Customers post-paid 
voice+data 3387360,0     

Ingress per interconnection prepaid 688748,0 
  Ingress per interconnection post-paid 298802,7 
  MSC(Maintaince) -114301,7 
  SGSN(Maintaince) -95227,3 
  GGSN(Maintaince) -223499,6 
  HLR(Maintaince) -217304,9 
  SMSC(Maintaince) -294391,1 
  Maintaince Billing & CRM system -30600,0 
  Host Link (voice x 2 - 155Mbps) -27054,1 
  Host Link (data x 2 - 155Mbps) -27054,1 
  Interconnection Link (voice x 2 - 155Mbps) -27054,1 
  Data Link Internet (data x 2 - 155Mbps) -27054,1 
  Office rent -26400,0 
  Supplies cost -8800,0 
  Call Centre -600000,0 
  Salaries -1066730,6 
  Marketing and advertising -150000,0 
  Portability cost -40000,0 
  Operators Fee -73557,0 
  Access charge per prepaid -3443740,1 
  Access charge per post-paid -1494013,3 
  Interconnection prepaid -2754992,0 
  Interconnection post-paid -1195210,6 
  MNO agree -320000,0 
  SIM Card -1600,0 
  Depreciation -262377,2 
   

Assets 14788469,4 Liabilities 14788469,4 

Current Assets 8812100,2 Short term Liabilities 4777340,7 

Cash 7523567,2 Debts 2653320,1 

Receivables 1288533,0 VAT to pay 1234627,2 

    Taxes 889393,3 

Fixed Assets 5976369,2 Long term Liabilities 0,0 

Fixed Assets 7288255,1     

Depreciation -1311885,9 Net Worth 10011128,7 

    Equity 2700000,0 

    Results 7311128,7 
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Annex 4.3: Treasury Plan of the FMVO 

 

First Year 

 
1st year 1st trimester 2nd trimester 3rd trimester 4th trimester 

INCOMES 870109,6 599350,6 870109,6 870109,6 870109,6 

VAT charged   121815,3 121815,3 121815,3 121815,3 

VAT cashed   83909,1 121815,3 121815,3 121815,3 

16-24 years   
    Customers prepaid voice 648,0 648,0 648,0 648,0 648,0 

Customers prepaid voice+data 106395,0 106395,0 106395,0 106395,0 106395,0 

Customers post-paid voice 8424,0 
 

8424,0 8424,0 8424,0 

Customers prepaid voice+data 51840,0 
 

51840,0 51840,0 51840,0 

25-64 years   
    Customers prepaid voice 2220,0 2220,0 2220,0 2220,0 2220,0 

Customers prepaid voice+data 438210,0 438210,0 438210,0 438210,0 438210,0 

Customers post-paid voice 32535,0 
 

32535,0 32535,0 32535,0 

Customers prepaid voice+data 177960,0 
 

177960,0 177960,0 177960,0 

Ingress per interconnection prepaid 36179,7 36179,7 36179,7 36179,7 36179,7 

Ingress per interconnection post-paid 15697,9 15697,9 15697,9 15697,9 15697,9 

 

 

1st year 1st trimester 2nd trimester 3rd trimester 4th trimester 

EXPENSES 1542042,5 748594,1 1542042,5 1542042,5 1542042,5 

VAT input   179986,4 179986,4 179986,4 179986,4 

VAT paid   68903,6 179986,4 179986,4 179986,4 

OPEX   
    MSC(Maintaince) 28015,1 
 

28015,1 28015,1 28015,1 

SGSN(Maintaince) 23340,0 
 

23340,0 23340,0 23340,0 

GGSN(Maintaince) 54779,3 
 

54779,3 54779,3 54779,3 

HLR(Maintaince) 53261,0 
 

53261,0 53261,0 53261,0 

SMSC(Maintaince) 72154,7 
 

72154,7 72154,7 72154,7 

Maintaince Billing & CRM system 7500,0 
 

7500,0 7500,0 7500,0 

Host Link (voice x 2 - 155Mbps) 6630,9 6630,9 6630,9 6630,9 6630,9 

Host Link (data x 2 - 155Mbps) 6630,9 6630,9 6630,9 6630,9 6630,9 
Interconnection Link (voice x 2 - 
155Mbps) 6630,9 6630,9 6630,9 6630,9 6630,9 

Data Link Internet (data x 2 - 155Mbps) 6630,9 6630,9 6630,9 6630,9 6630,9 

Office rent 6000,0 6000,0 6000,0 6000,0 6000,0 

Supplies cost 2000,0 2000,0 2000,0 2000,0 2000,0 

Call Centre 12500,0 

 

12500,0 12500,0 12500,0 

Salaries 256425,6 256425,6 256425,6 256425,6 256425,6 

Marketing and advertising 75000,0 

 

75000,0 75000,0 75000,0 

Portability cost 10000,0 10000,0 10000,0 10000,0 10000,0 

Operators Fee 3232,1 3232,1 3232,1 3232,1 3232,1 

COGS   
    Access charge per prepaid 180898,4 
 

180898,4 180898,4 180898,4 

Access charge per post-paid 78489,6 
 

78489,6 78489,6 78489,6 

Interconnection prepaid 144718,7 
 

144718,7 144718,7 144718,7 

Interconnection post-paid 62791,7 
 

62791,7 62791,7 62791,7 

MNO agree 80000,0 80000,0 80000,0 80000,0 80000,0 

Taxes   
    CAPEX   
    Equipment 364412,8 364412,8 364412,8 364412,8 364412,8 

 

1st year 1st trimester 2nd trimester 3rd trimester 
4th 
trimester 
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OPERATIONAL FUNDS   -149243,5 -671933,0 -671933,0 -671933,0 

VAT pending   15005,5 -43165,5 -101336,6 -159507,6 

 

  

    INITIAL EXPENDITURE   

    SIM Card   2000,0 

   

 

  

    

 

  

    CASH NEEDED   -136238,0 -730104,0 -730104,0 -730104,0 

 

  

    TOTAL 2700000,0 2563762,0 1833658,0 1103554,0 373450,1 

 
Second Year 
 

 

2nd year 1st trimester 2nd trimester 3rd trimester 4th trimester 

INCOMES 2166576,2 1763163,2 2166576,2 2166576,2 2166576,2 

VAT charged   303320,7 303320,7 303320,7 303320,7 

VAT cashed   246842,9 303320,7 303320,7 303320,7 

16-24 years   

    Customers prepaid voice 1602,0 1602,0 1602,0 1602,0 1602,0 

Customers prepaid voice+data 264930,0 264930,0 264930,0 264930,0 264930,0 

Customers post-paid voice 20976,0 8424,0 20976,0 20976,0 20976,0 

Customers prepaid voice+data 129096,0 51840,0 129096,0 129096,0 129096,0 

25-64 years   

    Customers prepaid voice 5505,0 5505,0 5505,0 5505,0 5505,0 

Customers prepaid voice+data 1091190,0 1091190,0 1091190,0 1091190,0 1091190,0 

Customers post-paid voice 81000,0 32535,0 81000,0 81000,0 81000,0 

Customers prepaid voice+data 443100,0 177960,0 443100,0 443100,0 443100,0 

Ingress per interconnection prepaid 90091,1 90091,1 90091,1 90091,1 90091,1 

Ingress per interconnection post-paid 39086,1 39086,1 39086,1 39086,1 39086,1 

 

 
2nd year 1st trimester 2nd trimester 3rd trimester 4th trimester 

EXPENSES 2438995,4 1548370,2 2249067,1 2249067,1 2249067,1 

VAT input   305559,8 305559,8 305559,8 305559,8 

VAT paid   180872,2 278969,8 278969,8 278969,8 

OPEX   

    MSC(Maintaince) 28015,1 28015,1 28015,1 28015,1 28015,1 

SGSN(Maintaince) 23340,0 23340,0 23340,0 23340,0 23340,0 

GGSN(Maintaince) 54779,3 54779,3 54779,3 54779,3 54779,3 

HLR(Maintaince) 53261,0 53261,0 53261,0 53261,0 53261,0 

SMSC(Maintaince) 72154,7 72154,7 72154,7 72154,7 72154,7 

Maintaince Billing & CRM system 7500,0 7500,0 7500,0 7500,0 7500,0 

Host Link (voice x 2 - 155Mbps) 6630,9 6630,9 6630,9 6630,9 6630,9 

Host Link (data x 2 - 155Mbps) 6630,9 6630,9 6630,9 6630,9 6630,9 
Interconnection Link (voice x 2 - 

155Mbps) 6630,9 6630,9 6630,9 6630,9 6630,9 

Data Link Internet (data x 2 - 155Mbps) 6630,9 6630,9 6630,9 6630,9 6630,9 

Office rent 6240,0 6240,0 6240,0 6240,0 6240,0 

Supplies cost 2080,0 2080,0 2080,0 2080,0 2080,0 

Call Centre 25000,0 12500,0 25000,0 25000,0 25000,0 

Salaries 256425,6 256425,6 256425,6 256425,6 256425,6 

Marketing and advertising 67500,0 75000,0 67500,0 67500,0 67500,0 

Portability cost 10000,0 10000,0 10000,0 10000,0 10000,0 

Operators Fee 9239,8 9239,8 9239,8 9239,8 9239,8 

COGS   
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Access charge per prepaid 450455,6 180898,4 450455,6 450455,6 450455,6 

Access charge per post-paid 195430,6 78489,6 195430,6 195430,6 195430,6 

Interconnection prepaid 360364,5 144718,7 360364,5 360364,5 360364,5 

Interconnection post-paid 156344,5 62791,7 156344,5 156344,5 156344,5 

MNO agree 80000,0 80000,0 80000,0 80000,0 80000,0 

Taxes 189928,3 

    CAPEX   

    Equipment 364412,8 364412,8 364412,8 364412,8 364412,8 

 

 
2nd year 1st trimester 2nd trimester 3rd trimester 4th trimester 

OPERATIONAL FUNDS   214793,0 -82490,9 -82490,9 -82490,9 

VAT pending   225478,2 249829,1 274179,9 298530,8 

 
  

    INITIAL EXPENDITURE   
    SIM Card   2000,0 

   

 
  

    

 
  

    CASH NEEDED   278763,6 -58140,0 -58140,0 -58140,0 

 
  

    TOTAL   652213,7 594073,7 535933,7 477793,7 

 
Third Year 

 

 
3rd year 1st trimester 2nd trimester 3rd trimester 4th trimester 

INCOMES 3232509,1 2900835,1 3232509,1 3232509,1 3232509,1 

VAT charged   452551,3 452551,3 452551,3 452551,3 

VAT cashed   406116,9 452551,3 452551,3 452551,3 

16-24 years   
    Customers prepaid voice 2394,0 2394,0 2394,0 2394,0 2394,0 

Customers prepaid voice+data 395280,0 395280,0 395280,0 395280,0 395280,0 

Customers post-paid voice 31296,0 20976,0 31296,0 31296,0 31296,0 

Customers prepaid voice+data 192600,0 129096,0 192600,0 192600,0 192600,0 

25-64 years   
    Customers prepaid voice 8220,0 8220,0 8220,0 8220,0 8220,0 

Customers prepaid voice+data 1628040,0 1628040,0 1628040,0 1628040,0 1628040,0 

Customers post-paid voice 120870,0 81000,0 120870,0 120870,0 120870,0 

Customers prepaid voice+data 661080,0 443100,0 661080,0 661080,0 661080,0 

Ingress per interconnection prepaid 134414,8 134414,8 134414,8 134414,8 134414,8 

Ingress per interconnection post-paid 58314,4 58314,4 58314,4 58314,4 58314,4 

 

 

3rd year 1st trimester 2nd trimester 3rd trimester 4th trimester 

EXPENSES 3448442,4 2449488,8 2843917,8 2843917,8 2843917,8 

VAT input   446164,4 446164,4 446164,4 446164,4 

VAT paid   306310,9 361530,9 361530,9 361530,9 

OPEX   
    MSC(Maintaince) 28295,3 28015,1 28295,3 28295,3 28295,3 

SGSN(Maintaince) 23573,4 23340,0 23573,4 23573,4 23573,4 

GGSN(Maintaince) 55327,1 54779,3 55327,1 55327,1 55327,1 

HLR(Maintaince) 53793,6 53261,0 53793,6 53793,6 53793,6 

SMSC(Maintaince) 72876,2 72154,7 72876,2 72876,2 72876,2 

Maintaince Billing & CRM system 7575,0 7500,0 7575,0 7575,0 7575,0 

Host Link (voice x 2 - 155Mbps) 6697,2 6697,2 6697,2 6697,2 6697,2 

Host Link (data x 2 - 155Mbps) 6697,2 6697,2 6697,2 6697,2 6697,2 

Interconnection Link (voice x 2 - 6697,2 6697,2 6697,2 6697,2 6697,2 
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155Mbps) 

Data Link Internet (data x 2 - 155Mbps) 6697,2 6697,2 6697,2 6697,2 6697,2 

Office rent 6360,0 6360,0 6360,0 6360,0 6360,0 

Supplies cost 2120,0 2120,0 2120,0 2120,0 2120,0 

Call Centre 50000,0 25000,0 50000,0 50000,0 50000,0 

Salaries 261554,1 261554,1 261554,1 261554,1 261554,1 

Marketing and advertising 52500,0 67500,0 52500,0 52500,0 52500,0 

Portability cost 10000,0 10000,0 10000,0 10000,0 10000,0 

Operators Fee 14179,5 14179,5 14179,5 14179,5 14179,5 

COGS   
    Access charge per prepaid 672073,8 450455,6 672073,8 672073,8 672073,8 

Access charge per post-paid 291571,8 195430,6 291571,8 291571,8 291571,8 

Interconnection prepaid 537659,0 360364,5 537659,0 537659,0 537659,0 

Interconnection post-paid 233257,4 156344,5 233257,4 233257,4 233257,4 

MNO agree 80000,0 80000,0 80000,0 80000,0 80000,0 

Taxes 604524,6 189928,3 
   CAPEX   

    Equipment 364412,8 364412,8 364412,8 364412,8 364412,8 

 

 
3rd year 1st trimester 2nd trimester 3rd trimester 4th trimester 

OPERATIONAL FUNDS   451346,3 388591,3 388591,3 388591,3 

VAT pending   -198724,7 -107704,4 -16684,0 74336,4 

 
  

    INITIAL EXPENDITURE   
    SIM Card   1800,0 

   

 
  

    

 
  

    CASH NEEDED   549352,4 479611,7 479611,7 479611,7 

 
  

    TOTAL   1027146,1 1506757,8 1986369,4 2465981,1 

 

 
Fourth Year 
 

 
4th year 1st trimester 2nd trimester 3rd trimester 4th trimester 

INCOMES 3820423,2 3637483,2 3820423,2 3820423,2 3820423,2 

VAT charged   534859,2 534859,2 534859,2 534859,2 

VAT cashed   509247,6 534859,2 534859,2 534859,2 

16-24 years   
    Customers prepaid voice 2835,0 2835,0 2835,0 2835,0 2835,0 

Customers prepaid voice+data 467160,0 467160,0 467160,0 467160,0 467160,0 

Customers post-paid voice 37008,0 31296,0 37008,0 37008,0 37008,0 

Customers prepaid voice+data 227628,0 192600,0 227628,0 227628,0 227628,0 

25-64 years   
    Customers prepaid voice 9720,0 9720,0 9720,0 9720,0 9720,0 

Customers prepaid voice+data 1924140,0 1924140,0 1924140,0 1924140,0 1924140,0 

Customers post-paid voice 142830,0 120870,0 142830,0 142830,0 142830,0 

Customers prepaid voice+data 781320,0 661080,0 781320,0 781320,0 781320,0 

Ingress per interconnection prepaid 158861,4 158861,4 158861,4 158861,4 158861,4 

Ingress per interconnection post-paid 68920,8 68920,8 68920,8 68920,8 68920,8 
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4th year 1st trimester 2nd trimester 3rd trimester 4th trimester 

EXPENSES 4009780,6 3454156,3 3209999,8 3209999,8 3209999,8 

VAT input   524392,7 524392,7 524392,7 524392,7 

VAT paid   446605,3 412423,4 412423,4 412423,4 

OPEX   
    MSC(Maintaince) 28575,4 28295,3 28575,4 28575,4 28575,4 

SGSN(Maintaince) 23806,8 23573,4 23806,8 23806,8 23806,8 

GGSN(Maintaince) 55874,9 55327,1 55874,9 55874,9 55874,9 

HLR(Maintaince) 54326,2 53793,6 54326,2 54326,2 54326,2 

SMSC(Maintaince) 73597,8 72876,2 73597,8 73597,8 73597,8 

Maintaince Billing & CRM system 7650,0 7575,0 7650,0 7650,0 7650,0 

Host Link (voice x 2 - 155Mbps) 6763,5 6763,5 6763,5 6763,5 6763,5 

Host Link (data x 2 - 155Mbps) 6763,5 6763,5 6763,5 6763,5 6763,5 
Interconnection Link (voice x 2 - 
155Mbps) 6763,5 6763,5 6763,5 6763,5 6763,5 

Data Link Internet (data x 2 - 155Mbps) 6763,5 6763,5 6763,5 6763,5 6763,5 

Office rent 6480,0 6480,0 6480,0 6480,0 6480,0 

Supplies cost 2160,0 2160,0 2160,0 2160,0 2160,0 

Call Centre 100000,0 50000,0 100000,0 100000,0 100000,0 

Salaries 264118,4 264118,4 264118,4 264118,4 264118,4 

Marketing and advertising 45000,0 52500,0 45000,0 45000,0 45000,0 

Portability cost 10000,0 10000,0 10000,0 10000,0 10000,0 

Operators Fee 16903,8 16903,8 16903,8 16903,8 16903,8 

COGS   
    Access charge per prepaid 794307,1 672073,8 794307,1 794307,1 794307,1 

Access charge per post-paid 344603,8 291571,8 344603,8 344603,8 344603,8 

Interconnection prepaid 635445,7 537659,0 635445,7 635445,7 635445,7 

Interconnection post-paid 275683,0 233257,4 275683,0 275683,0 275683,0 

MNO agree 80000,0 80000,0 80000,0 80000,0 80000,0 

Taxes 799780,8 604524,6 
   CAPEX   

    Equipment 364412,8 364412,8 364412,8 364412,8 364412,8 

 

 
4th year 1st trimester 2nd trimester 3rd trimester 4th trimester 

OPERATIONAL FUNDS   183326,9 610423,4 610423,4 610423,4 

VAT pending   -11694,0 110741,8 233177,7 355613,5 

 
  

    INITIAL EXPENDITURE   
    SIM Card   1600,0 

   

 
  

    

 
  

    CASH NEEDED   244369,3 732859,2 732859,2 732859,2 

 
  

    TOTAL   2710350,3 3443209,6 4176068,8 4908928,0 
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Fifth Year 
 

 
5th year 1st trimester 2nd trimester 3rd trimester 4th trimester 

INCOMES 4140914,7 4041167,7 4140914,7 4140914,7 4140914,7 

VAT charged   579728,1 579728,1 579728,1 579728,1 

VAT cashed   565763,5 579728,1 579728,1 579728,1 

16-24 years   
    Customers prepaid voice 3069,0 3069,0 3069,0 3069,0 3069,0 

Customers prepaid voice+data 506355,0 506355,0 506355,0 506355,0 506355,0 

Customers post-paid voice 40104,0 37008,0 40104,0 40104,0 40104,0 

Customers prepaid voice+data 246744,0 227628,0 246744,0 246744,0 246744,0 

25-64 years   
    Customers prepaid voice 10530,0 10530,0 10530,0 10530,0 10530,0 

Customers prepaid voice+data 2085540,0 2085540,0 2085540,0 2085540,0 2085540,0 

Customers post-paid voice 154845,0 142830,0 154845,0 154845,0 154845,0 

Customers prepaid voice+data 846840,0 781320,0 846840,0 846840,0 846840,0 

Ingress per interconnection prepaid 172187,0 172187,0 172187,0 172187,0 172187,0 

Ingress per interconnection post-paid 74700,7 74700,7 74700,7 74700,7 74700,7 

 

 

5th year 1st trimester 2nd trimester 3rd trimester 4th trimester 

EXPENSES 4318052,2 4013990,3 3428658,9 3428658,9 3428658,9 

VAT input   567191,7 567191,7 567191,7 567191,7 

VAT paid   524623,1 442676,7 442676,7 442676,7 

OPEX   
    MSC(Maintaince) 28575,4 28575,4 28575,4 28575,4 28575,4 

SGSN(Maintaince) 23806,8 23806,8 23806,8 23806,8 23806,8 

GGSN(Maintaince) 55874,9 55874,9 55874,9 55874,9 55874,9 

HLR(Maintaince) 54326,2 54326,2 54326,2 54326,2 54326,2 

SMSC(Maintaince) 73597,8 73597,8 73597,8 73597,8 73597,8 

Maintaince Billing & CRM system 7650,0 7650,0 7650,0 7650,0 7650,0 

Host Link (voice x 2 - 155Mbps) 6763,5 6763,5 6763,5 6763,5 6763,5 

Host Link (data x 2 - 155Mbps) 6763,5 6763,5 6763,5 6763,5 6763,5 
Interconnection Link (voice x 2 - 
155Mbps) 6763,5 6763,5 6763,5 6763,5 6763,5 

Data Link Internet (data x 2 - 155Mbps) 6763,5 6763,5 6763,5 6763,5 6763,5 

Office rent 6600,0 6600,0 6600,0 6600,0 6600,0 

Supplies cost 2200,0 2200,0 2200,0 2200,0 2200,0 

Call Centre 150000,0 100000,0 150000,0 150000,0 150000,0 

Salaries 266682,7 266682,7 266682,7 266682,7 266682,7 

Marketing and advertising 37500,0 45000,0 37500,0 37500,0 37500,0 

Portability cost 10000,0 10000,0 10000,0 10000,0 10000,0 

Operators Fee 18389,3 18389,3 18389,3 18389,3 18389,3 

COGS   
    Access charge per prepaid 860935,0 794307,1 860935,0 860935,0 860935,0 

Access charge per post-paid 373503,3 344603,8 373503,3 373503,3 373503,3 

Interconnection prepaid 688748,0 635445,7 688748,0 688748,0 688748,0 

Interconnection post-paid 298802,7 275683,0 298802,7 298802,7 298802,7 

MNO agree 80000,0 80000,0 80000,0 80000,0 80000,0 

Taxes 889393,3 799780,8 
   CAPEX   

    Equipment 364412,8 364412,8 364412,8 364412,8 364412,8 
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5th year 1st trimester 2nd trimester 3rd trimester 4th trimester 

OPERATIONAL FUNDS   27177,4 712255,8 712255,8 712255,8 

VAT pending   -314473,1 -177421,7 -40370,4 96681,0 

 
  

    INITIAL EXPENDITURE   
    SIM Card   1600,0 

   

 
  

    

 
  

    CASH NEEDED   66717,8 849307,2 849307,2 849307,2 

 
  

    TOTAL   4975645,7 5824952,9 6674260,1 7523567,2 
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GLOSSARY 
 
2G Second generation of mobile telecommunications technology 

(GSM-CDMA) 
3G Third generation of mobile telecommunications technology 

(UMTS) 
4G  Fourth generation of mobile telecommunications technology (LTE) 
ARCOTEL Agencia de Regulación y Control de las Telecomunicaciones 

Ecuador 
ARPU  Average Revenue per User 

AWS   Advanced Wireless Service 
BEP  Breakeven Point 
BSS  Business Support System 

CAGR Compound Annual Growth Rate 
CAPEX CAPital EXpenditure  

CDMA Code Division Multiple Access 
CEO  Chief Executive Officer 
CMT Comisión del Mercado de las Telecomunicaciones Spain, now it is 

part of CNMC 
CNMC Comisión Nacional de los Mercado y la Competencia Spain 

COGS Cost of Goods Sold 
CONATEL Consejo Nacional de Telecomunicaciones Ecuador 
CRM  Customer Relationship Management 

FMVNO Full Mobile Virtual Network Operator 
GGSN Gateway GPRS Support Node 

GMLC Gateway Mobile Location Centre 
GMSC Gateway Mobile Switching Centre 
GPRS  General Packet Radio Service 

GSM  Global System for Mobile communications 
GSMA GSM Association 

HLR  Home Location Register 
HSS  Home Subscriber Server 
HSPA  High Speed Packet Access 

IMSI  International Mobile Subscriber Identity 
IN   Intelligent Network 

IRR  Internal Rate of Return 
ITU  International Telecommunication Union 
LEAN     Techniques to maximize customer value while minimizing waste 

LTE  Long Term Evolution 
M2M  Machine to Machine 

MB  Megabyte 
MIRR  Modified Internal Rate of Return 
MINTEL Ministerio de Telecomunicaciones y de la Sociedad de la 

Información Ecuador 
MMSC Multimedia Message Service Centre 

MNO  Mobile Network Operator 
MSC  Mobile Switching Centre 
MVNA Mobile Virtual Network Aggregator 

MVNE Mobile Virtual Network Enabler 
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MVNO Mobile Virtual Network Operator 
NPV  Net Present Value 
NTI  Not Taxes Included 

OPEX  Operating Expenditure 
OSS  Operation Support System 

PBX  Private Branch Exchange 
SENATEL Secretaría Nacional de Telecomunicaciones Ecuador 
SGSN  Serving GPRS Support Node 

SIM Card  Subscriber Identity Module 
SMLC  Serving Mobile Location Centre 

SMSC Short Message Service Centre 
SMVNO Enhanced Service Provider Mobile Virtual Network Operator 
SUPERTEL Superintendencia de Telecomunicaciones Ecuador 

TI  Tax Included 
UMS  Universal Mobile Systems 

UMTS  Universal Mobile Telecommunications System 
USSD  Unstructured Supplementary Service Data 
VALS Values and Lifestyles, methodology used for psychographic 

market segmentation 
VSM  Value Stream Mapping 

WACC Weighted Average Cost of Capital 
WAP  Wireless Application Protocol 
WIFI  Wireless Fidelity 

WIMAX Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access 

 


